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ABSTRACT
Twenty-two principles of middle grade education are

addressed i this report, which is intended for those who have th'
authority to give meaning and substance to the reform of middle grade
education in California's public schools. Each principle is developed
through a discussion that concludes with specific recommendations
that have implications for legislative initiatives, educational
policies, administrative guidelines, and professional practices. Part
One, "Curriculum and Instruction: Achieving Academic Excellence,"
provides recommendations in the areas of core curriculum, knowledge,
thinking and commurication, character development, leaning to learn,
and instructional practice. Part Two, entitled "Student Potential:
Realizing the 'Highest and Best' Intellectual, Social, Emotional, and
Physical Development." covers academic counseling, equal access,
student diversity and underrepresented minorities, at-risk students,
and physical and emotional development. Part Three, "Organization and
Structure: Creating New Learning Environments," addresses school
culture, extracurricular and intramur activities, student
accountability, transition, structure, scheduling, and assessment.
Part Four, "Teaching and Administration: Preparing for Exemplary
Performance," focuses on professional preparation and staff
development. Part Five, entitled "Leadership and Partnership:
Defining the Catalysts for Middle Grade Educational Reform," focuses
on sharing accountability for educational reform among parents,
communities, and school boards, and concludes with a proposal for a
partnership to create 100 state-of-the-art middle schools. Appended
are (1) an outline of middle-grade student cha, Icteristics; (2) a
tabular "accountability matrix' for the recoin" ndations as a whole;
and (3) a selected bibliography of books and articles on middle grade
education. (TE)
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FOREWORD

Middle grade students are unique. No other grade span encompasses
such a wide range of intellectual, physical, psychological, and social
development, and educators must be sensitive to the entife spectrul of
these young people's capabilities. For many students the middle grades
represent the last chance to develop a sense of academic purpose and
personal commitment to educational goals. Those who fail at the
middle grade level often drop out of school and may never again have
the opportunity to develop to their fullest potential.

Caught in the Middle: Educational Reform for Young Adolescents in
California Public Schools presents a reform agenda for grades six,
seven, and eightthe middle grades. The report culminates one year of
research and public hearings conducted by the Middle Grade Task
Force to learn what makes effective schooling at the middle grade level.
This report is intended to stimulate open discussion and debate. For too
long, the middle grades have been treated as a wild card for solving
facilities and enrollment problems. Now it is time to face the critical
educational issues at stake in these "neglected grades."

The success of the educational reform movement depends on meeting
the needs of middle grade studentsboth academically and socially.
Failing to address these needs jeopardizes efforts for educational ex-
cellence and, more importantly, for these students' own future success.

The most effective instruction at the middle grade level emphasizes
academic integrity while making an emotional connection with students.
Teachers and principals neither sacrifice academic excellence, nor
expect their students to go from classroom to classroom without
offering them support. The schools have a special spirit. They prove
that academics and the emotional connection are not inconsistent.
Students feel that they are part of a family.

Choices which affect the futures of students take shape in the self-
contained classrooms of the early elementary yearsa world organind
by the teacher. For many students, it is a time of undefeated hopes and
dreams of the future.

By the time these students enter high school, they have traveled a long
wayboth emotionally and academically. They now encounter a world
of hallways, lockers, cafeterias, and a multitude of classrooms. They
will be sustained by peers and daydreams, as much as by teachers and
course content. The all-purpose teacher of their childhood has been
replaced by a printed schedule, departmentalized classrooms, and one
five-hundredth of a counselor. Some students will thrive in this
environment; many others will become defeated.



Between the worlds of the elementary and secondary schools are the
middle grades. In these grades, the hopes we have for all students are
tested from two directionsby the students' own maturation and by the
demands made on them for academic preparation. The first challenge
for schools which enroll middle grade students is to make sure that they
are "connected" to the goals and purposes of their schools in positive
ways, and have an opportunity to increase their self-esteem. Young
adolescents become intensively self-conscious and self-evaluative.
Middle grade schools must provide students with a caring transition as
they move from elementary to high school. The second challenge is to
prepare students for academic success in high school. The aspirations
reflected in this report are for all studentswhether they are in regular,
special, bilingual, or compensatory education classes.

Reconciling these two primary challengesthe personal and the
acadt Ilk with the developmental characteristics ofyoung adolescents
represents the unifying theme of this report. Young adolescents are
intensely curious about the very questions which should be at the center
of the language arts/social studies curricula. These subjects address
many of the same questions that students ask themselves. Who am I?
What do I want to be ? What is important? Schools which avoid these
questions in the curriculum are missing a great opportunity to capture
the imagination of students and to provide a curriculum emphasis
common to all students, regardless of skill levels.

Perhaps the most critical aspect of these transitional years for students is
the change from one teacher to many teachers. The faculty and the
schedule must be organized so that small groups of teachers share the
same students and are enabled to work together collegially. The
investment in collegial faculty relationships is the hallmark of the most
successful middle schools. This kind of rapport leads to shared plan-
ning and creative improvements in curriculum and instruction. It is also
the basis for providing sound advice to students. Professional
counseling services gain in effectiveness when supported by broad
based faculty involvement in advisory programs.

I urge you to study this report. How do your schools compare? What
is happening to your middle grade students? The middle grades are a
critical time in these students' schooling. Each school board, super-
intendent, principal, counselor, and teacher shares in the responsibility
to bring about middle grade educational reform across our state.

,igc-e /667
Superintendent of Public Instruction

vI
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PREFACE

This report presents the findings and recommendations of the Middle Grade
Task Force commissioned by Bill Honig, California Superintendent of Public
Instruction. The uniqueness of middle grade education is emphasized. The
case is made for the urgency of major educational reform in grades 6, 7, and 8.
The concept of academic integrity is heavily emphasized as is the need for
attention to the personal and social development of young adolescents. The
tension between these issues is squarely faced. They are shown to be directly
related and complementary to each other in contrast to being the basis for bitter
and divisive professional arguments about relative educational priorities.

Middle grade students must experience the meaning of high standards of
academic excellence in a school setting which recognizes the importance of
personal "connectedness." This concept conveys a special sense of belonging,
of being accepted by teachers and peers. The personai connection is critical for
students of all ages. It is of special significance in early adolescence because it
is in the middle grades that lifelong values begin to be shaped, including those
that relate to academic achievement and personal commitment to educational
goals.

The urgency of middle grade educational reform is accentuated by the gravity of
dropout statistics. Nationwide data indicate that 700,000 students drop out of
school annually. Unless dramatic changes occur which capture the intellects
and emotions of young adolescents, this loss of human potential will continue
to intensify. At present, the middle grades represent the last substantive
educational experience for hundreds of thousands of students. If students fail
to achieve the integration of their personalities and the motivation required to
make a commitment to academic values by the end of the middle grades, many
will never do so.

For all middle grade students there is a compelling need to ensure an
intellectually stimulating school en vironment. This concept is repeatedly
emphasized throughout this report. Special stress is given to the unfolding
intellectual power of the minds of young adolescents and the critical need for
new instructional strategies and organizational models which have the capacity
to translate the principles of middle grade educational reform into the real world
of students and teachers.

Gail G. Anderson Robert L. Martin

Co-chairpersons
Middle Grade Task Force
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PART ONE

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION:

Achieving Academic Excellence
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2 Middle Grade Task Force Report

1 Secondary School Program
Quality Criteria. Pr pares under

the direction of the Cffice of
School bnprovenusti. Sacraoauto:

California State Department of
Education, 01985. p. vii.

Every middle grade student should pursue a common,
comprehensive, academically oriented core curriculum
Irrespective of primary language or ethnic background.

Educated persons possess an
Wormed perspective about them-
selves and their society. This
perspective is developed through
kno, vledge, skills, and ideals which
provide the foundation for reasoned
decisions about personal, civic, and
economic rights and responsibil-
ities.

The concept of a common, com-
prehensive, academically oriented
core curriculum evolves directly
from this definition. It is the basis
of a brave commitment to the goal
of a fully educated citizenry. There
is no nation in the world more ser-
iously attempting to attain this goal
than ours. There is no state more
ready than California to provide
new national leadership in this

A Shared heritage

tvlost school teaThersomilege professors, journalists, and social
commentators agreelhat the general background knowledge of
American students is too low and getting lower. Surveys docu-
ment great gaps In students' basic knowledge of geography,
history, literature, politics, and dernocraticprinciples. Teaching is
hindered lf teaOherscannotcounton their students sharing a
body of knowledge, references, and symbols.

Every sOciety maintains forma and informal mechanisms to trans-
Mitunderstanding Of its hir4nry, iteratum, rind political institutions
from one gentlrationto the next. Ashared knowledge of these
elements of ourtrast helpsfoster *tat cohesion and a sense of
national continuity and pride.

IntheUnited $fateasthe natiOnticommrlity comprises diverse
groups andletvillionttooethorthese have created a rich cultural
heritage,. Cultural literaCy Pot 4 y enables Students to read bet-
terand cialn new kndiv104/Kft enabletthern to understand tne
shared heritage; Inatilutione#, and values that draw Americans
together,

Whit itYcirfai &search Abouiiifrachlri and Leamkv. Prepared under
tha dltsetionat IM1Ratri..i Bonne& Washington, D.C.: United States
Department 01 Education, 1986 p.
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effort. There is no more critical
period than the middle grades to
pursue this goal.

A common core of knowledge
exists which all educated citizens
should possess. This core includes
lessons to be gained from the study
of literature, history, science, mathe-
matics, and the arts. These lessons
should be the legacy of every
middle grade student. This point de-
serves the strongest possible empha-
sis. Vast numbers of California's
middle grade population continue to
need the intense support provided
through ESL (English as a second
language) and bilingual education
programs in order to gain access to
the full range of intellectual devel-
opment represented by the core
curriculum.

There is a common core of
knowledge that all educated citizens
should possess. By opening vistas for
students into the broad achievements
find issues of civilization, this core will
empower students to participate in and
benefit from a higher quality life. This
core includes cultural literacy, scien-
tc literacy, knowledge of the hu-
manities, and appreciation of the values
that undergird our society. In addition,
through this core curriculum, students
should develop fully the skills of
reading, writing, speaking, listening,
calculating, and learning and the ability
to think critically. All students should
have access to the core curriculum.
Most students are expected to succeed
in this rigorous academic curriculum.'

The content of core curriculum
subjects must be linked to the
heightened curiosity of young ado-
lescents about themselves who



Core Curriculum 3

they are, how they fit into the
world around them, how that world
functions, and what exciting pros-
pects for their lives lie beyond the
immediate horizons of their present
knowledge and experience.

Educators must help middle
grade students wrestle with an-
swers to these questions. Young
adolescents must learn to draw
upon the vast reservoir of accumu-
lated knowledge available to them
and to see its meaning for the
dynamic, rapidly changing world
which they are about to inherit.
Unless this connection occurs in the
middle grades, students risk trivial,
superficial responses to the
personal challenges which they will
encounter throughout their lives.

The core curriculum for the
middle grades needs much clearer
definition than it has had for the
past two decades. This definition
has begun with both a professional
and public consensus embodied in
the Model Curriculum Guides: K-8
and the new curriculum frame-
works developed by the California
State Department of Education.
These documents articulate with the
Model Curriculum Standards adopt-
ed in 1984 for grades 9-12.

Beyond this statewide defini-
tion, further degrees of specifizity
are needed at district, school, and
classroom levels in order to re-
spond to the complexity and diver-
sity of over one thousand Califorrla
school districts ranging in size from
a single classroom to those with en-
rollments of more than one-half
million students.

In order to achieve the level of

A Joyful Art
Dressed as Michelangeb, with paint mean- , a flowing tunic,
Frank Smith gave a speech recently10 Massachusetts supedn-
tendon% and school committee members. Only, he read to them
from Euripides. Sophocles,Sappho and Dante to MO nu* ofa
Gtegodan chant, This Wayland ... teacherlook them to °the world
of tow tech,*to the joyful an of teaching.

'There Is excitenientIntheworld of mytftscipline; It is ever expand
ing, everchallencinghoth to the student and myself. The classical
and modievalWorlds are populated by men andwomenof genius.
To IntrOduCe my students to this world lathe most rare of of
pleasures. It Is a gift not offered to any bat the teacher- -
"Perhaps you want to know what the secret Is that each teacher
Rosin his or her soul. Every morning that i get up and start off to
school, I'm excited about several things. One, I'm going to be
dealingwithyoung people. Two, I have a great sectetthat none of
you sham, unless you are a teacher ... When I go into the class.
MOM and we gather together as a class, we call uponVirgiland
Horace and Catuitusand Michelangelo and all the great men and
women of literature and the arts and music and science. We ask
themto join with us. We Wen to them, we ask them questions,
and we learn from them. That Is the swat*

Education USA Vol. 28 (April 7, 1994 p. 249, 01986,
Reprinted by permission from Education USA NationalSchool Public
Relations Association.

clarity required for the middle grade
core curriculum, students in grades
6, 7, and 8 should study a full, bal-
anced repertoire of subjects which
include:

Reading/Literature
Language Arts
Mathematics
Science (including Health)
History and Geography
Visual and Performing Arts
Physical Education (including
Health)
Advisory (Group Guidance)
Elective/Exploratory Courses

In addition, the opportunity to
acquire proficiency in a second lan-
guage is strongly encouraged for all
middle grade students through

16



4 Middle Grade Task Force Report

elective/exploratory curricula. Stu-
dents must be prepared to partici-
pate in the global economy of the
21st century. The study of En-
glish, Spanish, Japanese, Chinese,
and Russian are particularly en-
couraged as languages representa-
tive of vast segments of the world's
population.

The core curriculum is designed
to provide students with a broad
academic foundation needed for
success in high school. It is also in-
tended to extend their ability sub-
stantially to exercise postsecondary
options related to academic and em-
ployment opportunities. These op-
tions have the potential to enrich
individual lives and to strengthen
the fabric of the larger society.

0
TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

Local school boards should define middle
grade curriculum policies which include the
following provisions.

Recommended policy:

a. Students in grades 6, 7, and 8 shall pursue
a common, comprehensive, academically
oriented core curriculum which prepares
them for success in high school and which
provides them with the foundation required
to exercise future academic and career
options. This curriculum shall be appro-
priate to the developmental characteristics
of young adolescents. Students shall
experience instructional balance among

17
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Core Curriculum 5

RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

subjects in keeping with the following
provisions:

Subjects Average Minutes Per Week1

Reading/Literature 250
Language Arts2 250
Mathematics 250
Science (and Health)3 250
History and Geography 250
Visual and Performing Arts 125

Physical Education (and Health)3 200
Advisory (Group Guidance) 50
Elective/Exploratory Courses4 175

Total 1,800

1 The average number of dilutes per week represents an average

derived from the total of the three middle grade years. The average

number of minutes per week for a given subject may differ at varying

points during the three-yew period.

2 Language Arts curricula emphasize direct Instruction In writing,

speaking, and vocabulary development

3 Portions of the Health curriculum are covered In both Science and

Physical Education cuticula.

4 The opportunity to acquire proficiency In a second language Is strongly

encouraged for all middle grade students within the options provided

through electivelexploratory courses.

The curricula in each subject shall be
comparable to the standards established in
the Model Curriculum Guides: K-8 adopted
by the California State Department of
Education.

Continued on next page
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

Note: Suggestions for scheduling these
subjects are provided In the chapter entit-
led "Scheduling: An Expression of Middle
Grade Philosophy" found elsewhere In this
report. These suggestions are based on
360 minutes of instructional time per day.
Many districts will have more or less instruc-
tional time. Regardless of the length of the
schooi day, none of these subjects should
be omitted from any student's program.
Schools on shorter instructional schedules
should use a combination of flexible
scheduling strategies and an integration of
two or more subjects in order to include the
recommended curricula.

b. Allocations of resources required to
implement the middle grade curriculum
shall be reviewed regularly by the district
administration in consultation with the
professional staff of each school; recom-
mendations shall be submitted annually to
the school board by the superintendent for
purposes of allocating or reallocating
resources required to maintain and/oh
improve the quality of curriculum and
instructional practices in the middle grades
consistent with district policies.

c. Elective curricula may require predefined
levels of knowledge and skills master/.

d. Exploratory curri,Jula shall enable students
to enroll in courses without predefined
levels of knowledge and skills mastery.

e. The development of study skills shall be
emphasized throughout all courses in the
core, elective, and exploratory curricula.

Continued on next page
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

f. Performance expectations for freshmen
entering high school shall be adopted for
each subject In the core curriculum. These
expectations shall exceed proficiency
levels. They shall be defined In terms of
applications of knowledge and skills to
assigned projects which students are able
to complete.

Performance expectations shall be stated
clearly and formally communicated to stu-
dents and parents at regularly scheduled
intervals.

Performance expectations shall relate to
requirements needed to pursue the widest
possible range of academic options
(curriculum paths) in high school.

Note: Statements of performance
expectations shall be consistent with other
recommendations contained in this report.
Examples of project criteria capable of
satisfying performance expectations
include the ability to:

Select a contemporary issue of special
Interest.
Relate this issue to historical events.
Conduct informal opinion surveys.
Prepare a witten mport which relates the
selected issue to past events and current
opinions.
Draw conclusions and/or formulate
hypotheses.
Present an oral report to peers (or other
appropriate audience), using visual and
written materials.

`' 20
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1 "All Children Need the Power
of Knowledge, Ravitch Says,"
ASCD Update,Vol.22 (May,

1986), p. 3. Reprinted with
permission of the Association fcr

Supervision and Curriculum
Developmerd. 01986 by the

Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development. All

rights reserved.

Every middle grade student should be empowered with the
knowledge derived from studying the ideas, experiences, and
traditions found in the core, elective, and exploratory curricula.

Young adolescents have a nat-
ural curiosity about the world in
which they live. They must have
multiple exciting opportunities to
explore this world through expo-
sure to ideas, experiences, and tradi-
tions. Their instructional materials
and classroom experiences should
expose them to many of the en-

. eti141111 LitOrOCy

Partof our skilltrt reading anti inr ngtoskiernotiustwithlinguistic
structures Ott with:words. Words am niN ixtrelytormal counters of
tengusgeltisintspteiterit large uncterfying dontains of content.
POW image llto COntent$011. As Apeneck Sweeney
prOfountlyobaellred:10ottatuftwOtdswfien I talk to you."...

Everywriteris `aware that the txtbtfety and complexity of what can
be coward ltwitittro depends on the Eurtount of relevant tacit
knOwledgethatcan beassumod In madets. As psycholinguists
Lave shown,the explicitlYstatedwords on the page often
representthesmillirPadottheiteratytransactiot Some of this
assumedknoviedge invOlveS.ench meters as genetic corwen-
tiphstibat Is;Whatto sicrect klOusineas letter, a technical report,
arietettivestoY.* Meqv anYsicifilicant part of the assumed
lillOwledge4ftett a More sIgnifIcant part concerns tacit know-
ledge 011,190Xpedentlai MOOS ertibraCed by the discourse. Not
WAY have I goltause *yds to talkto your tgotta assume you know
someThingaboutvihet I am saying. If 'had to start from scratch, 1
tx;iOldrtistart at at .

EvimawritettotarissitophySicsiounial must assume a
"001rtrtOrtreatterfOrtfieSubCulthre being addressed. A
neWs14440illitet 1:111114 aka assume aNcOnvnon reader but for a
MO bitl(letpattOtthe.COure*perbapttiOr 140 iterate culture as a
.i0c1 ,1111:10.

Cu 1004 40 ereOtivranter. to Create a highly
117.01:fleale; arld he Wet Woe assumed the real

'4poipageOlintie &Id he would prefer
government tA coVernment Without

sppt*Isteitacitly shared background
pObefa:CanfiottInderstand newspapers, A certain

otstia(440:01vniotknotilecko Is Inherently necessary to aP*
****7.0;,

Contintrod on nextpiro
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during literary classics especially
those which have themes capable of
exciting and challenging youthful
imaginations. Their study of his-
tory, geography, science, mathemat-
ics, and the arts should allow them
to discover the contributions of
famous individuals of varied ethnic
and linguistic backgrounds who
have helped to give our society its
rich cultural neritage.

Too often, this is not the case.
Diane Ravitch comments about this

contradiction:

Progress toward literary fluency is
discouraged in elementary school by
vapid, stilted, and fragmented readers.
They are now used as late as the 8th
grade ... and they preempt time to read
enduring classics, which in their
universality help children find meaning
in their lives.

Repelled by the vacuous banality of
school subjects, children look for
heroes and romance in the trifles of
popular culture. Exit Noah's Ark.
Enter Love Boat. And not far behind
trail large numbers of people who are
culturally bereft and are thus likely to
be passive recipients of a culture
shaped by others.]

Students require access to a
broad background of knowledge
about their world. All written and
spoken language is steeped in ref-
erences to "ideas, experiences, and
traditions" which help to shape their
thoughts and mold their values.

The less students know about
the background to which authors
and speakers make reference, the
less they are capable of relating to
their world. The less they share in
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the knowledge of the beauty, com-
plexity, diversity, and mystery of
their existence, the more constricted
and impotent they become in their
ability to communicate with others.

Students who are deprived of
access to the broad background of
knowledge shared widely within
their society will experience great
difficulty in understanding direct
and implied meanings of general-
izations, concepts, and ideas that
could have empowered them to
have a say in both their own and
their society's future. Acquisition
of this fund of widely shared gen-
eral knowledge is termed "cultural
literacy."

Research evidence has been
accumulating in recent years which
strongly suggests that beyond the
second or third grade, the major fac-
tor determining reading proficiency
is general background knowledge.
The problem is complex and circ-
ular. Reading proficiency is di-
minished by lack of background
knowledge, which, in turn. results
in the inability of students to con-
tinue to gain the very knowledge
which could enhance their reading
skills.

The problem is further com-
plicated by the fact that textbooks
and related curriculum materials of-
ten discourage students and teach-
ers alike. The verdict of the Carne-
gie Corporation echoes the observa-
tions of Ravitch cited earlier:

Many students' failure to perform
close to their potential starts in upper
elementary school, where the material
is often so boring...that student interest
and ser-confidence wanes.2

Condnued from previous page

For tnis canonical information I have proposed the term *adural
literacy." It is the translinguistic knowledge on which inuistic
iteracy depends. You cannot have the one without the other.

... School materials contain unfamiliar materials that promote the
"acculturation" that is a universal part ofgrov4ng up in any tribe or
nation., Acculturation into a national literate culture might be
defined as learning what the "common readerof a newspaper In a
iterate culture could be evected to know. That would include
knowledge of certain values (whether or not one accepted themji
and knowledge of Such things as (for example) the First
Amendment, Grant and Lee, and DNA. In our own culture, what
should these contents be? Surely ouranswer to that should partly
define ourschool curriculum. Acculturation into a iterate culture
(the minimal aim of schooing; we should aim stilt nigher) could be
defined as the gaining of cultural literacy.

a D. Hirsch, Jr., 'Cultural Litereey," Reprinted from The knerfcart
Scholar, Volume 52 Number 2 (3pring. 1983).pp. 164-66. 01983 by the
author. By permission of the publisher.

There must be a vast improve-
ment in the quality and availability
of middle grade instructional mate-
rials if the goal of cultural literacy is
to be achieved. A vital core curric-
ulum must be facilitated by rich,
diverse instructional materials. The
sources of knowledge available to
middle grade students must be of
high quality, attractive, and com-
pelling in their power to capture and
hold the attention and imaginations
of young adolescents.

Middle grade students need
opportunities to explore the wide
range of academic interests which
are beginning to attract them. Their
emerging capacity for abstract
thought allows them to have insight
into the magnitude of knowledge
existing beyond their immediate
experiences.

Paralleling the core curriculum
are two essential types of curricula
which should be available in the

22

2 A Nation Prepared: Teachers for
the 21st Century. Washington,
D.C.: Carnegie Forum on
Education and the Economy.
01986, p. 75. This report was
prepared by the Carnegie Forum
on Education and the Economy's
Task Force on Teaching as a
Profession. The Carnegie Forum
is a program of the Carnegie
Corporation of New York.
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middle grades. The first type
encourages students to pursue
individual interests. Pursuit of
these interests should be woven
into core academic subjects, elective
courses, and extracurricular and in-
tramural programs.

The second kind of curriculum
is exploratory in nature. It allows
students to survey broad themes
and topics of potential interest to
them. These studies can open doors
to new categories of knowledge and
skills and can give students a broad-
ened sense of the scope of aca-
demic, vocational, and avocational
possibilities available to them as
adults.

There are multiple ways to make
room for elective and exploratory

ACT-S0

Hundreds of volunteers teach Saturday enrichment classes to
young black students in 350 cities across the nation, !ncluding
majortuban areas throughout* California.

The programls calledACT-SO (Afro Academic, Cultural, Techno-
logical, Science Olympics). It doesn't cost the government a
penny. One paid employee rents the program.

Students compete in 21 different categories{ including creative
vaitir3g, dramatics, music, computer science, biology, and many
others. Winnera Compete nationally during the annual convention
of the NAACP (NationalAsSoclationfor the Advancement of
Colored People),

Corporate sponsors payforthe gold, silver and bronze medals,
the cash awards, and the travel expenses of the 450 local finalists

Thoornpete nationalV. Ninety California corporations are among
#10 4OntribUtOre.

A040 represet ts a rnajOr Creative effort to enable students to
eXPbrei anddscovernew areas of knowledge and information.
*The measage le loud and clear. ft Is captured in the ACT-SO theme
"Biackla BMA" The Modeiis powerful. It Is adaptable In
*ways itingingfrom a singie schoot to an entire district. Size and
ikopelittriot the Jesus& norls race. The ultimate value ties In help-
IngaliftitiOntS.On* arid MOW their expanding curiosity and to
74arywwIneetaii MIMIC towards which come with the increased
inteitectual powerof young adolescenCe.
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curricula in the school program.
These may include learning exper-
iences scheduled within or without
Cie regular school day.

The ACT -SO program (Afro-
Academic, Cultural, Technological,
Science Olympics), for example,
uses hundreds of volunteers to
teach Saturday enrichment classes.
Every community has individuals
with special abilities willing to
share their knowledge and skill in
similar ways. Many have never
been approached to do so.

However implemented, elective
and exploratory curricula are for all
students in the middle grades. No
student should be deprived of the
intellectual stimulation found in
pursuing areas of special interest or
in exploring new categories of infor-
mation and knowledge. Neither
basic skills mastery nor English
language proficiency should be re-
quired as conditions for enrolling in
elective or exploratory courses.

A vital factor affecLing the per-
sonal future of all students is their
relative ability to pursue more ad-
vanced studies successfully in high
school and beyond high school.
Courses found in the middle grade
core, elective, and exploratory cur-
ricula have both intrinsic and ex-
trinsic value. In the latter sense,
they provide the stepping stones to
further academic and vocational pur-
suits. The knowledge and skills
essential for success in secondary
and postsecondary curricula should
receive priority attention in all mid-
dle grade courses. This goal should
be seen as both parallel and com-
plementary to efforts which encour-
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age students to explore personal in-
terests and new categories of knowl-
edge and skills as they experience
and enjoy their expanding intellec-
tual curiosity.

0
TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

Local school boards should deNne middle
grade curriculum policies which include the
following provisions.

Recommended policy:

Every student's study of the core and
exploratory curricula shall give priority to
learning what is most appropriate and critical
to the academic needs and intellectual
interests of young adolescents.

These needs and interests include:

a. A study of literary and historical works
needed to understand generalizations and
concepts which are basic to cultural
literacy; this knowledge shall be gained
through the study of ideas, experiences,
and traditions which engage the natural
curiosity of young adolescents and shall
enable students:

(1) To reflect on who they are as individ-
uals, how their world functions, and
how they fit into that world

(2) To develop new levels of reading
proficiency through an expanded
comprehension of metaphors, similes,
allegories, and other types of refer-
ences and comparisons commonly used
by authors in developing concepts and
generalizations

Continued on next page
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0

RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

(3) To relate successfully to the larger
society and to become responsible, self-
sufficient citizens

(4) To gain an expanded sense of the
scope of the academic, vocational, and
avocational opportunities open to them
as adults

b. The knowledge and skills In each subject
which are central to preparation for and
successful completion of required high
school curricula

Teachers and principals should adapt or
Invent scheduling arrangements which
facilitate the participation of every student In
elective and exploratory curricula without com-
promising instruction in the core curriculum or
conflicting with the provision of student
support services.

Superintendents and principals should draw
on the availability of varied community
resources to enable or enhance the provision
of a wide range of elective and exploratory
curricula for the middle grades.
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3 Thinking and'Communication

Every middle grade student should develop the capacities
for critical thought and effective communication.

Students in the middle gra4es
experience a rapid unfolding of
their intellectual capacities. There is
a dramatic emergence of the ability
to think reflectively to think about
thinking. This ability opens the
way for more complex and abstract
thought processes. These have pro-
found implications for the develop-
ment of moral reasoning, problem
solving, critical thinking, and the
ability to use scientific methods and
make aesthetic judgments.

These capacities must be
matched educationally by curricula
and instructional practices which
demand both thought and thought-
ful communication in the class-
room. Students can and must learn
to think and to communicate effec-
tively. They should have opportu-
nities to develop and use succes-
sively higher levels of intellectual
ability involving mastery of written
and spoken communication. All
classroom teachers share the re-
sponsibility for developing more
abstract levels of thought and com-
munication among their students.

Young adolescents are excited
by "thoughtful" classrooms. These
classrooms are characterized by the
use of stimulating instructional
strategies. Students are called on to
analyze and synthesize data, to pose
questions, to explore, to experiment
in explaining their reasoning, and to
apply different strategies and so-
lutions to problems posed by their
teachers. Coursework assigned to
students increasingly challenges

them to use the methods of thought
and communication which are in-
trinsic to the various subjects being
studied.

Academic achievemert rises
when students experience thought-
ful classrooms. But achieving this
goal is complex:

Questions take different forms and
place different demands on students.
Some questions require only factual
recall and do not provoke analysis.
For example, of more than 61,000
questions found in teacher guides,
student workbooks, and tests for nine
history textbooks, more than 95 per-
cent were devoted to factual recall.
This is not to say that questions meant
to elicitfacts are unimportant. Students
need basic information to engage in
higher level thinking processes and
discussions. Such questions also pro-
mote class participation and provide a
high success rate in answering
questions correctly.

Integrated Knowledge and Skills: A Model

In order to become familiar with a work of literature, students might
read it to themselves, listen to an audiotape while following the text,
or view a filmed or videotaped version. Having gained an understand-
ing of the basic themes, what the students do with that understand-
ing varlet. in complexity. For instance, one student may write and
orally present a brief description of the universality of the themes,
using a contemporary film or popular song as an illustration. Taking
on a more complex project, another student might conduct an opin-
ion survey of family, friends, school staff, and a few acquainterces in
the community by describing a conflict situation in a iterary work and
asking them what they think might have happened If the main char-
acters had acted differently, and what they would have done in a
similar situation. After sorting out, analyzing, graphing, and explain-
ing these opinions to the class and noting their reaction, the Student
would then write a report of the entire project. Student projects of
this type may also be utilized as measures of student achievement,

Janet Kierstead, 'Direct Instruction and Experiential Approaches: Are They
Really Mutually Exclusive? Educational Leadash0. Vol. 42 (May, t985),
pp. 25-30, 01986. This excerpt was adapted by the author from her original
article especially for this report.
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1 What Works: Research About
Teaching and Learning. Prepared

wick. the direction of William J.
Bennett. Wsshhiston, D.C.:
United States Deportment of

Education, 1986, p. 38.

2 Published by permission of
Trinsaction, Inc., from Successful

Schools for Young Adolatents,
by Jowl Lipsitz. 01984 by

Transaction, Inc., pp. 189-190.

The difference between factual and
thought-provoking questions is the
difference between asA ing: "When did
Lincoln deliver the Gettysburg
Address?" and asking: "Why was
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address an
important speech?" Ea.* kind of
question has its place, but the second
one intends that the student analyze ell to

speech in terms of the issues of the
Civil War.

Although 1,-4 kinds of questions
are important, students achieve more
when teachers ask thought-provoking
questions and insist on thoughtful
answers. Students' answers may also
improve if teachers wait longer for a
response, giving students more time to
think!

Current evidence indicates that
the development of critical thinking
in the middle grades is far from

being a common practice. Lipsitz
observes that in middle grade cur-
ricula "the quality of discourse in
the classrooms is characterized by a
surprising lack of intellectual rigor."

She adds:
While school administrators stress

inquiry into ideas, teachers for the most
part stress the transmission of facts.
There is relatively little inquiry. The
tone of classroom discussion reflects an
assumption that young adolescents are
developmentally incapable of grap-
pling with concepts.2

There is a common miscon-
ception that higher order skills must
mean advanced skills the skills
you get to after you master the
lower order skills. This is not the
case. All students think; all stu-

Good Thinking vs. Poor Thinking
This modal helps us make some valid and useful

distinctions between good and poor drinking. Herewe
wish to distance' ourselves torn those who equate
good thinking with along ]bit of discrete Mental opera-
tions and those who describe poor thinking in terms of
several logical worts

Good thinkers letk willing to think. and may even

find thinking enjoyable. They can cany o 4 searches
when necessary and suspend judgment. Bey value
rationality, believing that thinking is useful for solving
problems, reaching decisions, and making judgments.
Poor thinkers, in oontrast, need certainty, avoid think
ing, must reach closure quickly, are impulsive, and rely
too heavily on intuition.

ASPECT:

General Traits

THE GOOD THINKER: THE POOR THINKER:

Welcomes problematic situations and is tolerant of
=big*.
Is sufficiently sell-critical; looks for alternate possibilities
an _olds; seeks evidence on both sides.

Is 'elective and deliberPtive; searches extensively when

Believes in the value of rationality and that thinking can be
elective.

is deliberative in discovering goals.

Revises goals when necessary.

Possibilities Is open to multiple possibilities and considers alternatives.

Is deliberative in analyzing ossiblities.

Evidence Uses evidence that challenges favored possibilities.

Consciously searches for evidence against possibilities
that we initially strong, or in favor of those that are weak.

Searches for certainty and is intolerant of
ambiguity.

Is not self -aitical and is satisfied with first
attempts.

Is impulsive, gives up prematurely, and is
overconfident of tie correctness of initial ideas.

Overvalues intuition, denigrates rationality;
believes that thinking word help.

Is impulsive in discovering goals.

Does not revise goals.

Prefers to deal with limited possibilities; does
not seek alternatives to an initial possibility.

Is impulsive in choosing possibilities.

Ignores evidence that challenges favored
possibilities.

Consciously searches only for evidence that
;avers strong possibilities.

Alm A. Glenn= and 'knew Banos. "Me Clod 'UMW n Dwolopliv AO*: A Rama, Bock AY Teaching Thiridngt Edited by Anhu t. Caw Alaaandda. 15f.: Anaxi-
Mon br Supanlabn and CuMadum Development. 01056. p. 51. Reprinted nth psminlon d dr Anadadon totSupsMaice and Curti:Mum Deveknment. Al rights reserved.
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dents can learn ways to think better.
No matter how competent students
may be or may not be, they must
organize their ideas; they must
organize their time; they must solve
complex problems; and they must
think critically.

By emphasizing inquiry into
ideas and concepts, young adoles-
cents can engage their imagination
directly. This step enables students
to make sense out of the vast array
of facts with which they are
constantly bombarded. Access to
ideas and concepts that logically
interpret the curriculum must be
assured to all students, including
those with basic skills deficiencies
or limited-English-language profi-
ciency.

Students whose academic expe-
riences uniformly reflect a monoto-
nous daily preoccupation with low-
er-order intellectual tasks are cur-
rently swelling the tide of dropout
statistics. These statistics can be
tempered through a better instruc-
tional balance betwecn emphases on
basic skills mastery and the devel-
opment of more advanced levels of
thought.

Arthur Costa suggests that three
crucial elements are involved in
encouraging the levelopment of
thinking skills:

A spirit of inquiry. The clap-
room where thinking is fostered is one
where inquiry is valued. The teacher
admits uncertainty: ... "I'm not sure
about my interpretation of the poem I
continue to see other things in it." The
teacher welcomes intellectual chal-
lenges: "You're right in raising that
issue I need to re-think that matter."
The teacher also emphasizes education
in all subjects as an exploration into the

unknown, as well as teaching what is
known. ...

A Teacher's Testimonial
After the inserviiA on teacher behaviors and theirconsequences
on students' thinking, I dedded to test some of the theories in the
... class I teach. I was particulady interested In outlining my
questioning behaviors and students' responses to them. !was
also curious about the effects of silence and nonjudgmental
acceptance. When I began the grand expedment, I immediately
discovered how difficult it is to structure questions andwatch for
reactions at the same time.

Given this limitation, I consciously practiced my questioning and
response behaviors during a two-week period and began tO notiCe
a number of things evolving In the class.

First, the time I spent on lecturing to students declined. There was
a shift to a more Socratic format as students became accustomed
to processing and applying information. They appeared to be
come actively involved in what was going on, ratherthan passively
taking notes and listening.

Second, some students who did not partidpateintiaSSbagaa to
join in the discussions. These students seemed totOrneto an
understanding of the material afterthey had the opportunityto talk
about it. The number of "relevant" student questions Increased,
and students generally began to accept the position that it isnot
necessary for an answer to be light to be acceptable, More than
one answer may solve the same problem.

Third, as I began "accepting" solutions to problems as plausible,
more students risked answers. The level of anxletydecreased as
students realized their answers wouldet be classified as either
right or wrong. I think that in the proce students were getting
much needed practice in using their higher-ordercognieve skills.

Finally, I've noticed an increase in test scores oninquiry/application
questions. I'm not sure that this increase is due to students
becoming more familiar with the test format or to gaining
experience in solving these types of questions in class. I hope
that it lo the latter. Maybe it's a combination of both.

Although this "experiment" in no way reflects the scientificmodel,
it has increased my sensitivity to the need for me to monitor my
own behaviors in the classroom. What I do and the manner In
which I do it has direct bearing on student behaviorand learning.

Ron Edwards, TWO et
JesuitHigh School
Sac me% Californie

Arthur t. .Coeta, "Teacher Behaviors T et Enable Student'Thinking,i'ln
DowtbpingARnds.:AResourooBooklorTeschkviThMing. Edited by Arthur

costa. Amanda**, VittAsedeletbnforSuporvIsbn and Cotinulurn
Development, 01985, p,126. Reprinted leithpermission of the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development. AD tights reserved.
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3 Allen A. Glauham and
Jonathan Barron, "The Good

Thinker," in Developing Mindy
A Resowre Book for Teaching
Thinking. Edited by Arthur L

Costa. Alexandria, Vir.:
Association for Supervision and

Curriculum Development,

01985, P. 52. Reprinted with
permission of the Association for

Supervision and Curriculum
Development. All

rights reserved.

An emphasis on problem find-
ing. Most classrooms are places where
answers are sought and solutions are
valued. In a thinking-centered class-
room, students are taught and en-
couraged to find problems, to wonder,
and to specu late.... The teacher nur-
tures the problem- finding attitude by
encouraging students to ask questions,
not just answer them: "Here are some
data about income distribution in the
United States what questions could
we ask?"...

A more deliberative pace.
Many classrooms seem to encourage
impulsivenessthe teacher asks a

Questioning Strategies That Lead to
flighetLevei Thinking Skills

.

ThequestfOtingtachreques thattolloware generally applicable to
anygdestotInguoandrnuize the potenial for a meaningful
discussi*.. *I

d

. Ptah keyqu tear is Provide lesson structure and
dIre0tioll: ltiCrlte thelhInt0108$04 plank at least one for each
VW** tespealany blobet4OvelqueStiOns. Ask some
fpontilfieouPpstionsbaied (*student responses.
Plsrase *lotions deafly anctapecIfically. Avoid
Vittle orairligiOus questions such as1What did we learn
yesterdiairprWhatabout the heroine otthe story? Ask
SMOG 0$0010VOid itift-ot1 questions that lead to student
fru I n and4OhhisiOh. Otarityincreases probability of
ecArtiteASIXFISArik

. ...

AskOusitiorielOgboyand sequentially. Avoid
relettliqueStiorfsladdrog dear fccus and Intent. Consider
studinteintelle*latility, pdor understanding of content,
topic* ividliiirgiobjective(s).. Asicingquestions in a planned
aequen(Lf!SAllenhaho titudentthiredng and leaning.

,A1A1*****i.liyartsty level. kiwi-knowledge-
nPfvgestiAns, :to deletninebasiC understandings and to
Sews asLik MeV foi *tar-10W thinking, Higher-level ques-
.11040FO *Went! opppoltunitiesto practice higher forms
.0410144!r... .

l=ow felt 0i skidoo ins.. Developa response
relatifs* SnOtrufages students to deafly Initial responses,
Ot.th9.00ht tq hiGhetlevela. and support a point of view or

Viet you restate that?" *Could you
that blither?" "Mat ere 8011k) alternatives?" "How can

YOu deer W yourPOShibri? Encourage students to Clarity,
expand, of support mai responses to higher-level questions.

. Conthwecl on next Pave
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question, expects an immediate answer,
and calls on the first student who waves
a hand. Such rapid-fire recitations are
useful in several ways. They facilitate
assessment of mudent knowledge, per-
mit rehearsal of facts, and keep stu-
dents attentive; yet they can be counter-
productive when thinking is the focus.
Students need time to deliberate-4o
reflect about alternate possibilities, to
weigh the evidence, and to come to a
tentative conclusion....

Whenever possible, examinations
should allow time for reflection and
discourage guessing. Some students
will refuse to learn to think, despite
strong encouragement, unless they are
,:onvinced that thinking will improve
their grades. It is inconsistent to
encourage thinking in the classroom
and discourage it on tests.3

Mastery of reading, writing,
speaking, and listening skills be-
comes increasingly critical for mid-
dle grade students precisely because
of their relationship to thinking
skills. The symbolic languages of
mathematics and science and the
varied forms of expression char-
acteristic of the visual and perform-
ing arts also heighten the power of
students to think abstractly and to
express themselves in ways which
are both creative and logical.

In a directly related context,
young adolescents have the grow-
ing ability to put together complex
concepts and to apply skills across
subject matter boundaries. Yet
research findings suggest that the
middle grade curriculum is too often
segmented, compartmentalized, and
fragmented. Students do not per-
ceive either implicit or explicit rela-
tionships between knowledge ano
skills gained in one part of the curri-
culum and those gained in other
areas.



The complexity involved in
efforts to integrate multiple subject
areas should be recognized. How-
ever, middle grade students should
experience, at a minimum, an inter-
disciplinary reading/literature/lan-
guage arts and/or history/geography
core. This core should be taught
with a humanities emphasis by one
or more teachers in an extended
block of instructional time.

Tye effectively presents the case
for this recommendation:

The social studies, along with
English/language arts, should comprise
a minimum core or block-time class....
There are those who would argue for
the integration of the arts, science,
math and other subjects, as well, into a
core. I believe that such total integra-
tion is possible, but I also think it takes
a very good teacher and that some units
of study lend themselves more readily
than others to such integration.4

Middle grade students require
multiple opportunities to perceive
conceptual relationships among
core curriculum subjects. They
need to experience the application
of more complex thinking and com-
municating skills through direst
involvement with interdisciplinary
curriculums.

Every school should start with a
coherent, well-articulated core cur-
riculum for the middle grades. Be-
yond this core, there should be the
ideal of a more complex integration
of knowledge and skills. To the de-
gree that this ideal is realized,
young adolescents will increasingly
be able to conceptualize and to
communicate the interrelatedness,
symmetry, and beauty of the accum-
ulated knowledge and wisdom of
their complex culture.

Thinking and Communication 17

Continued from previous page

Give students time to think when responding.
Increase wait time after asking a question to three to five

seconds to Increase number and length of student responses
and to encourage higher-level thinking. Insisting upon
Instantaneous responses significantly decreases probability of
meaningful Interactionwith and among students. Allow
sufficient wait time before repeating or rephrasing questions to
ensure student understanding.

Use questions that encourage wide student
participation. Distribute questions to involve the majority of
students in teaming activities. For example, call on
rionvolunteerst using discretion fordifficulty level of
questions. Be alert for reticent students' verbal and nonverbal
cues, such as perplexed look orpartially raised hand.
Encourage student-to-student Interaction. Use circular or
semicircularseating to create environment conducive to
increased student involvement.

Encourage student questions. This encourages active
participation. Studentquestions at higher cognitive levels
stimulate higher levels of thoughtessential forthe inquiry
approach. Give students opportunities to formulate questions
and carry out followup investigations of interest. Facilitate
group and independent inquiry with a supportive social,
emotional climate, using praise and encouragement,
accepting and applying student Ideas, responding to student
feelings, and actively promoting student involvement in all
phases of learning.

4 Kenneth Tye, The Junior High:
A School in Search of a Mission.
Lanham, Md.: University Press of
America, Inc., 01985, p. 326.

U0
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(1)

L

TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

Local school boards should have middle
grade curriculum policies which include the
following provisions.

Recommended policy:

Students in grades 6, 7, and 8 shall receive
Instruction specifically intended to develop
higher order skills in thinking and
communicating. This instruction shall be
accessible to all students and shall
emphasize:

a. The development of thinking skills which
specifically involve moral reasoning,
critical thinking, problem solving, aesthetic
judgment, and the use of scientific methods

b. The development of communication skills
characteristic of each subject, including
those which specifically involve reading,
writing, speaking, and listening; those
which involve the nonverbal expressions of
the visual and performing arts; and those
which involve the symbolic languages of
mathematics and science

Teachers, teacher trainers, curriculum
designers, and publishers should shift the
relative allocation of student time from rote
tasks toward assignments which call on
students to reason and reflect and to
communicate their reasoning and reflection
through writing, speaking, and other forms of
expression. The relative emphasis In graded
assignments and tests should shift from
simple answers to questions which Involve
reasoning and problem solving. Students

31

Continued on next page
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e

RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

should be given feedback on the quality of
their reasoning, the scc.,* of their
imagination, and their ability to employ
knowledge of specific subject matter in
solving problems.

The state Legislature should provide funds
to local districts which enable middle grade
teachers to plan and implement model
interdisciplinary programs in the humt nities.

32
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4 Character Development

Every middle grade student should be helped to
personalize ideals and to develop the ability to make
reasoned moral and ethical choices.

There is a direct, positive corre-
lation between the ideals for which
students strive and the academic
success which they experience in
school. These ideals include com-
mitment to hard work, personal re-
sponsibility, honesty, cooperation,
self-discipline, freedom, apprecia-
tion of human diversity, and the
importance of education itself.

Research findings suggest that
students whose parents and friends
value education highly tend to have
more success and fewer discipline
problems in school. Students with a
strong sense of traditional ideals
use their out-of-school time in ways
that reinforce learning. Commitment
to hard work and responsibility and
to the importance of education have

Deeper Meaning

The late teacher-astronaut,Christa McAulffe, exemplified the
typo of teacher caught up in the search with her students for
the deeper meanings of lie's experiences. She limed her
pending hip into space to the journey of pioneer women in a
Conestogaviagon: *They described things in vivid detail, in
word pictures. They were concemed..with the interaction
behgeettpeopie With hopes and tears. Their diaries are the

richest WO( the NOM of our Westward expansion."* She
plannedto repoit to students across the nation her own
feellrigS and emotions and to engage them in the excitement
of her space odyssey. She saw the need to help students
realize the impact of space exploration on their own Ives and
futures.

Young adolescents ara eager to interact with teachers like
ChriSta McAuliffe. They want to learn about the hopes and
leafs Of othersjust as they want to examine their own. They
Want teachers who will Plot shut-down when the conversation
ehifte toward ultimate questions. They want and need to find
the cleeperpiposes in rife.

*The Los Angeles Times (January 29,1986).
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been found to be more important to
school success than a student's so-
cioeconomic background.

Such findings argue strongly
for the importance of character de-
velopment as a vital goal of a strong
middle grade education program.
Conceptually, this goal is hard to
define and elusive in terms of
attainment because of the inherent
sensitivity of moral and ethical
issues.

The lure of adolescent pop cul-
ture must be balanced by the moral
examplcs set by adults. Students
need to confront moral and ethical
issues under the guidance of sen-
sitive principals, teachers, and coun-
selors. Two primary goals of
middle grade education must be to
help students develop their intellec-
tual capacities through reasoned
thought and to use this ability in
arriving at personal decisions about
issues which have moral and ethical
consequences.

The study of literature and his-
tory, in particular, provide a rich
array of possibilities for students as
they examine the personal commit-
ments of others to the ideals of hard
work, responsibility, and self-im-
provement. In the same context,
these disciplines allow students to
encounter literary and historical fig-
ures who have had to confront and
resolve moral and ethical dilemmas
not unlike those which they them-
selves daily encounter.

While literature and history pro-
vide multiple opportunities which
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can be used to teach and reinforce
traditional ideals, all core curricu-
lum subjects have the potential to
contribute directly to character de-
velopment. The social and natural
sciences and the arts, for example,
are replete with the accounts of
individuals whose lives personify
commitment, sacrifice, and high
accomplishment.

Instructional materials used in
the middle grades should include
biographies, autobiographies, and
other types of resources which
reflect the experiences of individ-
uals of widely varying social back-
grounds and ethnic origins who
have contributed to the basis of our
national ideals.

Character development involves
more than a definition of moral and
ethical principles derived from the
lives of significant literary and his-
torical figures. Teachers and coun-
selors must remain involved as
students struggle with their own
value commitments. This convic-
tion is strengthened by evidence
which suggests that students expe-
rience the basic development of
their adult values during the middle
grade years.'

One way or another, students
will find a way to sort out their
deepest longings, thoughts, and
feelings. It can happen under the
guidance of sensitive, prepared
adults who teach and counsel. The
alternat've may be found in the
backwash of the street culture. If
this happens, the minds and spirits
of many students may be crippled.
They will fail to sense that their
deepest thoughts and feelings are

respected. The unfolding of their
intellects may be compromised and
the examples of parents and
teachers minimized. Commitments
to reality, truth, goodness, and
beauty are diminished. Without
such commitments any system of
personal values becomes dehuman-
ized.

There is a powerful, intrinsic
relationship between the develop-
ment of a mature value system and
the capacity to find even partial but
essentially positive answers to tran-
scendent questions about the deeper
meanings of life. Middle grade stu-
dents need to be involved in learn-
ing tasks that push the edges of
their growing abilities to think and
to feel. They need to be encouraged
to ask about the known, knowable,
and unknown dimensions of exis-
tence..

Character development should
be shared by school personnel with
the home and other significant insti-
tutions and individuals in each stu-
dent's life. Principals, teachers, and
counselors must be open to the
struggles of middle grade students
as they confront and seek to resolve
issues which ultimately shape the
framework of their adult values.

1 An Agenda for Excellence at
the Middle Level. Reston, Vir.:
National Association of Secondary
School Principals, ;985, pp. 1-2

The ideals that children hole nave important implications fortheir
school experiences. Children who bolieve in the value of hard
work and responsibility and who attach Importance to education
are likely to have higher academic achievement and fewer disci-
plinary problems.... They are also less likely to drop out of school.

What Works: Research About Teaching and Learning.
Prepared under the direction of William J. Sennett. Washington, D.C.:
United States Department of Education. 1986. p. 17.

....1.11.
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TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

0 Teachers, counselors, curriculum leaders, and
those who provide their professional training
should elevate issues related to the moral and
ethical struggles of young adolescents to a
much higher level of concern. Attention
should be given to the ideals of hard work,
personal responsibility, honesty, cooperation,
self-discipline, freedom, appreciation of
human diversity, and the importance of
education. Questions related to reality, truth,
goodness, and beauty should be brought to
the foreground of studies in the core, elective,
and exploratory curricula, including, but not
limited to, literature, history, civics, science,
and the visual and performing arts. Ways of
achieving this goal include:

a. Revisions In curriculum guides and
instructional materials which focus
attention on the significance of reasoned
moral and ethical choices

b. Provision for assignments which involve
students in thinking about the moral and
ethical struggles of literary and historical
personalities and the potential meaning of
those experiences in shaping their own
ideals

c. Provision of in-service training oppor-
tunities for teachers, counselors, and
administrators which address ways of
responding to the moral and ethical
struggles of young adolescents through the
content of various core curriculum subjects

Continued on next page
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

Principals, teachers, and counselors should
demonstrate by example, advice, and
instruction the ways in which personal
decisions are influenced through moral
reasoning based on personal and
professional ideals.

0 Principals, teachers, counselors, and parents
should encourage and wide students to
develop a vision of what they hope to be like
as adults sind to consider how this vision
relates to moral and ethical choices which are
made during early adolescence. The literary
and historical figures and themes found in the
varied subjects of the core curriculum, as well
as the individual experiences and obser-
vations of students themselves, should be
employed 'n addressing this goal.
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5 Learning to Learn

Every middle grade student should develop a repertoire
of learning strategies and study skills which emphasizes
reflective thought and systematic progression toward
the goal of independent learning.

Leming in the lower elemen-
tary grades is heavily structured for
students by their teachers. In high
school, and beyond, students are
expected to play a progressively
more significant role in structuring
their own learning. In the transi-
tional middle grade years, students
require instruction in how to learn -
how to bridge the distance between
highly structured learning environ-
ments and those which increasingly
move them toward the ideal of
independent learners.

Cooperative Learning Groups
T0100=10.6 °once* and apPiithem tonew situations,
Studeitimust ItiteractWith materials, express their thoughts, and
discusis alternative approaches orexpianatiors. Often, these
aotMlittsearibe accomplished Wolingroups of four students.
Wolf ing Stniill torOtlpe itlereaSee OaOlt Studeresopportunity to
kfterai$ wiltrmateriaiS andwith otherStudentO while learning.
SItiderib 14'0000 OhanOOSIOspeakin a alto group than in a

diettir*kalitinthatietting Some Studentsare more
.00111fottabk, SpacUlating, queationingt and explaining concepts In
Wei Idalarjtytheirthinking. ey brainstorming, exploring various
OPPOottektond 10*g problems cooperatively, students can

.gainconfldence In their individual abilities,
.

Whin .ticooporativi climate ttas been established,small groups
the* heterogeneous inihOircompcisition have the added value

promotim pool* attltudeatOward others, regardless of
4fierenceS, As a group woks together, the differences

*ill.b.10881tilpOttardthall the las% at hand More capable students
/OaolaiiiifitothOrt Ti10 questiont asked by students whodo not
.iretunderatand an idea will he the entire group to bring its
thinklng Into foals. fridMrival strengths wig be highlighted so that

.'4.,$44004wlio have difficulty in some areas will havea chance to
Or theitspecial skills In other areas.

framiiodtforCallemka PubicSchoois-iG7derganen
141014* OA* two* Sacrament: Cardornia State Department of
#4310atitnt 0190540,, 1617.

Instruction in how to learn is
needed in each subject of the core
and exploratory curricula. Strat-
egies for approaching and complet-
ing assignments are especially crit-
ical. These are essential to all future
learning and must be emphasized in
the middle grades if students are to
be successful learners in high
school.

Middle grade students have typ-
ically matured to the point where
they are able to use varied types of
learning strategies with increased
competence. By the end of grade
eight, students should be prepared
with a varied repertoire of learning
strategies and general study skills.
Included in this repertoire should be
abilities which enable them to en-
gage in independent study and co-
operative learning and to give and
receive tutorial instruction.

When major assignments are
given in any subject, teachers
should help students identify what
skills are needed to complete the
varied tasks involved. Mastery of
new skills, including higher order
thinking and communicating skills,
should become direct objectives of
instruction as students prepare to
undertake basic assignments.

For example, teachers can have
students:

State what they expect to
achieve by using a specific
skill.
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Describe the procedures and
rules they plan to use as they
employ the skill.

Predict the results of their use
of the skill.

Check the procedure they use
as they employ the skill.

Evaluate the outcome of using
the skill and the way they
employed it.

Such strategies are useful
because they allow students to
develop a conscious control of their
thinking and acting in response to a
given assignment. This is a neces-
sary step in learning to learn. The
alternative is reliance on a mechan-
ical, low-order repertoire of study
skills that do not match the
increased academic demands of the
core curriculum.

Middle grade students should
understand how learning brings
about changes in their lives par-
ticularly through those experiences
which come from an expanded
perception of themselves and their
world based on the application of
knowledge and skills. This percep-
tion empowers students to do cre-
ative things, to engage in higher
levels of learning, and to explore
new categories of knowledge. With
this added perspective and the pow-
er which it conveys, students can
learn to apply themselves increas-
ingly to personal academic goals
with long range meaning for their
lives.

Students should also be en-
couraged to approach learning with
a direct sense of its more immediate

significance. They can be shown
that learning to learn is a critical part
of their education and that mastery
of the skills involved can always be
improved .

A sequence of steps, such as the
following, is useful in helping stu-
dents to become increasingly more
independent in their learning.

Students can be guided:

1. To look for new information in
readings, presentations, and dis-
cussions.

2. To look for clues which help to
explain the relevance of what is
already understood to sur-
round the new with the back-
ground of that which is already
familiar.

3. To experiment with what is
already known, to search for
connections, and to relate pre-
viously unrelated information
through:

Asking questions
Defining issues
Describing problems and
contradictions
Formulating hypotheses (ed-
ucated guesses)
Testing hypotheses
Preparing and presenting
findings and conclusions

4. To note or create patterns and
relationships which identify
ways of breaking down com-
plex ideas and concepts into
manageable components.

5. To develop models and use
other strategies to represent pat-
terns and relationships among
parts and wholes which bridge
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Study Skills: Behaviors Characteristic
of intelligent Action
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the gap between existing and
new information.

For example, students can
prepare:

Diagrams and charts
Lists of comparisons and
contrasts
Descriptions of sequen-
ces, processes, and causes
Outlines
Imaginative stories, sce-
narios, theories, argu-
ments, and other kinds of
explanations and illustra-
tions
Items which are made and
which incorporate two or
more ideas or concepts
Experiments
Lab reports

6. To play with new information,
to explore new combinations of
data, and to develop an aware-
ness of the power of concepts
and generalizations which unify
previously independent facts.

7. To reflect on the ways in which
new levels of understanding
change perceptions, attitudes,
and values.

The learning strategies just de-
scribed should be accompanied by
the acquisition and practice of good
study skills. Middle grade students
need a strong combination of learn-
ing strategies and bath; study skills
as a necessary foundation for the
more demanding and less person-
alized instructional environment of
high school.

Basic study skills include:

The ability to set study goals
and priorities consistent with
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stated course objectives and
one's own progress; to estab-
lish surroundings and habits
conducive to learning indeperi-
dently or with others; and to
follow a schedule that ac-
counts for both short and long-
term projects.

The ability to define, locate,
and use resources external to
the classroom (for example,
library materials, original doc-
uments, computer software,
interviews, and direct obser-
vations) and to combine in-
formation gained from such
sources with information de-
rived from texts, classroom
presentations, and other more
conventional sources.

The ability to develop general
and specialized vocabularies
and to use them for reading,
writing, speaking, listening,
computing, and creating.

The ability to understand and
to follow customary instruc-
tions for academic work in
orthr to recall, comprehend,
analyze, summarize, and re-
port the main ideas from
readings, lectures, experi-
ment-, and other academic
experiences, and to synthesize
knowledge and apply it to
new situations.

The ability to prepare for var-
ious types of learning assess-
ments and to devise strategies
for pacing, attempting, or
omitting test questions or
thinking, writing, and editing

according to the type of test;
and to respond effectively to
other types of assessments,
such as those represented by
prniectc, class participation,
and the evaluations of peers.

The ability to accept con-
structive criticism and learn
from it.

The ability to manage time.

The middle grades are a critical
point in the development of skills
for lifelong leaning. The eir.trging
intellectual capacities of young ado-
lescents make the use of more so-
phisticated learning strategies and
study skills possible. Mastery
should be seen as a developmental
process which receives accelerated
attention during the middle grades
and which continues into high
school and throughout life.

With the rapid growth of peer
influence during early adolescence
comes the potential for middle grade
students to benefit from school prac-
tices which are organized around
peer-based learning activities. Co-
operative learning groups, peer and
cross-age tutoring programs, and
student study groups have the
potential to increase achievement in
statistically significant ways. These
types of peer-based learning activ-
ities help to accomplish three stra-
tegic objectives which are critical to
early adolescent education:

1. The amount of time available for
active participation in the learn-
ing process is multiplied. In a
group of four, as an example,
each participant has the potential

-, 40
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1 A Nation Prepared: Teaches for
the 21s Century. Washington,

D.C.: Carnegie Forum on
Educatice and the Economy,

01986, p. 47. This report was
prepared by the Carnegie Forum
on Education tad the Economy's

Task Force on Teaching as a
Profession. The Carnegie Forum

is a program of the Carnegie
Corporation of New York.

2 Joseph Jenkins and Uncle
Jenkins, "Peer Tutoring in Elemen-

tary and Secondary Programs,"
Focus on Exceptional Children,
Vol. 17 (Fehmary, 1985). p. 2

01985.

to contribute 25 percent of the
available discussion. By way of
contrast, in a classroom setting
involving thirty or more stu-
dents, only 3 or 4 percent of the
discussion time is available to
each student.

2. The amount of feedback time
for each student is substantially
increased, with the potential for
affirmation and encouragement
to occur more frequently for
each individual from within the
Peer group.

3. The development of positive
attitudes to ward learning is en-
hanced as students interact with
one another in more tightly fo-
cused instructional episodes
based on the needs and interests
of young adolescents.

Both cooperat.ve learning and
peer and cross-age tutoring should
be integral components of middle
grade classroom instruction. Re-
search evidence suggests that these
strategies consistently raise the
achievement levels of the students
who receive instruction as well as
those who provide it.

The Carnegie Corporation, in its
recent report, A Nation Prepared:
Teachers for the 21st Century,
provides a scenario which captures
the essence of the research on
tutorial instruction:

One dfor! at made a surprisingly
big difference ... was the program in
which the older student ; were trained
to tutor the younger ones. When many
of the older younbdters discovered how
superficial their knowledge was when
they tried to teach something they
thought they knew, they made a real
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effort to master the material. They
developed areal pride in their ability to
help the younger students, anti many
are going on to become teachers)

After completing an extensive
survey of the research literature re-
lated to tutorial instruction, Jenkins
and Jenkins conclude:

If teachers desire to increase
academic engaged titre through one-to-
one instruction, they must expand their
reserve of instructional personnel.
They need not look far. Some of the
best helpers are other students who can
be recruited from inside their own
school.2

Peer helper programs reach out
to a wide variety of students, and
those who tutor should reflect the
same diversity. Good programs
encourage participation by average
students as well as the stars and by
those who represent every ethnic
and linguistic background or socio-
economic circumstance. Physically
handicapped students, those with
limited English proficiency, the
gifted, those who are at-risk in
short, every student is a candidate
for a peer or cross-age tutor role.
The genius of peer helperprograms
is found in the fact that the reservoir
of talent is almost limitless.

Administrators are attracted to
peer tutoring by its cost effec-
tiveness. Research undertaken by
the Institute on Educational Finance
and Governance at Stanford is sum-
marized by Michael Kirst, former
president of the California State
Board of Education:

To respect the limitations on public
funding means giving careful attention
to the relative costs of educational

rovements. An evaluation of four
d' trent strategies for improvement



has revealed signgicant dgferences in
cost. The four strategies are these: (1)
reducing class size by adding more
teachers, (2) increasing the length of
the school day, (3) using computers to
facilitate instruction, and (4) providing
won peer or adult. A study meas-
nred the gain in pupils' achievement
scores in reading and mathematics
purchased by $300 in funding for each
approach. In general, peer tutoring
proved the most costlffective, and
reducing class size and increasing the
length of the school day the least cost-
dective. Computer-assisted instruct-
ion ranked between these atremes.3

Peer tutoring also provides a
more caring school climate. Stu-
dents who invest in each others'
successes experience a sense of
personal satisfaction as well as
achievement.

There is another dimension of
peer and cross-age tutoring which
is highly significant. The potential
for interesting students in teaching
careers is ever present. Underrep-
resented minorities in particular
may find that ped-r.,. tutoring 1.1fatie to

exciting career options.
The Carnegie Report argues the

case persuasively:

One particularly promising devel-
opment is the use on a large scale of ...
students to work as tutors in schools
with high concentrations of low-
income students. When both tutor and
taught are m rity students, both will
benefit. Furthermore, minority ... stu-
dents who serve as tutors may find that
they en joy teaching sufficiently to make
teaching their career choice, turning
such programs into a recruiting device
as well.4

Cooperative learning and one-to-
one tutoring using peer and cross-
age student volunteers should '10
implemented in every school sea -

ing the middle grades. These in-
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structional strategies are cost-effec-
tive, increase learning, and are
directly consistent with the middle
grade philosophy which stresses a
personal concern for all students.

A direct corollary of learning
strategies, study skills, cooperative
learning, and peer tutorial programs
is the special role of homework. In
effect, sound homework policies
have the ability to extend the regular
classroom experiences of students
in significant ways and to reinforce
all other effort° aimed at developing
independent learners.

Increased reliance on the use of
homework during the middle grades
reflects the growing capacity of
young adolescents to take respon-
sibility for their own learning. This
includes a deliberate recognition of
the need to prepare for the home-
work demands of high school as
well.

Sound homework policies
provide students with the oppor-
tunity to crrry out assignments

3 Michael W. ICirst,
Who Controls Our Schools?
Sanford, Calif.: Stanford Alumni
Association, e1984, p. 158.

4 A Nation Prepared: Teachers for
the 21st Century. Washington,
D.C.: Car egie Foram on
Education and the Economy,
01986, p. 84. This report was
pwared by the Carnegie Forum
on Education and the Economy's
Task Farce on Teaching as a
Profession. The Carnegie Forum
is a program of the Cerrsee
Corporation of New York.

The Allendale School Tutorial Program

Student tutors are recommended by their teachers on the basis of
responsibility, conscientiousness, and reliability. During fourtrain-
Ing sessions, tutors learn their responsibilities, positive tutor behav-
ior, and the content of their "skill- based" reading and math tutoring
units. Tutors and tutees are matched on a one-to-one basis forthe
entire year. Tutoring sessions range form thirty minutes twice a
week to thirty or forty minutes five times a week. Tutors meet once
per month to share insights and problems. At least twice per
month, the trainer meets individually with each tutorto discuss the
progress of the tutee. A network of referrals among tutor, teacher,
and trainer kept everyone working together. Thorough written
evaluations take place at the end of the year, The program
changes, grows, and improves each year.

Cynthia Harris
Coordinator, Staff Development
Oakland Unified School District
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5 What Works: Research About
Teaching and Learning. Prepared
uncles the direction of William J.

Bennett. Washington, D.C.:
United States Department of

Education, 1986, p. 42.

6 James J. Fauvick, The Middle
School Years. San Diego, Calif.:

Festwick Associates, 01986,
p. 17.

independently according to clear di-
rections and the prior learning of
essential study skills. These skills
must include the capacity to deter-
mine the relative importance of dif-
ferent aspects of the assigned work.
Homework should include assign-
ments which arouse curiosity, raise
questions for further exploration,
and foster the self-discipline re-
quired for independent study.

Homework assignments should
also give students the chance to try
out in practical ways the things
which they are learning ir. the class-
room. Students need opportunities
to explore and experiment with new
understandings and skills. This can
occur through highly structured
homework given by the teacher.
Or, as students become more com-
petent and responsible, the structure
of their assignments can become
largely a product of their own
planning in comultation with their
teachers.

The relative value of homework
is directly related to the clarity of
directions, expectations, and time
lines communicated to students by
teachers and the immediacy and
clarity of the feedback which stu-
dents receive following completion
of their work. Homework is most
productive when students are given
a sense of the understandings and
skills they are et:pected to employ
in completing assignments and the
knowledge base which is to be
used:

To mc..e the most of what students
learn from doing homework, teachers
need to give the same care to preparing
homework assignments as they give to

classroom instruction. When teachers
prepare written instructions and dis-
cuss homework assignments with
students, they find their students take
the homework more seriously than if
the assignments are simply announced.
Students are more willing to do
homework when they believe it is
useful, when teachers treat it as an
integral part of instruction, when it is
evaluated by the teacher, and when it
counts as a part of the grade.

Assignments that require students
to think, and are therefore more
interesting, foster their desire to learn
both in and out of school. Such
activities include explaining what is
seen or read in class; comparing,
relating, and experimenting with ideas;
and analyzing principles.5

But homework cannot fill the
void if students fail to have the
opportunity to think about their
curricula and to communicate with
each other in the classroom about
their independent assignments.
When this opportunity exists, then
homework becomes a natural ex-
tension of the classroom:

Regular, consistent, sensible home-
work is one of the best ways to extend
a student's educational experiences
without new investments of tax dollars.
But a warning Is needed. "More is not
necessarily better." Homework should
not be defined by meaningless, repe-
titious drill and practice exercises. The
ideal homework assignment reinforces
concepts previously taught in the
classroom and is fitted to the en-
vironment of the home... A good book
to read, a short essay to write, or a
series of problems to solve all lend
themselves to tasks which parents can
successfully monitor, even if they do
not understand all the implications of a
given assignment.6

The National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) re-
ports that in 1985, 25 percent of
eighth grade students watched
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television at least five hours per
day. Anhui Berger, in his book,
The TV Gvided American, points
out that by the time average young
persons reach eighteen years of
age, they have seen 22,000 hours
of programs and 600,000 com-
mercials totaling three years of their
lives. Parents and teachers must
confront this head-on competition
between homework and television
and co-opt the latter for curriculum
and instructional purposes when-
ever possible.

Local district superintendents,
school principals, and teachers
share a primary responsibility in
coordinating communications with
parents regarding homework poli-
cies. In some communities the
Eaainment of homework goals may
be extremely hard to achieve.
Continuous, deliberat: attempts to
communicate betty, the school
and the home re the pur-
poses of homewt. i the ex-
pected parental :;iipi, _it involved
`-.ave the potential to benefit stu-
dents in critical ways.

It is essential to put the issue of
homework in perspective relative to
other demands on the time and
energy of teachers. A significant
amount of time and effort is in-
volved in effectively and conscien-
tiously planning, differentiating,
monitoring, and evaluating home-
work asejnments. Teachers who
systematically spend added hours
daily on these tasks should receive
professional incentives. School
boards should realistically evaluate
the quality and value of homework
in the middle grades. HomeworkI

Television Viewing:
Guidelines for the Middle Grades

Involve students In discussion about the role and Influence of
television in society; stress the tendency of thosewho control
program content to dramatize and glamorize the sensational in
order to capture the viewers interest; help Students evaluate
the meaning and consequence of theSe tailors for
themselves, as viewers;

Selectively assign television programs as adlunets to regular
classroom assignments;

Choose program content that has the ability to stimulate
independent thought inducing documentaries about nature,
geography, technology, and world events;

Inc;ade viewing assignments that introduce students to the
visual and performing arts;

Have guided classroom discussions about what has been
seen, heard, felt, and thought in relation to specific viewing
assignments:

Have frank talks with students about television addiction and
its power to compromise their minds, emotions and effective
use ol personal time;

Communicate with parents about !he school's attempts to use
television constructively 14 augment classroom learning;

Help parents confront the responsibilty to involve their
children in talk:rig about the ways in which television can get
out of control and thereby damage family relationships;

Provide parents with guidelines or other information to help
them monitor the amount and type of viewing which their
children experience;

Encourage students and parents to watch some programs
together and to then talk about what they have seen and
heard; for example, typical conversations might include:

What were the Issues expressed in this program? Were
there morals?

What kinds of choices or options were possible in re-
sponse to the issues?

What might have been the consequences of each of
these choices or optional responses?

Would each of you (parent and student) have chosen to
respond in the same way as the main characters in the
program (fictional or nonfictional)? If so, why? If not, why
not?

James J. Fenwick, The Middle School Years,
San Diego, Calif.: Fenwick Associates, 01986, p. 19.
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policies should be defined which
have substance and which reward
teachers who provide evidence that
these policies are regularly and
creatively implemented.

Learning to learn involves mul-
tiple instructional emphases. Coop-
erative learning, peer and cross-age
tutoring, mastery of generalized and
specialized study skills and learning
strategies, and sound homework
practices represent some of the most

0

0

0

important classroom priorities as
young adolescents are helped to
move toward the goal of indepen-
dent learning. Middle grade edu-
cation should emphasize each of
these priorities for all students in the
regular instructional program.

TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

Local school boards should have middle
grade curriculum policies which ensure that
all students have the opportmity:

a. To develop a repertoire et generalized
learning strategies and study skills
(including test-taking skills)

b. To develop particularized learning
strategies and oudy skills unique to the
special requirements of specific subjects

c. To participate in cooperative learning and
peer/cross-age tutoring programs

The California State Department of Education
should ensure that the frameworks and Model
Curriculum Guides (K 8) give explicit
attention to the development of study skills
particularly those needed to complete more
complex tasks typical of each subject area in
the core curriculum.

Textbook publishers should be required to
emphasize explicitly the conscious, reflective
aspects of independent learning in texts
adopted for use in the middle grades.

Continued on next page

1
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

0 Teachers should help students develop
learning strategies required to cope with
increasingly more challenging instructional
materials, including those which help to
prepare students for success in high school
curricula

0 Local school boards should adopt policies
and allocate resources to enable schools
which enroll students in the middle grades to
establish cooperative learning groups and
peer/cross-age tutoring programs.

The State Department of Education should
provide advice to local districts, including
models and strategies needed to assist
middle grade schools In establishing
cooperative learning groups and peer/cross-
age tutoring programs.

0 Teachers should assign homework as an
extension of an active learning classroom
environment; homework assignments should
focus on the goals of the core curriculum; and
particular attention should be given to
assignments which incorporate reading and
writing skills.

School boards should define a middle grade
homework policy. A general guideline for
teachers, students, and parents should be a
range of eight to twelve hours of homework
per week. (Note: The qualitative aspects of
homework assignments should receive
priority emphasis. The quantity and quality of
homework cannot be measured directly by the
time spent since different students will spend
different amounts of time on the same
assignment.)

Continued on next page

0
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

School boards should provide incentives to
teachers who consistently invest substantial
amounts of additional professional time, apart
from the classroom, In planning, differenti-
ating, monitoring, and evaluating homework
assignments.

Principals, teachers, and parents should cre-
atively address the conflict between home-
work and television viewing. Teachers should
use television as an adjunct of the curriculum
when appropriate and should assist parents in
guiding their children's viewing habits.

Local school boards should evaluate midrZe
grade teaching loads; consideration should
be given to specialized roles and respon-
sibilities; and adjustments in teaching loads
should be made, when required, in keeping
with district commitments to the goals of
middle grade education reform.
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6 Instructional Practice

Instructional practice should emphasize active learning
strategies which are consistent with the goals of the core
curriculum and the developmental characteristics of
young adolescents.

Instructional practices in the mid-
dle grades should join young ado-
lescents to the core, elective, and
exploratory curricula. In order to
be successful, instructional prac-
tices must be appropriate to the
structure and substance of varied
subjects and the developmental
characteristics of students. These
two conditions must be met. When
either is missing, the connection is
broken between students and the
curricula; the primary mission of
the school is compromised.

The characteristics of young
adolescents are too often interpreted
as obstacles to learning. When this
happens, instructional practices can
fight the restless energy, fascination
with peer culture norms, and curios-
ity about themselves and their
world which are typical of middle
grade students. The consequences
can be destructive even tragic in
terms of wasted human lives.

The curricula recommended by
the California State Department of
Education (Model Curriculum
Guides), as well as the recommen-
dations of professional curriculum
organizations, stress the importance
of systematically empowering stu-
dents to do for themselves whatever
each subject requires in other
words, enabling them to move
toward the ideal of independent
learners. Active learning instruc-
tional strategies become very
important at this point. This type of

learning involves students intellec-
tually and physically in varied learn-
ing tasks. This occurs with differ-
ing levels of direction, guidance,
and feedback from teachers. Active
learning is contrasted to passive
learning in which exposition involv-
ing oneway communication be-
tween teachers and students is the
dominant instructional style.

Active learning strategies pos-
sess the potential to respond to both
the wide diversity of student
learning styles and the individual

Neither Commitment nor Comprehension...

_white studentsclamor fortask simplicity and clarity, they frequently
report that schoolwork is boring and tedious. As academic tasks
become me routinized and removed from children's lives, the
apploablifty and mowing they do are obscured (Cloodled,
1983). Although children may feel more secure when completing
simple tasks, their motivation to engage meaningfully In these tasks
maywell decline. Moreover, the repetition of simplified task forms It
worksheets may diminish student interest in the content itself since
children may not dletiraulsh between the form of the task and its
content. After several years, the r .,11.3nOSS of task forms may render
The subject MatferoOntern itself uninteresting.

...in the longterm, the cumulative experience of unvaried, simple task
content and forms produces students who are limited thinkers and
alienated workers. Many students merely tolerate schoolwork and
expreSs neither commitment to, nor comprehension of, the learning
goals enunciated by teachers. We speculate that this may result largely
from the experience of a restricted range of tasks. Even when
students perceive they are able and can succeed, they are unlikely to
function in out of the classroom as creative thinkers and motivated
workers lithe task forms they have experienced are boring and the
content simplistic.

Phyllis G. Blumenfeld, John R. Mergendoller, and Donald W. Svf arthout, 'Task
as a Heuristic for Understanding Student Learning and Motivation,'Journal of
Curriculum Studios. Val. 19, No. 2 (1987), p. 144, 01987, Tay o & Francis

Ltd. Used by permission of the publisher.
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1 A Nation Prepared: Teachers for
the 21st Century. Washington,

D.C.: Carnegie Forum on
Education and the Economy,

01986, p. 25. This report was
prepared by the Carnegie Forum
on Education and the Economy's

Task Force on Teaching as a
Profession. The Carnegie Forum

is a program of the Carnegie
Corporation of New York.

2 What Works: Research About
Teaching and Learning. Prepared

under the direction of William J.
Bennett. Washington, Dr.:
United States Department of

Education, 1986, p. 23.

strengths of teachers. They involve
substantive changes in the way both
students and teachers work to-
gether:

The students ... must be active
learners, busily engaged in the process
of bringing new knowledge and new
ways of knowing to bear on a wid-
ening range of increasingly difficult
problems. The focus of schooling
must shift from teaching to learning,
from the passive acquisition of facts
and routines to the active application of
ideas to problems. That transition
makes the role of the teacher more
important, not less.1

Students learn by doing. They
learn from seeking answers to ques-
tions that have stimulated their
imaginations. There should be
many opportunities both inside and
outside the classroom to look for
answers, to test hypotheses, and to
reach tentative conclusions.

Middle grade students are espe-
cially responsive to combinations of
tactile, auditory, and/or visual in-
structional mr_wip.. All karners
need to have ample opportunity for
hands-on activities. Many students
will not learn well if forced to rely
solely on one instructional strategy:

Many students have miscon-
ceptions even after taking a science
course because they have not had
opportunities to test and witness the
evidence that would change their
minds. To clear up misconceptions,
students need to be given the chance to
predict the results they anticipate in an
experiment. For example, the mistaken
idea that the basketball will fall faster
than the ping gong ball can be tested
experimentally. The teacher can then
explain why the original hypothesis
was faulty. In this way experiments
help students use the scientific method
to distinguish facts from opinions and
misconceptions?

11=111r.
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Students learn by exploring
multiple sources of written informa-
tion, including library references,
collateral texts, original documents,
or other similar resources. Their
ability to do more abstract thinking
gives them the capacity to use
research skills to find answers
available to them through their own
efforts.

Young adolescents are seeking
answers to life's ultimate questions.
Who am I? Why am I here? What
is real, true, good, beautiful? Their
search is paralleled by the central
themes of literature, history, the
arts, and other disciplines. These
are the themes which must be
emphasized in the core curriculum
for the middle grades.

The use of questions about the
deeper issues of life as a point of
entry into the humanities and social
studies curricula has profound im-
plications for instructional practice.
Qui.biiuning techniques encourage
and provoke students to think, to
organize their thoughts, and to
reach conclusions based on reason
and evidence.

For every student to have
enough experiences of this type
requires questioning strategies that
incorporate critical elements of
Socratic dialogue. Teachers must
clearly phrase questions and then
allow sufficient waiting time for al
students to prepare their thoughts
with a clear expectation of being
called upon to respond.

The use of small groups within
a class multiplies by several fold the
opportunity of each student to
respond to questions. Students
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who are taught what to look for in
the responses of others and how to
give each other good critiques
experience an increased frequency
and higher quality of feedback vital
to the effective use of this instruc-
tional practice.

Variations in questioning strat-
egies are needed as teachers make
open-ended, probing inquiries de-
signed to encourage their students
to engage in thoughtful, active learn-
ing. These variations are particu-
larly appropriate for mathematics
and science. Teaching for under-
standing and problem solving is the
revving emphasis in mathematics.
(See Mathematics Framework and
Model Curriculum Guide: Mathe-
matics). Students with varied skill
levels are asked, for instance, to
construct mathematical ideas in
relation to a variety of imaginative
situations. The roles of teachers
transcend those of suppliers of
answers and "recipes" for con-
cocting answers. Rather, teachers
are asked to draw out the reasoning
processes of students and to stim-
ulate their mathematical imagin-
ations.

A parallel opportunity exists in
science. The Science Framework
Addendum and the Model Curric-
ulum Guide: Science stress the im-
portance of understanding scientific
concepts and their supportive evi-
dence as well as the processes
which have led to give conclu-
sions. These processes Legin with
curiosity and wonder about the
world qualities particularly charac-
teristic of young adolescents. Out
of curiosity and wonder come the

impetus to question, to observe, to
hypothesize, and to experiment
the essential ingredients needed to
develop scientific theories.

The way scientists discover and
accumulate scientific knowledge
should be paralleled by the way in
which middle grade students build
their own knowledge base. The
various scientific processes provide
a powerful source of active instruc-
tional strategies for teaching and
learning science as well as other
disciplines in the core, elective, and
exploratory curricula.

The middle grade curricula
should stretch the minds of stu-
dents. Young adolescents have the
capacity to learn to use increasingly
complex mental processes. In-
structional practices must be used
which enhance their capacity to
master these processes. Evidence
indicates that this does not happen
systematically in the typical middle

Questioning Strategies Which Encourage the
Development of a "Thoughtful Classroom"

When teachers rely on questions with short, correct answers and

call on students with their hands raised, they are encouraging

recall in some students and ignoring others entirely. In contrast,

teachers should:

Ask questions which have a range of appropriate responses,
all of which require some explanation of the student's
thinking;

Wait 5 to 10 seconds for all students to think, and then;

Call on students without anyone raising hands.

By doing this, several important purposes are accompished:

AU students know they are expected to think;

They are given the time and silence to think;

AU students must be ready to communicate their thoughts,
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grade classroom. The allocation of
instructional time should be such
that the more complex learning out-
comes receive proper attention.

To accomplish this goal, teach-
ers should:

Establish clearly stated learn-
ing outcomes which involve a
balance between more limited
and more complex cognitive
skills; they should make sure
that the purposes of these out-
comes are fully understood by
students.

Present a sequence of well-
organized learning activities
that are specifically related to
these outcomes.

A Model for Linking Traditional Direct
Instruction and More Complex

Thinking Processes
Various Instructional strateglescartbe employed to develop
higher orderthinking processes. These strategies create an
optimum balance between the basic skips developed through
Willem! direct InohvolIn and more complex thought developed
through eiperiantialapr. taches. Content is developed through
connecting ot study. Aunit may begin with the presenta-
tion of intonnottontnthe total *ups but the teacher may then use
OfherININCtIOn$ Strategies -Stith as cooperative learning,
du:0v*, imidry, eta, and separate students into smaller groups.
ettident Me computers, calculators, video equipment, and other

. technology. pay also, use concrete materials on a regular basis
(e.g. unitix cubes, scales, other lab equipment, three-cimensional
mode* etc.) Skills and concepts gained through such learning
experient" are then Wiled and extended through student
plea% :TheSe projects glue Students the opportunity to create
SOMethingOf filefeSttO theMt athree.dimenslonal model, a
Mar, fsidt 00nifineMals =CM/ documentary, etc. One unit of
study builds Oaths next; content urfolds logically and process -
whathistUdents are expected to do with that content-

111cleaS4sifi.goVexitY.

Janet Idoratead, 'Direct instruction and Experiential Approaches: Are
They Rea llY Mutually Exclusive? Educolional Leaders*

1041PP. 2540, CI 985. This excerpt was adapted by the' author foal olloiratt artide *Specially for this report.

Employ clear, precise explana-
tions, illustrations, or other ap-
propriate techniques to teach
skills, content, and/or pro-
cesses.

Ask questions frequently or
use other pertinent strategies
to see if assignments are
understood and if learning
outcomes have been attained.

Provide multiple opportunities
for students to practice basic
skills and to apply and extend
them to new situations.

Individual and/or joint student
projects should be major features of
each unit of study in core curricu-
lum subjects. These projects pro-
vide students with learning experi-
ences which allow them to draw on
the most important ideas, concepts,
and skills gained from their studies.
These projects should reflect what a
culturally literate adult is able to do
in our society so that students be-
come prepared to assume that role.

Projects provide many other
important advantages for middle
grade students. For example:

Projects can be designed to
focus on more complex,
higher order learning which
enables ideas and concepts to
be integrated in order to
achieve a synergistic learning
effect.

Projects provide a valuable
alternative means to evaluate
student learning which offsets
some of the limitations of
paper/pencil tests.
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Projects provide structure for
classroom management which
allows for true individuali-
zation of instruction; teachers
interact independently with
students as they develop spe-
cific skills.

Projects help to teach middle
grade students the kinds of
self-management skills need-
ed in high school, in higher
education, and on the job.

Projects allow adjustment to
differences in learning styles
and skill levels and allow a
broad range of students to ex-
perience success in accom-
plishing interesting, challeng-
ing assignments.

Projects allow time lines
which are less vulnerable to
student absences which com-
promise short-cycle, cumula-
tively sequenced curriculum
APsigns.

Projects exemplify the impor-
tance of learning to students,
parents, and the community in
ways which are immediate,
tangible, meaningful, and con-
vincing.

Managing instruction for active
learning requires a variety of class-
room settings. Frequently, students
in small groups, pairs, or individr.
wally will be working on projects,
engaging in discussions, experi-
menting with ideas and concepts,
dialoging, debating issues, develop-
ing hypotheses, solving problems,
creating models, planning presen-

Managing instructional Time

Effective time r. managers in the classroom do not waste valuable
minutes on unimponant activities; they keep their students con-
tinuously and actively engaged. Good managers perform the
following time-conserving functions:

Planning Class Work: choosing the content to be Studied,
scheduling time for presentation and study, and choosing
those instructional activities (such as grouping, seatwork,
or recitation) best suited to learning the material at hand:

Communicating Goals: setting and conveying
expectations so students know what they are to do, what it
will take to get a passing grade, and what the
consequences of failure will be;

Regulating Learning Activities: sequencing course
content so knowledge builds on itself, pacing instruction
so students are prepared for the next step, monitoring
success rates so all students stay productively engaged
regardless of how quickly they learn, and running an
orderly, academically focused classroom that keeps
wasted time and misbehavior to a minimum.

When teachers carry out these functions successfully and sup-
plement them with a well-designed and well-managed program
of homework, they can achieve three important goals:

They capture students' attention.

They make the best use of available learning time.

They encourage academic achievement.

What Works: Research About Teaching and Learning. Prepared under
the direction of William J. Bennett. Washington, D.C.: United States
Department of Education, 1986, p. 34.

tations, or otherwise engaging in
active learning tasks.

Teachers must increasingly
share instructional management re-
sponsibilities with students during
the middle grades. This is essential
if students are to be allowed to learn
to take part successfully in the
active learning strategies just de-
scribed. Necessary skills include
cooperative learning techniques,
group discussion strategies, time
management skills, problem solving
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3 What Woria: Research About
Teaching and Leaning. Prepared
under do (Erection of William I.

B41211141. Washington, D.C.:
United States Deportment of

Education, 1986, p. 32.

methods, and simple project man-
agement practices.

Middle grade students are able
to achieve even master signif-
icant levels of competence related to
each of these abilities. They can
and want to respond to planned, sys-
tematic, incremental increases in
their own responsibility for inde-
pendent learning. At the same time,
their teachers must continue to
monitor and guide their progress
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toward this goal. The ideal is found
in a shared responsibility for man-
aging instruction by teachers and
students. Students who enter the
ninth grade with a background of
active learning experiences will be
better prepared to handle high
school curricula and to succeed in
the less personalized kaniing en-
vironment which they are likely to
encounter in secondary classrooms.

Minority students are often the
least likely to have access to the
benefits of active learning in the
middle grades. They are frequently
the victims of low expectations
their own as well as those of the
significant adults in their lives. If
expectations for any student are
compromised, the curriculum is
violated. Diminished expectations
typically relegate affected students
to low-order skill mastery or rote
recall. Students rarely if ever ex-
perience the power of their minds
which the core curriculum is de-
signed to elicit:

Students from whom teachers
expect less are treated dfferently. Such
students typically:

Z- leafed farther away from the

Receive less direct instruction,

Have fewer opportunities to learn
new material, and
Are asked to do less work.

Teachers also call on these students
less often, and the questions they ask
are more likely to be simple and basic
than thought-provoking. Typically,
such students are given less time to
respond and less help when their
answers are wrong. But when teachers
give these same students the chance to
answer more challenging questions, the
students contribute more ideas and
opinions to class discussions.3



All middle grade students
should be intellectually challenged
through the use of multiple in-
structional strategies. Classrooms
cannot be divided between the aca-
demic "haves" and "have nots." For
the latter, learning becomes discon-
nected, episodic, and low in both
quality and content. Instructional
strategies must be exciting, perti-
nent, integrated, and diverse. There
is a special urgency about this need
because the middle grades represent
for multitudes of youth the turning
point with respect to their lifelong
academic interest and commitment.

Active learning strategies also
have implications for the instruc-
tional materials which middle grade
students require. In many class-
rooms then.. is an overreliance on
textbooks and other materials de-
signed and written by educators.
More emphasis should be given to
materials written, designed, or
edited by professionals within the
discipline being studied. Paperback
fiction and nonfiction should sup-
plement textbooks as a necessary
part of the instructional materials
repertoire needed in literature, his-
tory, and other areas of the core
curriculum.

New instructional technologies
should be used wherever appropri-
ate in teaching middle grade learn-

Video cassettes and VCRs,
compact d= ^s, hand lalculators,
microcomp rs, and software pro-
grams represent only a small sam-
ple of the technology increasingly
available o teachers and students.

Instructional Practice 41

Sharing Responsibility with "i_ltfants
hi the Active Learning Setting

While allowing students to operate Independently through planning
the use of their own time and by making decisions n3garting pace,
sequence, and content of their projects, the teacher never fully
relinquishes control. Instead, the teacher establishes a set of rules,
routines, and consequences which make it possible to monitor and
guide what students are doing, For example, students aretaught to
follow a procedure which looks something like the following:

1. Gather materials and equipment: They begirt by gathering
what they need to carry out theirwork. These resources are
usually kept in a pre-established location, within easy reach of the
students, so that they do not waste time searchingforthem or
waiting for them to be handed out.

2. Carry out the task: Students know what is expected of them
as they work:

They understand rules for general behavior such as where they
may sit, how much talking and walking about is acceptable, and
whether they may work with other students.

Standards for the quality, quantity, and complexity of work have
been established.

They know where and how to get help. Peertutors or a student
'buddy systenrencourage them to share Information aril ideas
with fellow students.

3. Have work checked and signed off: Students are respon-
sible for asking the teacher to check and sign off on thelrworit
upon completion of all or a pre-oetemined portion of a prolact. At
this point, they receive specific feedback and maybe required to
make a correction of exparld the work and then return for anther
check before the teacher completely signs Won It.

4. Record that work Is complete: Once the teacher has made
the final check, the student indicates by a visual signal (usually by
checking off on a class chart) that his or hertask Is complete. This
allows the teacher to see, at a glance, how far each student has
progressed du ring the project period.

5. Turn in completed work: Students usually place completed
work in a centres location so the teacher can look firrough It
outside of class time. This allows the teacher to assess Student
work and plan which students should receive special attention
during the next project period.

6. Return materials and equipment: Studentaknow how to
care for and return materials and equipment to storage areas so
that they remain in good condition.

7. Begin another activity: The student knows what to do once
the first portion of a project is complete.

Janet Kierstead, "How Teachers Manage Individual and Small-Group Work
in Active Classrooms,' Echgational Leaders*, Vol. 44 (October, 1986),
p. 23, 01986. This excerpt was adapted by the authorfrom her original
article especially for this report.
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4 A Nation Prepared: Teachers for
the 21st Century. Washington,

D.C.: Carnegie Forum on
Education and the Economy,

e1986, p. 94. This report was
papered by the Carnegie Forum
on Ethwadon and the Economy's

Task Fort on Teaching as a
Prof. 'sion. The Carnegie Forum

is a program of the Carnegie
Corporation of New York.

For example:

isnelents can) ... use micro, -rm-
puters to write competent essays ark:
produce computer animated art. One
inner-city elementary school's students
are learning basic engineering prin-
ciples as they design and build com-
puter-controlled experiments. Middle
school students are learning the
principles of advanced mathematics as
they write programs to create complex
geometric shapes. Nig' school stu-
dents are learning how to use spread-
sheet software designed for business
to optimize feeding schedules for
individual dairy cows on their family

farms, thereby achieving efficiencies
that have eluded their parents.

Currently available software also
m, kes it pos.", ie for music students to
compose, edit, and play music for
multiple instruments. Science students
can set up remote data-gati, --:ng
stations and connect them to micro-
computers to forecast the weather in
remote mountain valleys, learning both
about the science of weather
forecasting and the principles of
computer-based modeling....

None of the subjects is taught by
the computer, but the computer is used
10, the student as a tool to accomplish
these tasks. The result is that students
of all ability levels can learn much
more, and learn it earlier in their school
career.

Video recorders and laser disk
players are now available that can bring
large amounts of information to indi-
vidual students on demand, including
high quality visual irnages.4

New instructional strategies and
state of the art technology can create
a level of vulnerability for students
and teachers alike. Young adoles-
cents are extremely sensitive to the
risk of embarassing themselves. A
school culture which encourages
"intellectual risks," including the
probability of frequent mistakes, is
essential in the middle grades.

Faculty members must model
the capacity to learn through risking
r to respond to mistakes in a

mature manner, including the ability
to laugh at themselves. The joy
and humor of learning should be
viewed as a corollary of set'.aus
academic purpose. These qualities
should become significant personal
insights gained by students in the
middle grades.
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0
TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

Local school boards should have middle
grade curriculum policies which include the
following provisions.

Recommended policy:

Instructional practices for grades 6, 7, and 8
shall emphasize learning activities which
further the goals of the core curriculum and
which reflect the development characteristics
of early adolescent students. In addition to
sound instructional practices which are
generalizable to all grade levels, priority shall
be given in grades 6, 7, and 8 to active
learning strategies and the progressive devel-
opment of student responsibility for managing
learning assignments. These goals shall be
attained through:

a. Thoughtful Classrooms

Questioning strategies shall be used which
encourage students to think and to com-
municate their thoughts; large- and small-
group activities shall be employed to
fac;iltate opportunities for students to
share their reasoning with others; these
activities shall emphasize the use of
thinking skills which transcend simple
recall and persoaal opinion; and time to
think shall be provided for all students
before and during their responses when
questioning strategies are used In the
classroom.

b. Student Projects

In each core curriculum subject the most
Important Instructional objectives at each
grade level shall be taught, In part, through
student projects. Projeus shall be

Continued on next page
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

designed to enable students to apply skills
and to use facts, ideas, concepts, and
generalizations in addressing issues and
problems related to central themes of the
subject; when two or more subjects are
taught In a core curriculum instructional
block, projects shall be designed which
have the potential to integrate skills and
knowledge through addressing
interdisciplinary themes.

c. Responsibility for Learning

Students shall receive direct instruction on
how to manage their individual learning
activities; they shall be given progressively
more personal responsibility and
accountability for organizing and
completing their assignments.

d. Enjoyment of Learning

Stude.ls shall be helped to experience the
joy and rewards associated with academic
commitment and individual achievement.
They shall be encouraged to risk intellec-
tually in the process of learning and be
helped to accept mistakes which accom-
pany trial and error as a necessary part of
their learning experiences. They shall bo
helped to learn in a classroom atmosphere
which values patience and humor as essen-
tial qualities of successful learners.

e. Instructional Materials

Textbooks shall be supplemented by the
use of fiction and nonfiction paperbacks,
library resources, teacher and student-
made materials, software, films and video

Continued on next page
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CO

RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

cassettes, laboratory and studio supplies
and equipment, and community resources,
as appropriate to the curriculum. The
selection and use of Instructional materials
shall be determined by the learning activity
and the subject matter; choices of
instructional materials shall represent
those most likely to engage young adoles-
cents actively in their pursuit of major
curriculum objectives; allocations of
instructional materials funds shall be
based on the requirements of specified
learning activities.

The faculty in each school which enrolls
students in the middle grades should:

a. Study:

The middle grade curriculum recom-
mended by the State Department of Edu-
cation in Its Model Curriculum Guides

The principles, discussions, and recom-
mendations related to middle grade
curriculum and instruction contained in
this report

The recommendations of curriculum
associations and other respected
professional sources related to middle
grade education

The middle grade goals and policies of
their respective districts

b. Establish priorities for improvements In
middle grade curriculum and instruction.
These priorities should be communicated
to district administrators with requests for
assistance and support, as required.

Continued on next page
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

9 Faculties should employ strategies for achiev-
ing middle grade curriculum and instructional
hr;:rovements which include, but are not
limited to:

a. Continuous commitment to collegial
support, which includes common plarL.Iing
time, visits to other classrooms, peer
coaching, and other practices which
emphasize mutual support and recognition

b. Shared convictions among students,
administrators, teachers, and counselors
relative to the importance of "thoughtful
classrooms" in which instructional practices
enhance the development and use of
higher order thinking skills

c. Agreement by faculty members on priority
core curriculum objectives which become
the basis for major student projects
common to each middle grade Ievel in each
subject; emphasis shall be given to
interdisciplinary projects whenever
appropriate

d. Employment of educational practices which
improve opportunities for successful
learning experiences in the core curriculum
for students historically diverted to less
demanding curricula



PART TWO

STUDENT POTENTIAL:

Realizing the "Highest and Best
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a

Every n._ ,die grade student should have timely Information
about the relationship between the curricula of the middle
and secondary grades and should be provided access to
the opportunity to prepare for the broadest possible range
of academic options curriculum paths) in high school.

Academic counseling should be
provided through a planned proce-
dure which ensures that middle
grade students have timely access to
critical information about the school
curriculum and its personal impli-
cations in terms of future academic
options and career choices. The
logic and interrelatedness of the
curriculum must be made clear.
Students must also be helped to
grasp the significance of subject

A Sense of Mission

All students have a rightto know why they are in school. This
soundsso obvious that it seems trite to even mention it. Yet, one
*1%0 recent maprnational studies ofAmerican education
dscbvered that not one skelentamong those interviewed in
llXiti than 2.000 hours of vi one to schools could clearly and
coherentlyexpress whythey were there. [John Goodlad, A Place
CalladSCh00

Teachers and patents share the responsibility of dealing with this
Scandal. Unless there is a ttue sense of goose,expressed in
the language and concepts appropriate to each age-grade level,
WivreanWe hope to have any kind of vital, consistent commitment
bystudents or patents or teachers to educational excellence.

there is 60 clearness of mission or commonly held sense of
what the schook are doing, the resuks are easy to predict. There

Tray be ablind kiri.of allegiance to school by the brighter children
who have some Mod of vague SWIM) about loyalty to permits' and
teachetigoals. But for many other students. therecan bri a
-teeing of cynielsin which leads totruancy, failure and
VISCOrthectedneita.,

.ACIOar reeestige to eduoatore ls to insiston good answers to the
Vet" "why,*- ancl"hove questions of each school's mission.
Purposes. and goals should be reviewed in practical, personal
ways tatherthan in lofty platitudes which to young persons are
nothing butwords.

renwIdc, The Middle School Years,
art tip, Cidt.; Amick Assodstes, 01986. p. 3.
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areas selected for the core cur-
riculum.

The core curriculum is more
than a random selection of topics.
Students must develop a sense of
how the pieces fit together how
literature, mathematics, sciences,
history, the social sciences, and the
arts combine to form the basis of
skills, knowledge, and ideals vital
to their futures.

Students must also be helped to
gain a sense of curriculum conti-
nuity in relation to their studies
which allows them to visualize the
relationship between courses taken
in grades 6, 7, and 8 and the
courses they will take in high
school.

The requirements of a strong
academic counseling program in-
clude access by students to trusted
adults who have a comprehersive
grasp of the logic of the core
curriculum, a broad knowledge of
the academic program, and a
thorough understanding of the
connectedness between middle
grade courses and high school
curricula. It also involves the abil-
ity of teachers and counselors to
communicate clearly the conse-
quences of academic choices to
students and the widening or nar-
rowing of future options and
opportunities based on personal ed-
ucational decisions made in the
middle grades.
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A strong academic counseling
program also provides for direct,
substantive parental involvement.
Parents must be aware of academic
opportunities, course choices, and
the consequences of their children's
decisions related to these matters.
Parents who realize the implications
of the relationship between the mid-
dle grade and secondary curricula
are in a prime position to encourage
and support their children's efforts
to reach toward academic goals that
lead to the broadest possible range
of alternatives in secondary and
postsecondary education.

Teachers and counselors have
the most vital role to play in making
certain that students have the
benefits of a strong academic coun-
seling program. There must be con-
tinuous, effective communication
between teachers and counselors
which ensures that the messages
students receive are timely, accu-
rate, and specific. The importance
of this level of preciseness needs to
be underscored. Accurate informa-
tion on which to base academic
plans and personal decisions about
their futures is a fundamental expec
tation to which every middle grade
student is entitled.

There are multiple reasons to
justify the priority allocation of
professional time to a comprehen-
sive academic counseling program.
When choices and their conse-
quences are understood clearly, the
basis for strong, positive motiva-
tion to succeed academically be-
comes more probable for students.
Critical decisions about ninth grade
courses are made in ine spring of

the eighth grade. Students who re-
ceive academic counseling through-
out the middle grades can approach
this important juncture in their
education with confidence when
they know that -4 are well
prepared for their transition to high
school.

A corollary of strong academic
counseling is the need for assur-
ances that students possess a level
of "exit skills" and knowledge
which will enable them to qualify
for the broadest possible range of
curriculum options at the point of
high school entry. It is insufficient
for students to know only about
opportunities, choices, and conse-
quences. This information must be
paralleled by a close monitoring of
their achievement in the core curric-
ulum. Care must be taken to make
certain that remedial, regular, or
accelerated instruction pushes all
students toward their maximum
levels of individual ability.

In this latter context, academic
counseling also means that students
must develop a clear concept of
their human potential. The middle
grades represent critical formative
years for young adolescents. It is at
this point that many students form
lifelong values and attitudes about
the significance of education and
their own chances of succeeding in
upwardly mobile academic and
career choices. It is for these
reasons that students need to grasp
conceptually the potential of their
own lives. They must receive the
affirmation and motivation which
will cause them to strive to attain
their highest and best scholastic
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Academic Counseling: Reflections
on the Middle Grades

The stottfiCanceof (30610M10000801Ing airing] the middleyears
tatoundln MoonWrg,

That actOlesOetice Is atlrhato expeetermto explore; to ask
questionsItovionrktlo iMeolnego believe:to 63ubt; to feel;
beano fie in Itavallous iihapee and SIM;

.

That all youth 600610 develop UOkatie hierests;touncover
hidden tatente;to expedettesattatacllohin accomplishments;
tolak about the theaninttOtthes0 things* pursue digently
some eptibidos, abilitles. and Wrest; lc set others aside to
*melloivitiOtavohlte;

That some yotihneedtoiXeSS the linfitsol their teachers
knOviledOe;thatthe teschafe tote to provide a chart and a
compass in such instattleS and to Mendel) haOk and watch
Yougg actvellorerS stdke outon thelrovn kw a time;

That otheryouthyaneectextraOrtinaiyamounts of
acceptance aridatfirmation from their teachers:that their
expeolences arab* often threatening, and destructive; that
there may be scone etsetowtiomthey can turn formature
guidance and massoance;

That f0.0toi Other& thairaare genuinely at risk; that
becOrhinr5lacotteCtecr adiStInct POSSiblity; that missed
oppodunitletwill 00t be. OpOotedAhat 10ewhateverdreams
and embItionsattst be. preSerlfthere Is 00 hope unless a
saradetiOpent that 00104 and coun,selors have the
potent*, totet the.staga fOroilracW even it they cannot
guarantee therm ., .

...that rittipipedende deip thoughts, feelings, or
eventathati, 4140101010 tOMiatiOnot their adult values;
elatth080 arid tOSPOMMInetal Of teachers and
000oSelorSh1 ivethepOtettalto Make enOrMouS differences

the*siVilefl")!thehliude*
That
litre *file

there.*,

.

aim and'Where am
Iit the attltucles and values that

#411hOut positive; mature values
lnittire answers to these questions..

James 1 Siii/O031. V

hOlitiOall:Mwswk144,3cletoe,01,9804.p.42.

efforts. Academic counseling is a
pcwerful factor in this process.

Equity is also a vital con-
sideratioa in a strong, comprehen-
sive academic counseling program.
Every student must be touched.
Every student must be challenged to
succeed. Premature and superficial
judgments about individual student
ability and commitment must be
resisted in favor of a conscious,
continuous professional emphasis
on human potential.

Closely paralleling this empha-
sis must be innovative educational
policies and instructional practices
which stimulate and sustain stu-
dents and staff in their efforts to
achieve the goals of academic
counseling. The philosophical com-
mitments inherent in academic
counseling must be matched by
deliberate, affirmative professional
actions which permeate the entire
middle grade program.
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TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

0 Teachers, counselors, and principals should
provide timely information and advice to
students regarding the relationship between
current achievement and future academic
opportunities; students should be challenged
to realize their highest academic potential.
Steps to achieve these goals include:

a. Provision of Information throughout grades
6, 7, and 8 regarding what knowledge and
skills are required to keep open access to
the broadest possible range of academic
options in high school

b. Provision of personal counseling through-
out grades 6, 7, and 8 which helps students
more fully understand the specific nature of
various academic options and the means
by which these options can begin to be
exercised as early as the middle grades

c. Provision of personal counseling in grade 8
which Is designed to help students
evaluate their choices of courses for grade
9 and to understand the ways in which
these choices have the potential to impact
the remainder of their high school program

The State Department of Education should
provide a clear definition of the recommended
core curriculum scope and sequence for
grades 6, 7, and 8 as a key factor in enabling
teachers and counselors to help students
prepare logically for the multiple academic
options (curriculum paths) open to them in
high school.

Continued on next page
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

Teachers, counselors, and principals should
provide multiple opportunities for all middle
grade students to understand their human
potential more fully; ways should be sought to
stimulate and sustain commitment to
academic and career goal, through:

a. Parent-student-staff conferences

b. Group guidance activities under the co-
sponsorship of middle grade and high
school counselors and teachers

c. Classroom conversations with successful
persons whose experiences convey
identification with the value struggles and
personal aspirations of young adolescents

d. Motivational assemblies which inspire and
encourage commitment to positive educa-
tional values and personal ideals

e. Printed materials which show graphically
the relationship between relative levels of
success in the middle grades and access to
the varied levels of academic options
(curriculum paths) in high school and post
secondary education

f. Widespread distribution, with classroom
discussion, of the publication Futures
(available from the California State
Department of Education) to eighth grade
students

g. Teacher based advisor-advisee programs

0 Teachers, counselors, and principals should
share responsibilities related to academic
counseling. Given the disparities among
districts in terms of staffing patterns,
schedules, professional contracts, and
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0

RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

financial resources, there should be collegial
planning regarding ways to best achieve the
goals of academic counseling within local
district constraints.

Principals and teachers shnuld evaluate
school practices which affect academic
counseling; improvements should be made
where needed. Suggested benchmarks
include evidence that:

a. Students can express their purposes for
being in school and show awareness of the
relationship between their present studies
and their future academic options and
potential career choices.

b. Students experience a high level of
intellectual stimulation consistent with
individual abilities.

c. Classrooms provide active, lively learning
environments where students are chal-
lenged, excited, and motivated to push
toward successively higher levels of
personal academic achievement.

d. Limited-English-proficient students are
intellectually challenged in ways that are
free of English literacy dependency, when
Indicated.

e. Students deficient in basic skills, irre-
spective of their literacy level, are given
frequent opportunities to develop higher-
order thinking skills consistent with the
intellectual development of young
adolescents.

f. Mentors and/or tutors are assigned to
selected students when professional

Continued on next page
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1111

RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

decisions indicate the appropriateness of
this type of instructional support.

g. Bridges across administrative rules and
protocols are built when the latter fail to
respond adequately to the needs of
individual students; serendipitous
opportunities are seized fa challenge and
motivate students who fall to respond to
conventional educational practices.

h. Creative strategies exist for identifying the
hidden abilities, interests, and academic
potential of all students.
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8 Equal Access

Every middle grade student should have access to the most
advanced levels of curricula off 'red during each of the
middle grades; this opportunity should be facilitated
through educational policies and practices which make the
highest level of content mastery a valid and obtainable
qoal for vastly increased numbers of students.

The principle of equal access
dictates that all students must be
provided the opportunity to master
the most advanced curricula offered
during each of the middle grades.
The realization of this goal requires
new educational policies and prac-
tices which make it real and pos-
sible for vastly increased numbers
of students to achieve at this level.

All students must experience
educational equity as they strive to
attain this goal. Students should be
pushed as far and as fast as possi-
ble in the core curriculum subjects.
Instructional practices which hinder
the potential of students to reach the
most advanced levels of the curri-
cula and to achieve at the highest
levels of which they are capable are
unacceptable and mocks the con-
cept of equal access.

Individua: differences in learn-
ing ability often work against the at-
tainment of the goal of equal access
in middle grade classrooms. Re-
search findings reported by
Kenneth Tye support the validity of
this concern:

.. teachers in our junior high
le said that they did only a
rate amount of individualizing by

varying instructional methods, group-
ing arrangements, activities, object-
ives, content, materials, and/or time
spent on tasks. Large percentages of
teachers said they never varied
instruction in any of these ways for
different students.

Teachers did have students work
alone a good deal of the time. That, of
course, was basically when they were
doing ... the same thing. Such a prac-
tice was not surprising since teachers
also said that they used almost no
diagnostic tools to determine individual
student? needs.'

Students do have different
strengths. Individuals will invar-
iably master the same skill or topic
with different levels of sophisti-
cation and detail. Some will require
valid, specific, often temporary in-
structional help that may be impos-
sible to provide adequately within
heterogeneously grouped classes.
When this need occurs, however,
instructional support services which

1 Kenneth Tye, The Junior High:
A School in Search of a Mission.
Lanham, Md.: University Press of

America, Inc., tif,1985, I ...44.

Excellence and Equity

The concepts of excellence and equity mean a variety of things to
educators. Excellence speaks of curriculums with both breadth
and depth, of knowledge that is most worthwhile, of intellectual
skills that push at the limits of the mind, and of academic achieve-
ment that represents the cutting edge of each student's abilities.
Equity speaks of justice, fairness, and impartiality in terms of access
to the conditions of excellence.

While court mandates and legialtive fiats have had great sign&
car- 3 in moving the ideas of excellence and equty closer togeth-
er Nithin American education, they are not sufficient concitionS in
and of themselves. They continue to provide the foundations on
which public educational policy must be built but '4he application of
this policy is largely a function of those who administer schools at
the grass roots level. Whether we talk of remote rural areas or vast
urban districts, it is increasingly apparent that the powerto achieve
excellence and equity rests with those who are willing to risk
against the odds community by community.

James J. Fenwick, The Middle School Years.
San Diego, Calif.: Fenwick Associates, (01986, p. 9.
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2 Johnl Goixtlad, A Place
Called School. New York

McGraw Hill Book Company,
01984, p. 156-57.

are provided through categorical
programs should be integrated
within the school schedule in such a
way that affected students still
spend a maximum amount of time
daily in their regular core cur-
riculum classes.

When instructional help is pro-
vided to students through categor-
ical nrograms, stenotypes must be
av .ted Nhich directly or indirectly
imply negative distinctions based
on ethnicity, gender, general abil-
ity, primary language, or handicap.

Heterogeneous grouping prac-
tices should be normative in middle
graet classrooms. If permanent or
semipermanent "Ability" grouping
or tracking occurs for all or most of
a stucient's school day, substantial
harm an result. Researchers are
invariably consistent in their con-
clusion that large numbers of poor
and minority students, in particular,
are preclncied .4 realizing the true
meaning of equal access when track-
ing occurs.

A Teacher's Perspective
Of come s stud:fen% with different skills are going to participate differ-
ently. If you are a student with below grade level reading, It's going to
be harder foryoU to get the Same experiences out of an experiment
as someone we) above grade lov:.;:, You will need he in reading tke
science book and help In wdting your observations. The teacher will
have to provide direct Instruction in reviing and writing in tne context
of that science unit. But that direct instruction will be inresponse ;)

. an immediate need of the student to complete an assignment that
Inherently, Intrinsically more interesting and engaging than marching

1 . through repetitive Skill Sheets. So ve're two saying that skills
",: InstmcgoniStinnecessaty; we are Saying that the curriculum mould

be organized Sequentially around content and the skills instruction
Inserted IntOthet Ourriculum. Thus, rather than exaggerating
differences inability levels, which creates seemingly insurmountable

..: instructional management problems, we will be diminishing the impact
:: Affrxividualdfferences rid reducing the complexity of the teachers

managementtask. It changes the whole classroom management
situatiokfteterogeneous grouping becomes practical and possible.

John Go'dlad observes:

Consistent with the findings of
virtually every study that has con-
steered the distribution y poor and
minority students among track levels in
schools, minority students were found
in disproportionately large percent-
ages in the low track cla .'s of the
multiracial schools in our sample. ...

There appear to be in our data,
then, clear evidences of tracking's
differentiating students in regard to
their access to knowledge and, further,
doing so disproportionately for minor-
ity students, especially poor minority
students...?

When students require special-
ized instruction outside their regular
classrooms, their entry rnd exit
points should be fluid. No student
should become locked into any
instructional program because of
scheduling complexities or other
organizational rationalizations.

The task of individualizing in-
struction within heterogeneously
grouped classrooms requires a delib-
erate departure from conventional
teaching practices. One of the most
promising approaches involves the
organization of the cow curriculum
around a series of in-depth projects
which allow wide latitude in terms
of addressing individual learning
differences. Students are assigned
the same projects, but variations
occur in th way they are com-
pleted. These variations involve the
quanthies of reading and writing
required and the levels of detail
expected in the application of knowl-
edge and skills.

The uigency atm lied to the goal
of equal access provides strong
motivation to educators to introduce
more ndividualized instructional
practices in heterogeneously
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grouped classes. Curricula can be
organized to emphasize units of
study designed around content
goals common to student assign-
ments rather than around other
learning outcomes which distin-
guish even alienate students
from each other. This approach con-
trasts sharply with instructional prac-
tices that are organized arouni basic
skills mastery end only emphasize

and exaggerate student differenc ...s.
The goal of equal access takes

on a totally new dimension when
inr ovative educational practices
permeate heterogeneously grouped
core curriculum classes. Vastly in-
creased numbers of students can be
provided the opportunity to move iz
the direction of the most advanced
levels of the curricula.

0
TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

Local school boards f.shovId review and rede-
fine district policies, as necessary, in order to
provide explicitly for the right of every middle
grade student to have the opportunity to master
the highest and best curricula offered in each
of the middle grades. In order to achieve this
goal, local school boards are urged to adopt
the following policy statement or to amend
exist:sg policies, as required, in order to
provide essential guarantees to students.

Recommended policy:

All middle grade students shall have access to
the core curriculum. Students eligible V; r instruc-
tional support services through district, state, or
federal categorical programs shall receive
assistance designed to help them succeed in
the core curriculum; categorical funds shall not
be used to support a remedial curriculum which
displaces the time and attention which students
are required to devote to the core subjects.

No student shall be tracked in grades 6, 7. and
8 according to ethnicity, gender, general
ability, primary language, or handicap.

To the extent practicable for each subject,
Instruction shall be organized around knowl-
edge central to the curriculum rather than

Continued on next page
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OD

RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

around a sequence of skills so that students
who vary in skill level can study common areas
of knowledge together.

Grouping by skill level for remedial or
accelerated learning shall be defined on the
basis of valid, specific instructional purposes
and for stipulated periods of time.

Local district curriculum specialists should
assist teachers in formulating professional
practices which enure equal access, equal
instruction, and equal opportunity for students
as they seek to attain the highest levels of
content mastery in the core curricula. These
practices should:

a. Involve students in helping to structure their
own learrt:ng.

b. Recognize human variability in learning.
(:. Utilize a variety of classroom organizational

patterns, including independent study, small-
group and large-group instruction, tutorials,
mentoring, and cooperative learning.

d. Utilize educational technology, when
appropriate.

e. Emphasize the development of higher-order
thinking skills as a correlate of both subject
matter mastery and the continuing c:avelop-
ment of basic literacy and computational
skills.

f. Stress mastery of multiple instructional
practices which emphasize "active learning"
classrooms.

Employ school schedules and related organ-
izational practices which ensure maximum
flexibility in allowing students requiring
differentiated instruction to move easily back
and forth between spectalized and regular
classrooms.

9.
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Every underrepresented minority middle grade student
should receive encouragement and incentives to pursue
academic and occupational goals.

The American sense of justice,
contemporary law, and social
norms combine to protect the rights
of diverse racial groups, both
genders, the handicapped, and the
socioeconomically disadvantaged.
These varied expressions of legal
and moral commitments profoundly
affect the socialization process and
the psychological character of teach-
er-student interaction in the middle
grades. They allow diversity among
students to be honored and en-
courage knowledge and apprecia-
tion of differences in cultures and
value systems.

One of the most critical issues
pos.4 by a culturally diverse stu-
dent population is the manner in
which attention is paid to individ-
uals. Differentiation of the core cur-
riculum on the basis of etimic,
linguistic, or other educationally
superficial criteria is fundamentally
wrong. Practices which keep
blacks, Hispanics, and other minor-
ities outside the strong academic
mainstream of the middle grades
thwart their academic growth and
merely limit their access to second-
ary and postsecondary education.

Middle grade students must lie
challenged to achieve cultural,
scientific, and mathematical literacy
through core curriculum studies.
These studies have the potential to
u-dock unlimited futures for stu-
dents, inespective of ethnic and
linguistic differenc, s, handicapping

conditions, gender, or socioeco-
nomic variables.

We are alarmed, however,
about our prospects for achieving
this goal. The report of the Califor-
nia Commission on the Teaching
Profession, Who Will Teach Our
Children? A Strategy for Improv-
ing California's Schou.., indicates:

Hispanics represent about one-
fourth of the stater K-12 population
but only about one-tenth of the students
in The California State University
(CSU) system.... only 4.9 percent of
Hisp..nic high school graduates and 3.6
percent of black high school graduates
are academically eligibk for admission
to the University .7f California. For
The California State University, the
comparable figures are 15.3 percent
and 10.1 percent, respectively)

It is in the middle grades that
new and heroic efforts must be
made to shape the hopes, aspira-
tions, and educational goals of un-
derrepresented minorities. A study
by The California State University
calls for an outreach by college and
university personnel to Hispanic
students in grades six through nine.
This is seen as absolutely essential
for a substantial improvement in the
college-going rate of this group:

... significant numbers of Hispanic
students do not take appropriate
courses during these critical years to
develop the necessary skills to un-
dertake college preparatory study in
high schoo1.2

As a result of the Final Report
of the Commission on Hispanic

1 Who Will Teach Our Chidren?
A Strategy for Improving
California's Schools.
Sacramento: The California
Commission on the Teaching
Profession, 1985, P. 40.

2 Hispanics and Higher
Education: A CSU Imperative
Final Report of the Commission
on Hispanic Underrepresentation.
Long Puck Calif.: Office of the
Chancellor, The California State
University, 1985, p. vii.
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3 Secondary School Program
Quality criteria. Sacramento:
California State Department of

Education, ftW95, p. 19.

Underrepresentation, The California
State University and the California
State Department of Education suc-
cessfully gained the support of the
California Legislature for a collabo-
rative program in selected interme-
diate schools beginning in January,
1987. This effort deserves the care-
ful attention of all middle grade
educators.

The Secondary School Program
Quality Criteria, published in 1985
by the California State Department
of Education, stresses the urgency
of helping students gain an extend-
ed educational perspective:. This

Scholarship Pledges
A new Idea Is abroad In the country, It seems* have begun iri
Nov/WM( when basinessrnan Eugene M. Lang spontaneously

aelass of 51 Harkmr sixth-gradoN that, If they finished
high school, hewould give each of them - $2,000college
scholars*, and add to it each yearthey re...mined in school. That
was In 1901. Lang aye he now expects 50 of thosestudents to
graduatetromlighichoot,

Since then, at least 10 otherdOes have expressed an Interest in
staling similar programs, according to a recent article in Education
Week.

In Dallas, the STEP Foundaton has been organized and has
gathered enough pledges from businesses and community
groups to provide college scholarships for1,000 students now in
to sixth grade.

In Boston, an even more ambitious program is under way.
Business loaders recently announced a plan to create a $6 million
endowment that would ,luarantee scholarship help for every high
school graduate who needs It. Money from the endowment will
also be Used hire high school counselors to assist students in
obtairing other financial aid.

11 ;Is not to suggest that local businesses have not contributed
to the pubic schools. Many participate In adopt-a-school
programs orhave contributed to otherschool projects. But so far
California has not produced the Icirwl cl broad support for students
that is envislonedin otherstates. Perhaps it's time to consider it.
What awondettuf way It would be for the businesses that benefit
from being In the community to help provide for its future well-
b01110.

goal is of spec:al significance for
underrepresented minority students:

Parents teachers, and counselors
help students set a path that aims
toward their highest, most realistic
goals. Students are able to discuss
their program of studies, life goals, and
career ambitions with their teachers
and counseloi 3. A schoolwkk system
of guidance facilitates such interac-
tion and emphasizes the collaborative
nature of the processes of Lourse
selection. ...

Students are encouragea to de-
velop a four yeah perspective and to
clarify their goals accordingly. They
understand and experience how what
they are learning is interrelated. They
feel that what they are learning is
important to their lives now and in the
future.3

In order for these goals to be
realized, it is urgent that English be
taught more efficiently and effec-
tively to California's large and grow-
ing population of limited-English-
proficient students. These youths
are too often relegated to a barren
curriculum of remedial skills that
does not prepare them for high
school coursework in literature,
science, history, or mathematics.
They are effectively foreclosed from
any realistic considerations of
higher education goals.

The middle grades represent the
critical juncture. New ways must be
found to interest, excite, challenge,
and reward young adolescents who
are from underrepresented minori-
ties. They must be helped to focus
their attention on positive academic
values and tneir corollaries of
higher education and upwardly
mobile careers.

The educational challenge posed
by differences in cultures and value
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systems is summarized in the recent
Carnegie Report, A Nation Pre-
pared: Teachers for the 21st
Century:

Yet another factor has widespread
educational implications: growing
numbers of disadvantaged studerts
from low-income families, non-
English-speaking backgrounds, and
single-parent households. All young-
sters need teachers with a much more
sophisticated and complete under-
standing of their subjects, but the need
of these children is greatest. These
children, many of them the product of
generations of poverty, find little in
their environment outsick of school that
matches the affluent youngsters' push
for academic success and the belief that
it will pay off.4

Businesses. industries, the pro-
fessions, and colleges and univer-
sities must help in this task. There
are many exciting examples of
where this is now happening.
Thousands of other students need
the same level of personal attention.

The California State University,
the University of California, and
private universities and colleges
should make long-range financial
aid commitments to underrepresent-
ed minority students a.; early as the
middle grades, contingent on solid
academic achievement throughout
high school.

The need for public school
teachers drawn from the ranks of
underreprt vented minorities is espe-
cially acute. Again, the Carnegie
Report pinpoints the urgency of this
need:

Leaving aside for the moment the
need to improve school performance
greatly, the demographic realities just
described alone pose an impressive
problem for education policymakers.

Taken together, a steep increase in
demand for teachers, a particularly
acute need for minority teachers, and a
declining supply of well-educated
applicants constitute a challenge with-
out precedent an environment very
deferent from the one in which the
advances of the last three years have
been made.

The situation described by the
Carnegie Report reflects particularly
acute needs in California. The
state's "public schools will soon be
43 percent minority; by the year
2000 that figure will be more than
50 percent"6 Our schools must be
staffed by teachers who reflect the
diversity of the state's racial and
cultural heritage. This means that

must do a dramatically better job
of ensuring that underrepresented
minority students in the middle
grades are prepared academically
for high school and subsequent
entry into institutions of nigher
learning. A vastly increased pool of
candidates must become available to
consider teaching as well as other
professions which require higher ed-
ucation as a prerequisite for entry.

The identification of potential
minority teachers should occur as
early as the middle grades and
should be accompanied by intensive
mentoring primarily provided by
members of the teaching profes-
sion. Mentors should be recruited
from the public schools and from
the ranks of college and university
professors, as well as from busi-
ness and industry.

The state Legislature should pro-
vide scholiush;p funds for minority
individuals who choose to ;titer the
teaching profession and wi o main-

4 Vition Prepared: Teachers for
the !st Century. Washington,
D.C.: Carnegie Forum on
Education and the Economy,
01986, p. 32. This report was
prepared by the Carnegie Font..
on Education and the Economy's
Task Force on Teaching as a
Profession. The Carnegie Forum
is a program of the Carnegie
Corporation of New York.

5 Ibid.

6 Education USA, Vol. 28
(May 5, 1986), p. 281, @1986.
Reprinted by permission from
Education USA, National School
Public Relations Association.
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taro their academic standing to the
point of certification.

It is a charade to laud student
diversity as a reflection of the rich-
ness of our cultural heritage when
multitudes of underrepresented mi-
nority students fall far short of
realizing their inttllectual andoccu-
pational potential. It is imperative
to reverse this sitiotion. Public
schools and instituations of higher
education must take the lead in
attaining this goal.

TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

0 Local school boards and superintendents
should review and redefine middle grade
policies and adminisative regulations in or-
der to deliberately and affirmatively expose
minority students to a strong academic main-
stream leading to higher education and the
professions. Districts are encouraged to:
a. Establish sucoessively higher annual

targets leading to substantive increases in
the percentages of minority middle grade
students who are prepared for and actually
enroll in high school courses which meet
college and university admissions
requirements.

b. Establish a program at each middle grade
school with st significant underrepresented
minority enrollment which provides
students with extra help In mastering
knowledge and skills needed to succeed in
a college preparatory curiculum. This
help should include:

Study skills techniques
Learning to learn strategies

Continued on next page
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

Communication skills (particularly those
which emphasize written and spoken
expression)
Test-taking skills
Academic counseling
Problem-solving strategies in
mathematics

c. Utilize instructional materials which honor
individual and group diversity and which
portray positive images and high expecta-
tions for students in a multicultural society.

d. Ensure that students with limited literacy,
irrespective of whether or not English is their
native language, are allowed to enroll in
regular core curriculum courses which
emphasize the development of higher-order
thinking skills.

The State Department of Education,
independent research institutions, and local
districts with research and evaluation units
should develop new measures of academic
potential to identify students whose intellectual
promise is obscured by linguistic barriers or
other factors which cause them to do poorly on
standardized tests.

Public and private colleges and universities,
businesses, industries, and the professions
should assist school districts in developing
tutorial and mentoring programs which reach
underrepresented minority students on a oite-to-
one basis; tutors and mentors should provide
instruction, affirmation, and motivation to
students designed to bring about a significant
expansion of the numbers of underrepresented
minorities who enroll in institutions of higher
education and who enter upwardly mobile
career fields.

Continued on next page
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

0 The California State University, the University
of California, and private colleges and
universities should luentify (and ultimately
support through varied financial assistance
programs) underrepresented minority students
beginning in the middle grades; they should
plan programs which encourage the ultimate
enrollment of these students in institutions of
higher education.

The California Legislature should authorize
and fund a teacher recruitment program
directed to underrepresented minorities.
Identification of students with potential
interest in becoming teachers should begin as
early as the middle grades. Higher education
scholarships should be provided for
underrepresented minority students who
successfully complete professional teecNer
preparation programs.

0
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10 At-Risk Students-

Many middle grade students are "at risk" of dropping
out of school; they should have access to educational
programs which emphasize personal commitments to
academic achievement.

The term "at risk" has emerged
in the American press as a short-
hand expression for students who,
although still in school, are up for
grabs. For whatever reason these
students are not connected with the
purposes of the school. They have
not identified sufficiendy with its
values and are at fish of becoming
dropouts.

The search for independence
and autonomy annually leads a
frightening number of youths to
disengage from home and school
by the end of the middle grade
years or soon thereafter. Findings
reported by the National Center for
Educational Statistics (NCES) indi-
cate that 700,000 adolescents leave
wthool each year prior to high
school graduation. These students
move beyond the sphere of influ-
ence which provides the majority of
young adolescents with some meas-
ure of stability and security. The Ed-
ucation C-munission of the States
refers to such students as "dis-
connecte6 youth." The urgency of
addressing the needs of these
students lies in salvaging their lives
not only for moral, ethical, and
intellectual reasons, but also for the
sake of the nation's economic and
social well-being.

Gene Maeroff, education writer
for The New York Times, puts it
well when he says:

A solution must be found because
the issue "raises the question of how
long a democractic society can continue
to ey'sr when the nation is producing
thousands and thousands of people
who are unable 0 function in that
sociev.1

Early adolescence represents the
most critical period in the education
of students. Although at risk, most
of the identifiable potential dropouts
are still in school during the middle
grades. There is still hope for them.

1 Education USA, Vol. 27. (July
22, 1985), p. 347, ©1985.
Reprinted by permission from
Education USA, National School
Public Relations Association.

The Economics of Dropping-Out

The cost of dropping out of School should become required
reading for every middle grade student Thosew'ho can't read
should have the data read to them. Recently reported figures
indicate that males, on the average, whofinIsh high school will
have lifetime earrings of $266,000 more than those who drop out
(ProfessorJames S. Catterall, UCLA Graduate School of
Education). The comparable figure for females is $199,000.

The netcost to both individuals and their communities Is stagger-
ing. It has been estimated that the economic loss attributable to
the dropouts in a Single school class of a major city such as Los
Angeles, Chicago, or New York will aggregate more than three
billiondolliArs.

It is sometimes argued, and perfectly true, that the dollars aren't
important, that the human cost is what really counts. But dollars, in
this case, are a relevant measure of the human cost, and one
which illustrates thi magnitude of the difficulty.

Someone should sit down with all potentially at-risk students and
say: "Look I know school is hard and that you don't ike it very well,

that it gets in the way of other things that seem more exciting, that
you don't think you're learning anything worthwhile. You can iidik
away from it all but ifyou choose to do that, int cost you about a
quarter of a mi lion dollars. The price is very steep and you may not
rt, rlize what you're giving up"

Most potential dropouts may reasonably say "I never thought I'd
see that kind of money in my whole life" The answerIs: uRightl

And if you drop out the chances are you never willr
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In practical terms, large numbers of
other middle grade students are also
at risk. Early adolescence is a vol-
atile time. Intense physical, psy-
chological, social, and intellectual
changes mean that few students
escape unscathed.

Organizational and instructional
priorities of sound middle grade
education programs have particular
meaning for at-risk students. For
example, provision of extended
blocks of instructional time for
selected core curriculum subjects
has the potential to allow ever
student to be known personally by
one or more teachers. This arrange-
ment also gives teachers and coun-
selors an opportunity to monitor
systematically the progress of each
student. When learning difficulties
occur, those who best know the

Academic Success and
EcluOational Commitment

Every student needs success experiences. Students identified
as *tisk ratOlYexpedeme afthersuccess or affirmation. Most are
comp04000 cublonntotstru011onal situations which have a built-
In fallurequotlent Sines& Isdependentupon the very qualities
which ettidanff3 =et Wk. Forthose who are iterate, who have
the abilitylo succeedbotdrolt, we shouki recognize the com-
pelling rosearchwhich identifies massive boredom as one of the
primary cages** droppingout of school. Instructional practices
should be vatied and responsive to the needs of students for
success and ohailenge.

. .

Teachers * counselorkandpitinclpais should reaffirm continuously
their prOfetAt141140.01101$811t10 the basic mission of the middle
graders: tOOrtiate the-01400M lbr aCadernic Success and educa-
tional commithentfor even/raider*. Professionals who work in
the middle grades Mostbellevethat adolescence is a time to be
celebrated inteleoldally and enii/oriaily, The modeled behavior
which students sea dellyintheirteachers represents the single
most vital factorIn shaping personal commitments and educational
value*.
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student are in a position to pool
their observations and recommen-
dations and to develop strategies
for coping will particular needs.

Extendel blocks of instructional
time also make it possible for stu-
dents to experience identification
and friendship with peers. Coop-
erative learning strategies in partic-
ular reinforce positive peer group
values and commitment to educa-
tional goals.

The use of tutors and mentols
can be particularly helpful in
working with at-risk students. The
power of these two types of support
systems is extensively documented
in educational research literature.
Each has the potential to provide
simple yet strategic one-to-one lev-
els of interaction. These can address
a wide range of needs ranging from
the remediation of basic skills to the
development of deep friendships,
with mutually positive educational
consequences for all students
involved.

At-risk students are typically
deficient in basic skills. They may
be assigned to extensive blocks of
remedial instruction. This remed-
iation often backfires because it
reinforces negative self-perceptions
by emphasizing the students past
failures. Remedial exercises may
represent the very kind of abstract,
meaningless activity which at-risk
students find most difficult to ac-
cept. By way of contrast, these
students can often learn best by
working on specific, concrete as-
stnments involving basic skills
which have a direct relationship to
the "real world" which they are
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experiencing during early adoles-
cence.

Students who have even the
most acute deficiencies in basic
skills need to experience the intel-
lectual excitement of higher-order
thought processes. Instructional
time devoted to basic skills de-
ficiencies should never preempt the
opportunity of students to explore
the cutting edges of thoughts and
feelings embedded in the subject
matter of the core curriculum.
These include the intellectual and
emotional experiences found in
great literature, histc .y, science,
mathematics, and the arts.

Ethnic identity and status are
also critical variables in the lives of
many at-risk students. Cultural
support systems are an urgent re-
quirement in many instances,
particularly among limited-English-
proficient students. It is important
for these young adolescents to feel
and know the inherent power and
beauty of their own language.

Non-English-speaking students
who are in transition from their
native language to English tem-
porarily sacrifice the most funda-
mental dimension of their own
culture. Language patterns shape
thought in profound ways. Shift-
ing to a radically different grammar,
syntax, vocabulary, and idiomatic
base can be a painful and difficult
experience.

Large numbers of limited-Eng-
lish-proficient students feel a sense
of despair that permeates their aca-
demic goals and educational values.
Many retreat into the relative
security of their native language
al11111=.

without crossing the threshold of
English fluency. Teachers and coun-
selors who understand this phenom-
enon in terms of its psychological
impact are in a position to help
many at-risk students succeed.

"At Risk" Students and the
Lesson of the Peer Group

Adolescence is Et PrecarlOustime when Mkt in the Ives of
students may appear to be worthy of praise. Yet they long to be
valued as incividutts. Wiliam James, recognized as the most
eminent American Psychologist of this century, has said that *the
need to be appreciated represents the mostprofound desire of
the human hese Teachers trust askthemselves, wArn I an
affirmeror an Infirmerr There is no ottwsIngle tothrique which is
more powerful in breaking down the generational waits than for
adoiescentsto find aduks who affirm them as persons. To have
mother individual express belief In you as a worthy human being in
spite of your acne, awkwardness, and Maxim:10We can be
overwhelming.

It isthe "affirmation principle" which Is at work in the adolescent's
allegiame to the peer group. "I'm OK-you're OK? It is equally the
same ph 9nomenon that produces rock star heroes whose
Influences sweep through the lives of Mons of youth. A study of
the lyrics of musical hits leaves no doubt thatthe individuals who
write, sing, and play them not only know how to tune in on the
ernotlonalwave lengths of adolescents; they also know how to
affirm them as human beings with significant thoughts and
feelings. Is it any wonder that those who hold these keys to the
emotions and intellects turn into modem day pied pipers and
millionaires?

For teachers, counselors, and principals the challenge is to build
bridges rather than to string barbed wire between themselves and
students. No one does the latter either deliberately or
capriciously. We do it without knowing the measure of our words
or actions. The lesson of the peer group is "affirmation." This
principle is powerful; it may represent the single most effeCtive,
cost-efficient deterrent to adult-student alienation available.
Moreover, it can be put into effect immediately by almost anyone
with rapid and observable consequences: Afaculty dedicated to
the "principle of affirmation" can significantly reduce the distance
between adult values and peer group norms. When this principle
is systematically implemented, an entire student body can be
turned around.

James J. Fenwick, The Middle School Years.
San Diego, Calif .: Fenwick Associates, 01986, p. 82.
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Transiency represents another
major cause of instability. High
levels of mobility take a particularly
heavy toll on young adolescents.
California schools currently serve
over 125,000 migrant students
whose academic vulnerability is
staggering. But migrants are not
alone. Transiency rates in the gen-
eral population are high and cut
through all socioeconomic levels.

Poor commun.,;ation among
schools even within the same dis-
trict can create a critical lag time
that works to the disadvantage of
students and may result in further
separation and alienation for those
whose relationship to school is
already tenuous. Computerized
student information networks rep-
resent one answer to this dilemma.
These networks need to become
more common. They have the poten-
tial to allow direct schwl-to-school
transmission of student record fac-
similes and to enable personalized
teacher-to-teacher communication
to occur, when appropriate.

For many students, the middle
grades may represent their last
substantive educational experience.
As noted earlier, the dropout sta-
tistics accelerate rapidly during the
early years of high school. A solid
philosophy of middle grade edu-
cation can blunt these statistics and
move large numbers of at-risk or
potentially at-risk students into the
future with a spirit of courage and
hope.
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TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

Local school boards should mandate at least
one extended time block daily in two or more
of the core curriculum subjects during the
middle grades to ensure that:

a. Every middle grade student is known
personally and well by one or more
teachers.

b. Individual monitoring of student progress
takes place systematically so that teachers
and counselors can quickly identify
learning difficulties and take corrective
measures.

c. Cooperative learning strategies are
implemented as a means of building stror g
positive peer group relationships and rein-
forcing essential educational values and
goals.

Superintendents should give leadership in
helping principals devise means for reducing
the pressure of large complex schools which
leaves many students with a sense of
anonymity and isolation. Particular attention
should be given to organizational and
scheduling concepts which are student-
centered and which maximize opportunities
for strong personal bonds among smaller
numbers of students and teachers throughout
the full span of the middle grade years.

Local schc.el boards should authorize and
fund peer, cross-age, and/or adult tutorial and
mentor programs in the middle graels as a
proven response to the needs of many at-risk
students.

Continued on next page
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RE:COMMENDATUS Continued

0 The State Department of Education and local
Oistrict curriculum departments should assist
teachers in devising Instructional strategies
that allow students with basic skills deficien-
cies to engage in learning experiences which
develop higher-order thinking skills; these
strategies should correspond with core
curriculum goals and should enable students
to learn in regular classrooms; and leaning
experiences should be consistent with the
maturity and interest :' vels of young
adolescents.

(1) Principals should give leadership in creating
cultural support systems for students partic-
ularly t.ose with limited-English-proficiency
whose self identity -, "Ireatened through the
loss and implicit ds dk..ilng of theft' native
language; teachers and counselors should
understand the psychological trau.na involved
in . ne translt:on from one language to another
and the burring which this phenemenon has
on the negative attitudes and values of some
categories of at-risk students.

Teachers, counselors, and principals should
continuously model behavior which affirms
their commitment to the basic mission of those
who work in the middle grades: to enjoy young
adole ,centt and to create conditions for aca-
demic success and educational commitment
for every student.

0
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Many middle grade students require specific primary
health care services and strong counseling and
guidance programs in order to be able to concentrate
their Intellectual abilities on academic goals.

There is a direct, intrinsic rela-
tim .ship between intellectual devel-
opment and physical and emotional
health. The fundamental role of stu-
dent support services is to address
the physical and emotional health
needs of students in order to further
the development of their minds a:id
to enhance the potential r ..he real-
ization of their academic goals:

Psychologists tell us that the
traumas of tkc adolescent years tend
not ;a be taken too seriously by adults
- teachers included. Failure to do so
lies at the root of some of the most
serious interpersonal corflicts in the
middle grades - conflicts that inw'lve
fractured relationships among oth
students and teachers. These may nave
crippling, even tragic consequences.
While violence, per se, is the ex-
ception, the damage to personality
development through warped values
and academic failure have the potential
ultimately to exact a bitter price from
the individual and from society.

The transition to adolescence
represents a germine period of danger
physically and emotionally for youth.
Accidental death, suicide, drug abuce,
and crime are statistically dispro-
portionate during the teen years.
Psychologists observe that normal,
healthy adolescents are, by adult
standards, variously manic, depressed,
and even psychopathic ;n their
behaviors as they confront turbulent,
sheting, and often conflicting emotions
and events in their lives. It is uncon-
scionabk professionally to ignore these
facts. Or cannot pretend that edu-
cational excelence can be achieved in
an academic setting that dismisses the
impact yadolescevt ratimas as little
more than emotional trivia to be tol-
erated until they somehow go away.1

Middle grade education draws
much of its special character from
deliberate attempts to admit and
respond to the tension which exists
between the goLis of academic
achievement and the personal devel-
opmental needs of young adoles-
cents. In a study of 130 "exemplary"
middle schools, reported by the
Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development (ASCD),
the authors conclude:

"... one of the long-espoused coals
of the middle school has been to focus
on the unique nature and needs of
young adolescents. Our results indicate
that exemplary middle schools have
been very successful in promoting
student personal development. "2

This same study reports positive
outcomes related to the successful
implementation of a middle grade
educational philosophy which con-
siders intellectual, physical, and
emotional issues as complemr ntary
variables:

... Over 80 percent of tne rapon-
dents testified that student emotional
health,creativity, and confide ncei4 self -
directed learning were positively
effected.... Over 90 percent believed
that student self-concept and social
development also benefited.

Not a single respondent reported
negative effects on student personal
development. The success of team
organization and teacher-based guid-
ance in helping individuals develop
closer peer relationships WaS cited
repeatedly. Extracurricular and intra-
mural athletic activities were open to all
students and invited greater student
participation, interaction, and com-
petition. Awards for leadership, good1:111
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1 James J. Fenwick, The Middle
School Years. San Diego, Calif.:
Fenwick Associates, (01986,

P. 28.

2 Paul S. George and Lynn L.
0Halcer, "A National Survey of
Middle School Effectiveness,"
Educational Leadership, Voi. 42,
(December, 1985/January, 1986),
p. 80. Reprinted with permission
of the Association for
Supervision and Curriculum
Development. 01986 by the
Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development. All
rights reserved.
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3 Ibid, pp. 80-81.

4 Published by permission of
'fry:medal. Inc., from Succegfid

Schools for Young Adolexerts,
by km Lipsitz, 01984 by

Transaction, Inc., p. 168.

5 Ibid., p. 167.

6 The Los Angeles Times.
(May 9, 1986).

citizenr..p, and cooperation in and out
of classes enabled those who weren't
honor roll students or star athkes to
experience the important satisfacton of
peer recognidcn. Interdisciplinary
teams, classroom guidance, and ex-
ploratory programs increased oppor-
tunities for student involvement and
accomplishments, significantly improv-
ing student personal developntent.i

Lipsitz's findings support these
same conclusions:

A central weakness in most schools
for young adolescents is a widespread
failure to reconsider each vhool
practice in terms of developmental
needs in order either to incorporate
responsibility for meeting them into the
schools' academic and social goals or
to keep them from being barriers to
attaining those goals.. Decisions
about go"ernance, curriculum, and
school organization, while different in
each school, flow from this sensitivity
to the age group. Given massive
individual differences in development
during early adolescence, it is doub
that a school for the age group could be
successful without etis sensitivity.'

The most striking feature of the ...
schools is their willingness and ability
to adapt all school practices to the
individual differences in !ntellectuai.
biological, and social maturation i?;
their students. The schools take ser-
iously what is known about early ado-
lescent development, especially its
interiniividual and intraindividual
variability. This seriousness reflect-
ed M decisions they make about all
aspects of school hfe.5

Lipsitz underscores her conclu-
sions by observhig that the schools
in her research set out to be positive
environments for early adolescent
personal and social development,
not only because such en- 'iron-
ments contribute to academic
achievement but also because they
are intrinsically valued.
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Substantial evidence indicates
''e compromised physical health of

adolescents. A recent report from
the President's Council on Physical
Fitness and Sports indicates that
many early adolescents are badly
out of shape, in spite of the nationd
fitness craze. George Allen, char
man of the Could; , states, "The
best-kept secret in the United St, Les
today is youth fitness, or lack it.
Kids have no endurance, no
strength, and very little flexibility."

Major causes of death in this
country are diseases of the heart and
blood vessels, problems with a
known link to a sedentary lifestyle.
A 1983 study of 1500 Los Angeles
fourth-graders, examined by a
UCLA research group, showed that
nearly one-half of these students
exhibited at least one major risk
factor associated with heart disease,
arteriosclerosis, and stroke. These
risk factors included high blood
pressure, high cholesterol, and
obesity.6

Young adolescents must learn
more about the significance of
personal health and fitness. They
should understand the relaticnship
between a healthy lifestyle and
intellectual and emotional develop-
ment. They should learn t..)
positive health decisions that reduce
the risk of chronic diseases. Middle
grade educators must address these
concerns. Efforts should concen-
trate on health practices which relate
to proper nutrition; cardiovascular
fitness; the development of flexibil-
ity, stamina, and physical strength;
and avoidance of experimentation
with mind-altering drugs and

,W111Na.-.
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inhalants. The latter conceni is
dramatized by the findings of a
statewide survey involving over
7000 California students (see box),
indicating a major surge in drug use
occurring between the seventh and
ninth grades!

The importance of emotional
health as a primary goal of middle
grade education must be equally af-
firmed. Although emotional health
is fostered in many ways, its pri-
mary focus should be in the class-
room. Mergendoller and Marchman
provide a powerful and succinct
discussion of several of the major
issues involved:

If this [facilitating students' psy-
chological health] is considered a
worthwhile goal for educators, it is
important to consider the norms char-
acterizing individual classrooms and
rilkct on how norms appropriate for
constructive peer interaction can be
established. As teachers reprimand
students for inappropriate behavior and
reward them for proper conduct, they
help to establish na;ms for classroom
deportment.

We do not espouse a universal list
of norms that teacners should establish
in order 4,o facilitate a constructive
social climate, as we believe it is best
left up to individual instructors to
establish expectations appropriate for
their subjects, schools, and students.
At a minimum, however, we would
expect that teachers should model re-
spectful social relationships. Students,
like everyone eke, are more often
influenced by example than by exhorta-
tion. In addition, teachers can contrib-
ute to the establishment of positive
social climates by prohibiting put-
downs and other negative forms of
interaction. Note that this does not
mean that a teacher must accept all
answers as correct in class discussion,
ignore the distinction between effort
and accomplishment, apologize for

&ming more than students, or
otherwise distort the distinctions that
make the relationship between teacher
and student different than the rela-
tionships students have with their
peers. A peer, as we noted earlier, is
an equal, and in classrooms teachers
are more than equal. They must main-
tain positions of legitimate, expert

Alcohol, Drug, and Inhalant Use Among
California's Adolescent Population

A statewide survey has found that more than haft Of CardOnita's
high school juniors have expedrnentedwith drugs and 05% have
tried alcohol, with the highest use reported in rural areas and
among white students.

The survey, called the first of its kind in California, found that a major
surge in drug use occurs between the seventh and *charades.
By the 11th grade, the study discovered, more students are
smoking madjuana than tobacco cigarettes.

it is a sad and sobering realty that hying drugs is no longerthe
exception among high school students,* said Attorney General
John Van de Kamp, who commissioned the study. *it ISM° norm.*

*Surprisingly,* Van de Kamp told a press conference; the sum/
found proportionately higher :frug and alcohol use among junior
high and high school students in rui el areas of Calfornia than in Los
Angeles and other dties.*

The survey cf 7,379 students ,.t the seventh, ninth, and eleventh
grades was conducted by Rodney Skager, Associate Dean of the
UCLA Graduate School of Education. Skager said the students
were selected at random from 87 secondary schools around the
state and guaranteed anonymity.

According to the survey, 10.7% of the seventh graders reported
using illegal drugs at least once. Nearly 53% said they had tried
alcohol, but only 15.8% said they had actually gotten drunk.

Among the ninth graders, 35.7% said they had tried drugs, while
77.8% said they had tried alcohol and 47.1% said they had
become intoxicated.

Marijuana was by far the most commonly used drug, followed by co-
caine, amphetamines, and inhalants such as glue. Among seventh
graders, however, inhalants were the most commonly used drug.

Becauso of the increase in drug inhalant, and alcohol use
between seventh and ninth gracies, Van de Kamp called for
educational prevention programs to begin as early as kindergarten.

Rodney Skager, Dennis Rshar. and Ebrahim Maddahlen, A Statewide
Survey of Drug and Alcohol Use Among California Students k)Grades7, 9,
and 11. Sacramento: Oft iC'e of the Attorney General, Crime Prevention
Canter. may. 1986.
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7 John Mergendoiler and Virginia
Matchnum, "Friends and

Associates," in Educators Handbook:
Research into Practice. White

Plains, N.Y.: Longt.un,
01987, p. 307.

authority if they are to have a con-
structive influence on students. We
advocate that students are given the
respect they deserve, mistakes be
corrected in a businesslike maJater that
focuses on the error committed rather
than the abilities of the person who
made tha' error, and help be available
for all students who seek it.7

Teachers and other professional
personnel should work together in
collaborative ways to ensure that
the classroom emerges as the most
basic setting in the school within
which both psychological and phys-
ical health are stressed. In order for
this type 3f professional collabora-
tion to occur, specialized support
personnel and services are essential:

Students need access to on-
site professionally trained
counselors. Ideally, students
should remain v. ith the same

School Clinics

Thif steady growth in school- basic healthclinics signals a
NiCoquitionthattradItionatmedicaidevery systems are not
reaChirimmung Many adolescents, Ospedallythose in low-incomea:iities;
Ciniesdo more than provide comprehansivehealth care. They are
Committed to resolving otherproblems of teenagers. Patient
follOw.upOran ititialvISitoften means helping a teen work
thtOugh *Aden* problems, relationships with pears, or problems
**Mk
COWSprovide oxalis for athletic partidpation, weight control
plank *Anion intofmation and someeven offer a quiet place to

.A14#0. one;oh-one aftention to teenagers.

ltt r1 stall 9044 %Nola have provideedi-Idnd services,
P *IWO and ;Wool helP. Funding for school clinics has

MediCalEth0018, health agencies, Medicaid and
1iiP14#4rA'aPri 01100 00mbination of these sources.

MOstOlthe clinics are Winner cities, some are being planned
tonutril high schdols, lit conjunction with .;:ommurity health
teritetSi
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counselor throughout their
middle grade years.

The professional expertise of
student study teams provides
a vital link among students,
parents, and teachers. These
teams are typically composed
of members of the counseling
and administrative staffs, an
educational psychologist, and
a school nurse. They have
published guidelines and pro-
cedures for their work and
meet on a regular basis to
review individual student pro-
files, give professional guid-
ance, and otherwise ensure
collaboration in addressing
specific student needs. Teach-
ers should be frequent partici-
pants in the work of student
study seams and should be
released from classroom re-
sponsibilies, when necessary,
in order to make participation
possible.

Attendance outreach programs
represent an effective means
for identifyi 1g students whose
academic progress is being
harmed because of poor attend-
ance and tardiness. Outreach
counselors have the ability to
move freely within the commu-
nity and to give valuable guid-
ance to parents and school per-
sonnel relative to the needs of
specific students.

Students require scheduled ac-
cess to school-related health
support services. These ser-
vices provide the basis for in-
struction in general health
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practices, safety, and first aid.
They enable early iden-
tification of communicable
diseases and offer dental,
vision, and hearing screening.
Medical practitioners should
work closely with students,
parents, and faculty in the
provision of health support
services. The detection and re-
ferral of cases involving child
abuse, substance abuse, suici-
dal tendencies, pregnancy,
obesity, malnourishment, and
other potentially life-threat-
ening situations represent cen-

tral elements of a compre-
hensive program of health
support services.

Preoccupation with the physical
and emotional health nee Is of stu-
dents is a direct corollary of efforts
to ensure high academic standards.
The complexity of early adolescence
demands schools which in Lipsitz'r
words demonstrate "their willing-
ness and ability to ada' all school
practices to the individual differ-
ences in intellectual, biological, and
social maturation of their stu-
dents."8

TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

0 The state Legislature, with the support of
the Governor and the Superintendent of
Public instruction, should authorize funds
to enable scheduled access by middle
grade students to school-related health
services.

Local school boards should adopt policies
which provide health services in the
following areas:

a. Identification and appropriate pro-
fessional referial of cases involving
alcohol and drug abuse, substance
abuse, suicidal tendenc:es,
pregnancies, obesity. and other types of
potentially life-threatening situations

b. Cardiovascular fitness

c. Early detection of communicable
diseases

d. Nutrition
e. Dental, vis on, and hearing screening

Continued on next page
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8 Published by pennisein of
Tnmsaction, Inc., from Successful
Schools for Young Adolescents,
by Joan Lipsitz, 8:11984 ly
Transaction, Inc., p. 167.
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RECOMMENDATION Continued

The state Legislature, with the support of
the Governor and the Superintendent of
Public Instruction, should provide funds for
middle grade schools to establish, sustain,
and/or expand advising and/or counseling
programs; these programs should be
designed to assure students timely access
to professionals who are knowledgeable
ahout educational issues and who are
sympathetic and responsive to the physical
and emotional developmental needs of
young adolescents. Appropriate advising
and /or counseling functions include:

a. Teacher-based adviser-advisee
programs which involve the same
teachers and students throughout the
middle grade years

b. Group guidance programs which bring
students, teachers, and counselors
together in shared activities designed to
develop positive academic valves and
educational goals

c. Peer advising programs which involve
mentoring relationships among students
of the same or different ages

d. Conventional counseling and guidance
programs with realistic professional to
student ratios

0 Superintendents should authorize the
formation of student study teems in schools
which serve the middle grades. Team
members should come primarily from
amorg professionals already on the school
staff.

Continued on next page
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RECOMMENDATION Continued

O Principals should make provisions to
release teachers temporarily from their
regular classroom duties in order to allow
them to participate in the work of student
study teams, when e.ppropriate. Local
school boards should provide funds for
other support staff (e.g., nurses and
psychologists) wh,- need to be made avail-
able to student study teams on a more
limited basis.

O The state Legislature should authorize
funds for attendance outreach programs for
the middle grades which provide a
professional to student ratio of 1:1500.

O Local school boards, es necessary, should
review and strengthen policies which
facilitate cooperation with other districts
and with community agencies, organiza-
tions, and institutions that provide physical
and emotional support services for
adolescents.

O Administrators, teachers, and counselors
should provide leadership in promoting
interdistrict and interagency collaborative
planning related to physical and emotional
health support service, for adolescents.

O Local school boards and community
agencies should work together to develop
early Intervention strategies for at-risk
students. More stringent civil codes should
be adopted in order to give such agencies
as the School Attendance Review Board
(SARB) greater effectiveness In the
enforcement of its actions.
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1 John E. Roueche, and George
A. Baker, Ill, Profiling Excellence
in America's Schools. Arlington.

Vir.: American Association of
School Administrators, ©1986,

pp. 24-34.

Every middle grade student should experience a
psitIvo school culture which reflects a strong,
student-centered educational philosophy.

The concept of school culture
relates to the quality of the school
environment which students expe-
rience daily. Quality translates into
the relative excellence of curricular
offerings and instructional prac-
tices. It also includes the degree to
which students have the opportu-
nity for their personalities and abil-
ities to unfold under the sensitive
care of individuals whose commit-
ment evidences the highest levels of
professional-client relationships.
However one describes it, the best
available evidence shows that
where teachers and students expe-
rience a given constellation of posi-
tive, mutually rewarding behaviors,
achievement increases significantly.

Research published by the
American Association of School
Administrators (AASA) analyzed
school culture, among other vari-
ables, in schools previously deter-
mined as exemplary in competition
sponsored by the U. S. Department
of Education.1 The findings indi-
cate that these schools:

Convey a sense of order and
purpose, no matter where they
were located or what their re-
sources. The latter factors
were overriden by a "a prin-
cipal and a group of teachers
truly dedicated to making a
difference in the lives of their
students."

Provide classrooms organized
for efficiency, with time

viewed as a "precious com-
modity." Similarly, assess-
ment is systematic and objec-
tive but also continual, with
results used immediately to
help students.

Exhibit student centeredness.
This translates into a high
level of interaction between
students and teachers. Individ-
ual steent needs figure into
planning. In addition, while
academics are primary, non-
academic extracurricular ac-
tivities are important. The
researchers stress that "limit-
ing or abolishing participation
in ... various ... after-school
groups in order to free up time
for academic learning indeed
detracts from the unified
school culture and would elim-
inate some unique learning
opportunities. ..."

Share ar itude of optimism
and high expectations among
both students and teachers.
Teachers like adolescents.

Show organizational hea:th.
Leadership is in evidence.
Schools are being "led," not
merely managed. The prin-
cipals see themselves as
instructional leaders. The
organization is committed to
professional growth of the
staff; teachers welcome sys-
tematic efforts to evaluate
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their work. There is also a
high level of awareness and
acceptance by these schools
of their communities, includ-
ing high levels of parent-
initiated involvement and
student/staff participation in
community projects.

These research findings tell us
something vital about the ideals for
which we should be striving in the
middle grades. The school environ-
ment is a critical factor. Terms such
as "ethos," "ambiance," "climate,"
"culture," anti "the way we do
things arou ad here" describe subtle
but nevertheless definable realities
that have the potential to affect
student attitudes significantly about
themselves, their educational val-
ues, and their academic achieve-
ment.

These observations are further
supported by the nationwide study
of 130 outstanding middle schools
reported by the Association for
Supervision and Curriculum De-
velopment (ASCD). Researchers
drew these conclusions about the
significance of school culture:

Recent studies analyzing school
effectiveness correlate learning climate
with student behavior and achieve-
ment. Students who feel valued by
teachers and view school as more than
just a place to meet friends tend to
show respect for their schools. The
exemplary schools in this study
developed programs that demonstrate
persistent caring for students as young
people and created a school envi-
ronment to meet their special academic
and personal need. Predictably, re-
spondents reported stronger school
spirit since reorganization. Over 95
percent declared that students' at-
titudes toward school and feelings

about teachers became moderately or
strongly positive. Eighty-six percent
witnessed greater student participation
in special interest activities, while 75
percent noted better school attendance.
Descriptions of student enthusiasm for
involvement in school programs ran
nearly five to one in favor of changes
brought about by a move to middle
school organization.2

A strong student-centered edu-
cational philosophy is entirely
compatible with high academic
expectations. This type of philos-
ophy is a hallmark of excellence in
schools which serve the middle
grades. It is important to affirm the
conviction that education in the
middle grades should take place in a
setting specifically designed to meet
the academic, personal, and social
needs and goals of students. Re-
sponding to the intensity of this
challenge, while maintaining a clear
perspective about the fundamental
academic mission of public school-
ing, requires a strong hand on the
helm in schools which serve young
adolescents.

2 Paul S. George and Lynn 1..
Oldaker, "A National Survey of
Middle School Effectiveness,"
Educational Leadership, Vol. 42.
(December, 1985/January, 1986),
p. 81. Reprinted with permission
of the Association for
Supervision and Curriculum
Development ©1986 by the
Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development. All
rights reserved.

Cause and Effect
There is rk% SiriVe cause-and-effect model to accountfor

successful schoc s for young adolescents. Explanations seem
drcular. For instance, stable student attendance is a prerequisite
for success in learning; success in learning leads to high atten-
dance rates. Dedicated teachers are essential in schoui perfor-
mance; good schools attract dedicatedleachers. Community
support appears to improve sc:',..,o; outcomes; student discipine
and achievement result in contiurdty support for schools. The
components of successful schools, like the components of failing
schools, are inextricaNy interrelated. .., schools... cannot
establish this complex pattern of positive Interrelationships without
making a serious commitment to developmental responsiveness.
The attainment of each characteristic of successful schools Is
dependent on recognizing and working with pressing aspects of
growth and development during early adolesc,. s,

Pub!ishad by pirmission of Transaction, Inc., from SuccessfulSchools
for Young Adolescents, by Joan Lipsitz. 01984 by Transaction, Inc.,
pp. 168-69.
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A positive school culture in the
middle grades must include explicit
attention to these priorities:

Commitment to high academic
standards which are sup-
ported by every member of
the school staff and continu-
ously reinforced in daily inter-
actions with students.

ComnfAment to high stan-
dards of personal and social
behavior, jointly defined by
administrators, teachers, coun-
selors, parents, and students;
these expectations are syste-
matically reinforced in the

Effective Schools
One of the most important achievements of rducation research in
the ast20 years has been indentifying factors that characterize
effective schools, in particular the schools that have been
especially successful in leaching btsic skills to children from low-
Income families. Analystafirst uncovered these characteristics
when comparing the achievement levels of students from different
urban schools, They labeled the schools with the highest
achievement as-effective schools.

Schools with high student achievement and mora'e show certain
tharactedstiose.

.

Vigorous instructional leadership,
A principal who makes clear, conristent, and fair decisions,
An emphasis on discipline and a safe : Id orderly environment,
ItZtrictIOnal practices that focus on basic skills and academic
achievement,
Collegiality among teachers In support of studen: achievement
l0ftwi with high expectations that all their students can and
WM learn, PO
Freqiient rev** Ofstudentpfogress.

Effectiveschools are places where principals, teachers,
itudenti, and parents agree on the goals, methods, and content

I.....,,of schooling. *They are united in recognizing the importance of a
..:::toherentourrICUktm, pubic redognition for students who succeed,
,.: 0:90ing'ssans. of sdioolpdde. and protecting schooltime for

;*:.. ifiiiiiiiiides:Resarch abouttmeching and Learning. Prepared under the
s, trirktionsci William .4 Sennett. Washington, MC.: United States

D4P441441 Of E400400906* p.45.
4
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daily conduct of school
activities.

Strong belief on the part of
teachers that they can and do
make a difference in the lives
of their students. Some re-
searchers call this a "sense of
efficacy" and stress that it
projects a contagious spirit of
optimism which spells the
difference between mediocrity
and high levels of physical
and intellectual energy among
both teachers and students.

Knowledge on the part of all
staff members regarding the
multiple developmental char-
acteristics of early adole3-
cence; this knowledge is
reflected in a pervasive sense
of caring which is communi-
cated directly, deliberately,
and continuously in all of the
teacher-student relationships.

Acceptance is demonstrated
among all staff members re-
garding the significance of
rewards and incentives as re-
sponses to student excellence;
recognition is provided for all
forms of achievement, even
though a primary focus on
academic accomplishments is
maintained

Knowledge about the essential
qualities of administrative
leadership is understood by all
members of the faculty. This
leadership is charactenzed by
actions which express commit-
ment to common purposes
and goals, flexibility, encour-
agement of autonomy and
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innovation among teachers,
and recognition and respect
for their work. It also in-
volves the capacity to delegate
and to match individual pro-
fessional strengths with spe-
cific tasks, an intense concern
for excellence in teaching and
learning, and a strong willing-
ness to engage in collab-
orative problem solving with
faculty members, parents, and
students.

There is cause for optimism
with respect to the potential of
developing high morale in schools
which serve the middle grades.
The capacity to define the essential
characteristics of wholesome school
cultures and their demonstrably
powerful effects upon students and
faculty members represent signif-
icant factors in efforts to achieve
educational excellence. But there is
a chilling effect reflected in events,
attitudes, and actions which work
against staff morale and, by def-
inition, student morale.

Teachers and principals daily
experience the ambiguity and un-
certainty of district policies related
to middle grade education. They
have an increasing sense of the
urgency of educational reform in
terms of increased expectations far
high standards of individual student
achievement. They also know that
impartial analyses by nationally
known experts and professional
organizations are singling out the
middle grades as the pivot point for
millions of tile nation's youth the
moment of truth in which intellec-

tual values and lifelong academic
commitments begin to be shaped.

Yet, these realities are not con-
sistent with the fiscal, political, and
administrative status which too
many middle grade schools cur-
rently experience. There must be
new levels of advocacy which will
create a fresh image of the middle
grade years professionally and polit-
ically as a time of intense academic
significance for young adolescents.

Administrative, political, and
fiscal decisions which reduce un-
certainty and amb4uitl about the
status and priority of middle grade
education must be vigorously
pursued if the ideal of a positive,
student-centered philosophy is to
permeate the culture of each school.

t S 5
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TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

0 Superintendents, principals, teachers, and
counselors should make use of extensive
research findings related to the characteristics
of positive school cultures; this use should
include systematic analyses of relevant varl.
ables and their implications for mothilcations
of policy and practice at district, school, and
classroom levels. Research findings focus on
the following characteristics:

a. Order and purpose represent a clear
commitment to the proposition that the
professional staff can make a substantive
difference in the lives of students; there is
a distinct sense of mission which is
reflected by this commitment.

b. TIme is viewed as a finite variable;
classrooms are organized and managed to
achieve high standards of efficiency.

c. Students and teachers are highly interac-
tive; teachers are strongly student-centered
in planning and decision making.

d. A high level of esprit and enthusiasm
exists; teachers, counselors, and principals
like young adolescents.

e. Organizational health is reflected througt
principals who "kvad" as well as manage.

f. Parent and community involvement in the
life of the school is welcomed and
encoum,;ed.

The State Department of Education and local
school boards should define administrative
and fiscal policies which identify the middle
grades as a distinct level of educational
experience worthy of separate attention in
terms of curriculum, instruction, staffing,
financing, and management.
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13 Extracurricular and Intramural Activities

Every middle grade student should have access to extra-
curricular and intramural programs which develop a sense of
personal connectedness to school through activities which
promote participation, Interaction, competition, and service.

Extracurricular and intramural
activities should be open to all mid-
dle grade students. Interest clubs,
classroom guidance programs, sci-
ence fairs, pep squads, community
projects, in-school scouting pro-
grams, intramural sports, academic
competitions, and other similar ac-
tivities have the potential to enable
all students to earn and enjoy rec-
ognition from both peers and teach-
ers. These satisfactions lead directly
to the personal and emotional devel-
opment of young adolescents both
critical goals of middle grade
education.

Participation in extracurricular
and intramural activities helps many
students, whc otherwise experience
difficulty in identifying with the ac-
ademic goals of school, to achieve
a sense of "connectedness." For
these students a shaky and tenuous
relationship can be transformed
through the sense of pride which
comes from personal accomplish-
ments in school-related programs.

For students who are suc-
ceeding academically, involvement
in school-sponsored extracurricular
and intramural activities is also very
important. Their experiences repre-
sent a vital counterpoint to their
classroom responsibilities and con-
tribute to the goal of full intellec-
tual, social, emotional, and physical
development.

For members of the school
staff, involvement with students in

extracurricular and intramural activ-
ities can lead the way to positive en-
counters with student peer cultures.
These experiences build strong
bonds between students and staff
which spill over into the classroom.

School and bus scheduling must
reflect the expectation that all mid-
dle grade students will take part in
extracurricular and intramural pro-
grams. Principals must assume ma-
jor responsiblity in ensuring that
schedules facilitate student partici-
pation.

Student Preferences

Middle school students between the ages of 11 and 16 chose ath-
letic games as their favorite social activity in school and selected
parties and field days as their second choice, according to a survey by
the National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP).

The number of students who selected athletic activities declined as
students matured. Twelve percent of the 11-year-olds, 10 percent of
the 12-year-olds, and 9 percent of the 13-year-olds picked athletic
games first, but only 5 percent of the 14-year-olds did so.

The survey of 726 students revealed athletic games to be the most
popular with 116 votes. Parties and field day activities, where stu-
dents participate in races and games, tied for second with 109 votes.

Other choices in the top 10 were: athletic contests, with 80 votes;
roller or ice skating, 67; school carnivals, 63; and talent shows, 60.

ResponJents were instructed not to select spectator sports, dances,
or video games, according to NASSP. The event had to be at school
and cost not more than $1 per student.

"Socialization has traditionally been viewed as a primary function of
middle level schoolsthose with sixth through ninth grades," said
George Melton, NASSP deputy executive director. "While teachers
and administrators handle most of the planning of social activities, we
have never seen a large-scale survey of what students desire."

Glenn Maynard, 'Middle Level Students Suggest Social Activities," Schools
in the Middle; A Repoli on Trends and Practices, (April, 1985), pp. 1-4. This
excerpt was adapted for the Middle Grade Task Force Report. Reprinted by
permission, National Association of Secondary School Principals.
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TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

0 Local school boards shoulu establish policies
related to extracurricular and intramural
activities for middle grade students which are
consistent with the developmental
characteristics of early adolescence.

Principals and other school personnel should
ensure that extracurricular and intramural
programs are creative, diverse, and open to
all students.

Principals should ensure that school
schedules (including bus schedules) are
designed to facilitate full student participation
in extracurricular and intramural programs.

0 Faculties should develop a system of awards
for leadership, citizenship, achievement,
performance, cooperation, and service which
are within the reach of all students.

0

Teachers should Identify students with
particular difficulty in establishing a sense of
connection with the purpose of schooling;
these students should be counseled to take
part in extracurricular and intramural activities
which provide "alternate connections" to
school goals.

Teachers should encourage students who are
experiencing academic success to take part in
extracurricular and intramural activities as a
source c 1 balance which contributes to their
full intellectual, social, emotional, and
physic& development.
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A ' A

Even, middle grade student should be accountable for
significant standards of academic excellence and personal
behavior.

Middle grade students must ex-
perience a schoolwide commitment
to high standards of academic
excellence and personal behavior.
Efforts to legislate these qualifies
through complicated and often arbi-
trary rules, regulations, threats, and
punishments are in most cases
singularly unsuccessful. A far more
powerful strategy is found in the
use of modeled behavior by teach-
ers and principals who define the
tenor and quality of academic ex-
pectations and personal behavior
through their daily interactions with
students and each other.

Students should be involved
actively with the professional staff
in defining and shaping standards
of academic excellence and personal
behavior both in and out of the
classroom. This means a continu-
ous, positive interaction whir!:
gives students a sense of direct par-
ticipation in creating the qualitative
dimensions of their school environ-
ment.

There is an inescapable relation-
ship between standards of academic
excellence and personal behavior.
High levels of achievement are
more likely to be sustained in an
orderly, secure school in which
behavior problems are minimized
while the primary energies of stu-
dents and teachers are devoted to
learning tasks.

An orderly and secure learning
environment is one of the most
important administrative priorities

of the principal. Research evidence
suggests the significant impact
which high standards of student be-
havior have on academic achieve-
ment:

Behavior and academic success go
together. In one recent survey, for

le, students who got "mostly
A's" :.4 one-third as many absences or
incidents of tardiness per semester as
those who got "mostly D's." The same
students were 25 times more likely to
have their homework done and 7 times
less likely to have been in trouble with
the law. Good behavior ... led to better
grades and higher achievement. ...1

Creating the basis of an orderly
and secure learning environment
which supports and sustains high
standards of academic excellence
and personal behavior demands a
rational approach to policieo, prac-
tices, and personal accountability.
Several critical factors with a strong
empirical basis in school man-
agement practices2 deserve special
consideration:

1 What Works: Research About
Teaching and Learning. Prepared

under the direction of William J.
Berman. 'Srashington, D.C.:
United States Department of
Educaion, 1986, p. 47.

2 James J. Fenwick, The Middle
School Years. San Diego, Calif.:
Fenwick Associates, 01986,
pp. 46-47.

What Is Real and Possible?
...diverse groups of young adolescents can learn togetherwith
one another and with adults in peaceable school communities.
...schooling can be enjoyable and productive for adults and
students in the middle grades. ...contrary to prevalent
assumptions, young adolescents need not be experienced by
adults as an emotionally and physically assaultive age group to be
placed on "hold" until they "grow out of it.' ...it is possible to gather
large numbers of young adolescents togethe in one buikling for
many hours to satisfy adult expectations about behavioral and
intellectual growth. ...it is possible for schools to set norms that
young adolescents come to value equallywith adults. ...so-called
dichotomies like social versus intellectual development and equity
versus quality need not be mutually exclusive.

Published by permission of Transaction, Inc from Successful Schools for
Your Adolescents, by Joan Upsitz. 01984 by Transaction, Inc., p. 202.
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Teacher-student relationships
have the ,nsential quality of
professional-client interaction
as opposed to authoritarian
control. &la' is perceived
as a place c' 'zed by co-
operation 'Ian coercion
and conflk.i. , a_ncipal-teacher
relationsh' model coopera-
tive behas and provide the
affirmation necessary to allow
deeper, more humane inter-
action between teachers and
students.

Emphasis is on "rules" with a
positive cast. These deal with
such concepts as excellence,
service, creativity, and innova-
tion. Their focus is nn
building and expanding as op-
posed to restraining, control-
ling, limiting, and inhibiting.
Students, teachers, counsel-
ors, and principals understand
that rules are intended to
reinforce positive qualities as
well as to restrict negative
behavior.

Student interest and Motivation

I think mostparents and other adults would opt for teacher control
and dominance In our sthools. There has been so much
discussion of rebellious youth and of students being "turned off"
to school that most people probably support the notion of more
authority. However, l suggest that the answer does not le with
more cOlikOL The opposite may be true. A large proportion of
each data Source in our study parents, teachers, and students
suggested that **Of student interest was a problem at their
school. Even though students seemed satisfied with how much
dedslon-Maldng they had and even though they did not see their
teachers as authoritadan, I would suggest that a more active role for
students Inproblem solving, decision-making, and in critical
thinktrOaCtIVittettwOuld cause them to be more motivated and
more irderested in school.

KonnethTyo. TitoJunbr High: A School in Search of a Mission. Lanham,
Kt: thilanalY Press of America, Inc., 01985, p. 343.

1'' 0

Sanctions are explicit with
respect to antisocial behav-
iors. Enforceable rules are
clearly stated and widely com-
municated; the consequences
of infractions are evenly ad-
ministered.

Teachers, counselors, and
principals stay close to stu-
dents as people. They strive
to understand student values
and peer group norms in order
to be wise counselors, posi-
tive role models, and effective
leaders. They avoid behav-
iors that diminish students.
They seek to enhance the self-
esteem of all students.

Achdemic requirements are
balanced against the psycho-
logical, social, and physical
needs of students. Differ-
ences in priorities between
students and teachers are rec-
ognized, respected, and ac-
commodated. Psychological
health, social sensitivity, and
physical well-be;ng are ac-
cepted as invaluable counter-
parts of intellectual growth
and academic achievement.

Students are helped to feel
secure and to avoid living in
fear. They are taught the need
for optimism and how to dif-
ferentiate between real dan-
gers and imagined ones. They
are helped to develop positive
values and attitudes which
ensure physical and emotional
well-being. They are enabled
to experience the intrinsic
rewards that come from
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expressing care and concern
for others.

Parents support the standards
of their schools by reinforcing
appropriate student behaviors
and academic commitments in
the home; they are also pre-
pared to give leadership with
respect to educational issues
and to provide adequate finan-
cial support to their schools.

The relationship between high
standards of academic excellence
and equally high starAards of per-
sonal behavior is immediate and
direct. When faculties reach out to
students with energy, excitement,
respect, and creativity, the basis of
student accountability for academic
excellence and personal behavior
becomes visible, symbolic, and
powerful in its consequences.

TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

0 Principals, teachers, counselors, students, and
parents should together define the standards of
personal behavior which characterize
Individual and school-level commitments; the
following considerations are relevant:

a. Rules are few In number, explicit,
comprehensive, and enforceable.

b. Rules are stated positively to the fullest
extent possible; emphasis is on desired
behavior in contrast to lists of negative
behaviors to be avoided.

c. Rules are widely communicated, and the
consequences of infractions are quickly and
evenly administered among all students.

d. Rules respond to changing circumstances;
they are subject continuously to review for
their legality, adequacy, relevance, appro-
priateness, and responsiveness to the best
interests of students, faculty, and community.

Students and staff should hold each other
accountable for high standards of personal
conduct and academic excellence; these
standards should be reflected by expectations
for behavior and achievement which include
the following considerations:

Continued on next page
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

a. Students understand the basic relationship
between high standards of personal behavior
and academic achievement; their daily
conduct reflects commitment to this principle.

b. Teachers, counselors, and administrators
believe in the capacity of every student to
succeed in the core curriculum and share
that belief directly with each student in
multiple, continuous expressions of
affirmation both in words and actions.

c. Teachers believe they can make a difference
in what students learn; they experience
contagious excitement in helping to develop
the emerging intellectual power of young
adolescent minds.

d. Academic success is both expected and
rowarded. Public recognition is given to
students for their accomplishments. Praise-
worthy performance is sought in every
student, and parents receive frequent com-
munications from teachers and principals re-
garding the Individual successes of students.

e. Incoming students those transitioning from
lower elementary grades and those new to
the community receive special help in
identifying with academic standards and
individual achievement expectations. Ways
are f3und to assimilate new students into the
school's culture and traditions quickly and
positively.

f. Teachers, counselors, and principals under-
stand that young adolescents are experienc-
ing rapid developmental changes. Students
experience this understanding in multiple
ways designed to reduce their anxiety and
tension while allowing them to concentrate
their intellectual energies on educational
goals.

1C2
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1

Every middle grade student should experience a
successful and positive transition among elementary,
middle, and secondary levels of school organization.

The middle grades are "the in-
between years." They serve as a
vital link between childhood and
older adolescence, which tapers
into young adulthood by the time of
high school graduation. The philos-
ophy of middle grade education,
must, of necessity, deal with the
complex interrelationships between
intellect and emotions. This agenda
represents one of the most persua-
sive arguments for distinguishing
middle grade education as a dis-
tinctly unique contribution to the in-
tellectual, emotional, and social de-
velopment of youth in our society.

It is essential to put the emo-
tional and social aspects of tran-
sition among different levels of
schooling into perspective as a pre-
lude to discussions of academic
transition. While the academic mis-
sion of selools is the predominant
concern of educators, young ado-
lescents will respond to that priority
in direct proportion to the ability of
the school staff to ameliorate their
emotional and social anxieties.

Change is threatening at any
age. It is especially true for stu-
dents in transition between the rela-
tive security of the early elementary
homeroom and the larger, more
anonymous setting of the junior
high school or middle school. A
new school setting, new teachers,
new roles, new curricula, and new
friends combine to create an envi-
ronment that at times can become
nearly paralyzing in its impact upon
students:

Even a successful transition does
not necessarily remove continuing
elements of personal threat to students
throughout their years in the middle
grades. The range of issues which
students in grades six through eight
encounter is astonishing. Many edu-
cational sociologists consider the
middle grade years to be the most com-
plex social period in the * of an
individual. Rapid physical, emotional,
and intellectual changes plus an intense
preoccupation with questions of per-
sonal identity, peer group expectations,
and normative values represent com-
pelling challenges.

Recognition of the reality of the
threats which students experience is
vital. Diminishing these threats is
essential. Students should not live in
fear-whether of academic failure, low
self-esteem, social isolation, or phys-
ical harm. This is an absolute in terms
of administrative priorities. Ironically,
more time may be spent organi-
zationally in ensuring physical safety
than in providing emotional security.
Both should occupy the same level of
concern'

These same concerns exist,
even though certain dimensions are
different, as students prepare for
transition from the middle grades
into high school. It is singularly
important for teachers and admin-
istrators to recognize me perceived
threats and pressures which young
adolescents anticipate as they pre-
pare to enter high school with large,
complex student bodies. The infor-
mality of the middle grades will no
longer exist. Student hierarchies
will be present based on grade-
level identification. ExclJsive sub-
sets of friends may build impen-
etrable walls around themselves that
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1 James J. Fenwick, The Middle
School Years. San Diego, Calif.:
Fenwick Associates, 01986,
pp. 62-64.
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2 Published by permission of
Transaction, Inc., from Successful

Schools for Young Adolescents,
by Joan Lipsitz. 01984 by

Transaction, Inc., p. 171.

isolate more timid students. Peer
group pressures will become even
more intense. Those who are adept
will find their way. The less secure
'Lliclividuals often taker:

In most schools for young ado-
lescents, two areas of confusion and
ignorance converge: confusion about
the purposes of schooling and
ignorance about early adolescence as a
critical developmental stage in the life
span. This unfortunate convergence
occurs just at the point in young
people's lives when they begin to see':
self-definition. It is a dangerous and
wasteful situation from which we reap
lie bitter rewards of apathy, hostility,
and rejection.2

DIstrictwide Transition Panels
The successful transition of students between successive levels
of Instruction iscrucial to their personal, social, and intellectual well-
being, The use of *transition panels" is one methodfor achieving
this goal

Panels arecomposed of lower elementary, middle, and secondary
level teachers, counselors, administrators,and students. Members
may represent feederand receiving schools in a given community
or they may be constituted as a dstrict-level panel concerned with
communication, articulation, and transition for all students.

Panel agendas should include the continuing review of current
transition practices and the degree to which they Inhibit or en-
hance student success. Concerns must include not only transition
among student populations which are currently enrclled but must
also include the large number of transient students constantly
moving among schools and districts.

The primary purpose of transition panels should be to make
specific policy recommendations to dstrict superintendents and
local boards which are designed to facilitate the easy movement of
students among levels of instruction and among schools. Conven-
tional types of recommendations should be accentuated by inno-
vative concepts which selected schools might pilot. Research
Into successful practices of other districts should be a function of
the transition panel, as well, The role of the transition panel is
Ongoing. Change and movement are constants in the lives of
students, their families, and communities. The creative work of
those who serve on transition panels can mean the difference
between success or failure for many students.

1 c; 4

The middle grades must be
transitional and organized to allow a
gradual and successful movement
from early elementary education to
high school. Extended blocks of
instructional time in selected core
curriculums taught by individual
teachers or teams of teachers should
be a common practice. Specialist
teachers should instruct the remain-
ing core curriculum subjects as well
as elective and exploratory cur-
ricula.

The philosophical and practical
intent of this strategy is to allow
middle grade students to continue
to experience the emotional security
of a quasi-homeroom environment
for a portion of the day while learn-
ing how to interact with gradually
larger numbers of teachers, each
with unique sets of professional ex-
pectations. The concept of "teacher
specialist" as opposed to "teacher
generalist" is also introduced at this
time. These provisions address
both the intellectual and emotional
needs of students without compro-
mising either.

The fact that middle grade
instruction should prepare .;tudents
for transition to a successful high
school experience does not lead to
the conclusion that schools which
serve the middle grades should be
organized as miniature high
schools. Such organization may
more effectively serve the ego needs
of professionals than the emotional
and intellectual needs of young
adolescents.

It is paradoxical that secondary
patterns of school organization tend
to dominate education in the upper
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elementary grades. The same logic
would suggest that juniors and sen-
iors in high school should expe-
rience the relative freedom and
flexibility of the comparatively
looser structitre of college and uni-
versity schedules as a necessary
preparation for transition to higher
education. Multiple national studies
of high school education show that
just the opposite is true.

High schools have their unique
educational mission. High school
administrators resent and resist sug-
gestions that high schools should
be cast in the mold of higher edu-
cation and correctly so.

The same logic allows us to
argue for the unique mission of
middle grade education. While the
academic agendas of the two insti-
tutions intersect in terms of an
articulated core curriculum contin-
uum, schools which serve the mid-
dle grades provide for a critical
period of educational transition for
young adolescents and should cast
their own organizational shadow
over the lives of students.

Lipsitz comments:

We are witnessing a policy shift in
schooling for young adolescents that is
generally unacknowledged. Part of the
public's confusion about the trend
toward middle schools is the absence
of public discourse about whether
middle schools are meant to extend the
elementary years upward, thereby
prolonging childhood, or are meant
to extend the secondary years down-
ward, thereby acknowledging and
perhaps encouraging the earlier emer-
gence of adolescent capabilities and
behavior ... staff members ... say they
are doing both, and that this is exactly
what it means to be a middle school.3

Instructional organization for
grades 6, 7, and 8 should provide
for an orderly educational transition
based on the developmental char-
acteristics of young adolescents.
This includes extended blocks of in-
structional time which approximate
in part the home-room environment
of the primary grades while grad-
ually moving students into more
specialized classes that increasingly
resemble the departmentalized struc-
ture of the high school.

For example:

The sixth grade should ideally
provide for as many as four
core curriculum subjects
taught in an extended instru,-
tional time block by an indi-
vidual teacher or a teaching
team; the balance of the cur-
riculum should be taught by a
combination of either general-
ists or specialists. Extended
instructional time blocks can
include reading/literature/lan-
guage arts/history/geography;
mathematics and science; or
other logical course combina-
tions based on the skills of
teachers and/or teaching teams.

The seventh grade should al-
low for a humanities emphasis
involving up to three core cur-
riculum subjects taught in an
extended instructional time
block by an individual teacher
or teaching team; the balance
of the curriculum should be
taught by teacher specialists in
separate courses. The ex-
tended instructional time block
can include reading/literature/

1 15

3 Published by permission of
Transaction, Inc., from Successful
Schools for Young Adolescents,
by Joan Lipsitz, ©1984 by
Transaction, Inc., p.173.
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language arts/history/geogra-
phy; mathematics/science; or
other logical course com-
binations based on the skills
of teachers and/or teaching
teams.

The eighth grade should allow
for a h imanities emphasis in-
volving two or more core
curriculum areas taught in an
extended instructional time
blwk by an individual teacher
or teaching team with the bal-
ance of the curriculum taught
by teacher specialists in sep-
arate courses. The extended in-
structional time block might
include reading/literature/lan-
guage arts/history/geography;
mathematics/science; or other
logical combinations of cours-
es bas-d on the skills of teach-
ers and/or teaching teams.

A Model of K-12 instructional
Organization

I
4-5

I
K-3

Seff contained
classrooms
taught by a

single teacher

Self contained
classrooms taught
by a single teacher
which Include the
majority of core
curriculum sub.

yids plus teacher
specialists for

courses in
selected subjects
withirtrwithouttha
core curriculum

6-8
4 1

Transition to
extended blocks of
instructional time
Involving selected
core-curri Aurn

subjects taught by
single teachers or
teams of teachers
using interdiscipli-
nary content de-

signs. when appro-
priide ; specialists
teach other core

curriculum
subjects and

elective/explor-
atory courses

core- curriculum continuum

9-12

departmentalized
organization

11)6

A vital transitional thread
should run through each of
the middle grade years in the
form of an adviser-advisee
program. In its ideal design
this program allows a teacher
adviser to follow the same
students for all three of their
middle grade years.

The concept of extended in-
structional time blocks for
core curriculum subjects pro-
vides the opportunity for in-
tegrating skills and knowledge
across subject-matter lines.
Students also have sufficient
time to know one another
well, to establish close bonds
with one or more teachers,
and to engage in "active
learning" experiences as they
pursue curriculum goals and
objectives.

The use of teaching teams in a
core curriculum instructional
block represents a significant
staffing option. Strategically,
it provides maximum flex-
ibility for intraclass grouping
and regrouping according to
individual student learning re-
quirements. The team concept
also allows students to experi-
ence the combined skills and
knowledge of two or more
teachers, including the poten-
tial for a dynamic, synergistic
instructional effect.

The option of collaborative
teaching can be provided as an
alternative to team teaching.
The same group of stu-
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dents is taught by two or
more teachers who do not
plan their instruction as a
team. The major benefit is the
cohesiveness of the student
group. The major disadvan-
tage is the absence of inte-
grated and/or interdisciplinary
instruction, which is one of
the hallmarks of team instruc-
tion.

Group guidance programs
should be viewed as an in-
valuable part of the curric-
ulum during each of the
middle grade years. These
programs can assume various
configurations. One of the
most popular is the cross-age
"advisory" concept which
brings small groups of stu-
dents and teachers together
across age-grade boundaries.
Students focus on school-
related issues and, in the
process, build strong bonds
of friendship, including the
corollaries of trust, group co-
hesiveness, school spirit, and
shared academic goals.

The actual physical act of tran-
sition among grade levels is very
important. The better the transition
is planned and carried out between
the lower elementary grades and the
middle grades, and between the
middle grades and high school, the
more academically, emotionally,
and socially competent students are
likely to become at each level.

The dependent learner of the
early elementary grades becomes
the independent learner who moves

Representative Features
of a Middle Grade

"Advisory" or Extended Guidance Program

Sixth Grade
Orientation to Middle School

Building
B. Staff
C. School rules and student

handbook
D. Student schedule
E. Individual concerns -sharing

ii. Study and Listening Skills
A Note taking
B. Outlining
C. 'Arm
D. Homework
E. Test taking

Ill. Looking at Ourselves
A Acceptance of self

1. Knowledge of physical
chew,

2. Knowledge of emotional
,lunges

3. Knowledge of social
changes

4. Knowledge of Intellectual
changes

B. Personal strengths and
weaknesses

Seventh Grade
Understanding Myself
A. Awareness

1. Words to describe our
feelings

2. Expression of feelings
3. Self-disclosure

B. Development of desirable
personalty traits
1. Self-confidence
2. Self-control
3. Independence
4. Trust
5. Respect for others
6. Appreciation of others
7. Affection

II. Understanding Others
A. Awareness of other people's

feelings

B. How behavioaffects
reletionships with others
1. Fan*
2. Friends
3. Teachers
4. Classmates

Ilk Awareness of Values
A. Understanding values
B. Exploring personal values
C. Evicting social values

t Honesty
2.Prejudice
3. Loyalty
4. Penionaistaidards
5. Reeponebility

M Decision Maidng
A. Steps in decision making
B. Personal decisbn making
C. group decision making

Eighth Grade
t Decision Making Related to

Careers
A. Review Of steps in decision

making
IL Goal Sating

A. Steps in goal setting
B. Examining types of goals

1. Long-term
2. Short-term

C. The relationship between

goals
III. Interests Related to Careers

A. Interest SUIVey
B. Utilization of ideas
C. Characteristics of careers

1V. Abilities Flelated to Careers
A Review oftest data
B. Relationship between abates

and career choices
V. Aptitudes Related to Careers

A. An overview of aptitudes
B. Relationship between

aptitudes and worker iitits
VI. Relating School Subjects to

Careers
VI I.Individual Projects

Robert Schockley, Richard Schumacher, and Denis Smith, "Teacher Advisory
Programs Strategies for Successful Implementation" NASSP8u/kotin, Vol.
58 (September, 1984), p. 71, 01984.
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more surely and confidently into
high school. The middle grades
broker this transition through their
special provision for the intel-

lectual, emotional, social, and
physical needs of preadolescent
and early adolescent students.

0

0

TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

Local school boards should establish district
policies which formally recognize the unique
and substantive mission of middle grade
education; care should be taken to define
middle grade education on its own terms as
opposed to the use of comparisons,
metaphors, and organizational patterns
appropriate to other levels of education.

Superintendents should ensure that an
orderly transition occurs between the lower
elementary grades, the middle grades, and
high school. Variables which should be
addressed at the middle grade level are:

e. Gradual movement from primary self-
contained classrooms to secondary
departmentalized instruction should be
emphasized through provision of extended
blocks of instructional time devoted to
selected core curriculum subjects.

b. Adviser-advisee programs should be
provided which build strong student-
teacher relationships; the teacher adviser
should follow the same students
throughout their middle grade years.

c. Group guidance programs should be
designed to build strong, positive peer
group relationships; special consideration
should be given to developing shared
values and goals, including personal

Continued on next page
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continue'

commitments to academic achievement
prior to entry into high school.

Co Principals, counselors, and teachers from
sending and receiving schools should plan
and implement strategies which facilitate an
ordeily, enjoyable, and successful transition
for students between schools. Strategies
include:

a. On-site visitations for atudentz to their new
school prior to their actual sansfer.

b. Faculty collaboration between sending and
receiving schools regarding logistical
details; each student's needs should be
anticipated, including those which rotate to
transportation, payment of fees, course
scheduling, and other similar matters.

c. Provision of older student mentors who
help new students to adapt quickly to new
rules and routines and to meet new friends.

d. Student-parent orientations, newsletters,
and other types of school-h-me
communications.

e. Assurances that every incoming student is
known by name, by one or more teachers
and counselors on the first day of the new
school assignment.
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Middle grade education should be identified with
grades 6, 7, and 8; disparities in state funding formulas
among elementary, high school, and unified school
districts should be eminated for these grades.

The identification and organiza-
tion of the middle grades in terms
of schools enrolling students in
grades 6, 7, and 8 is recommended
for the following essential reasons:

Developmentally, students in
grades 6, 7, and 8 have more
in common in terms of phys-
ical, psychological, social,
and intellectual variables than
do those in other age-grade
combinations.

Fifth grade students typically
have not yet crossed the thres-
hold of early adolescence.
Their developmental readi-
ness is more closely linked
with students in grade 4.

Perstnalized Environment in Exemplary Schools
...Younge.dolescanIS are not ready for the atomistic indepen-
dence foisted onthem In secondary Schools, which is one of the
taunt If the b*.oviorproblerntr enclemioto manyjunior high
sOools. Behavior problems leadto omnipresent control mecha-
nt ans. resu *loin the dissonant combination of an overdose of
both unearned independence and overbearing regulations.
Young adolescents are told, ittorTectly, that they are adults, and
than Infantilized when they done* measu ee up. PAIddlei schools
grant motelndependence than elementary schools do, while
establishing strom soon groups grouses, teams, wings,
advisOly °MOO. Gradually, students On increasing amounts of
independerte They rliMakt,towever, in fit highly personalized
envirCOMert The ntritifeOf theechooltforganizational structure
establishes continuityinadult.child relationships and opportunities
forth° Ilvesof studentsand a*lts to cross in mutually meaningful
ways. In each schools stOderteexpress their appreciation for
being carodabbut a.nd known.lheyare actively aware of being
liked, Is notable °a/because. In most schools, young
**Awe, are 90entlikdisked.

spirmillon of ansactbn. Inc., from Successfut &hoofs
lot Ypor47 *Voce" *Joan Limb, 01984 by Transaction. inc.,
1St
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Ninth grade students tend to
identify emotionally and intel-
lectually with students in
grades 10 through 12.

The organization of secondary
curriculum sequences logic-
ally follows a four-year pat-
tern and corresponds to the
need. of students to satisfy
college entrance requirements.

A three-year middle grade
time frame allows the oppor-
tunity for strong, positive rela-
tionships to be built among
students, teachers, counsel-
ors, and administrators; this
bonding is critical to healthy
intellectual and emotional de-
velopment and sets the stage
for future academic success
and personal/social develop-
ment for young adolescents.

Those who argue that the nature
and quality of middle grade educa-
tion are more critical than a given
configuration of grades are correct.
There may be powerful local con-
strallts which preclude a 6-8 grade
organization in some districts. The
result will be an alternative config-
uration more in keeping with the
unique needs of individual com-
munities.

However, school districts which
must operate schools within other
grade level configurations do not
need to sacrifice or compromise the
goals of middle grade educational
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reform defined in this report.
Creative scheduling designs and
related school management prac-
tices have the capacity to allow each
substantive recommeniation to be
fully implemented within any type
of school organization which in-
cludes grades 6. ';', and 8.

Many aspects of structural
change in the middle grades can be
accomplished through the modifica-
tion of changes in policies and prac-
tices and the reallocation of existing
resources. Such efforts require cre-
ative efforts on the part of board
members, superintendents, princi-
pals, and teachers. Other reform
goals can be achieved only through
the provision of major new fiscal
resources.

The state Legislature should
elevate middle grade education to a
much higher level of priority. Of
particular urgency are the present
disparities in state funding formulas
for the middle grades among ele-
mentary, high school, and unified
school districts. These disparities
must be addressed and resolved.

The characteristics of middle
grade organization have been exten-
sively researched. Data strongly
suggest that changing to a middle
school philosophy and organiza-
tional pattern positively affects such
variables as student achievement,
personal development, learning cli-
mate, faculty morale, staff develop-
ment, and parental and community
involvement.

Research, reported by the
Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development (ASCD),
has identified the degree to which

Beyond Team Teaching: The Urgency of
Team Organization in the Middle Grades

One of the most important developments in the capacity of the
middle school to organize in a way that meets, simultaneously, the
needs for learning and socialization was the painful but profitable
realization that team teaching and Interdisciplinary team organiza-
tion are not Synonymous. For decades, stretching bacictothe be-
ginning of the junior high school at the turn of the century, middle
levet educators had admirably attemptedto Institute a variety of
team teaching programs. These attempts were Made In the belief
(probably correct) that the students could learn in far more mean-
ingful ways when the subjects in the curriculum werepresenteclto
themin thematically interwoven units. Teacherswere trained and
encouraged to plan collaboratively, time and moneywere devoted
to the creation of units, parentswere advised of the new learning
experiences their children would be enjoying, anclihe students
eagerly anticipated an excitingly afferent educational program....

Educators have learned that the interasciplinary team organization
is far more than a way to encourage team teaching. ltis a method
of bringing teachers and students together to estabtsh authentic
learning communities, not just an administrativelechniqUe to get
something else accomplished. When teachers and students are
grouped together into interdiscipinary teams it creates an educa-
tional glue that holds together almost every other aspect of the
school program.

The interdisciplinary team organization is based on sharing
(Alexander and George, 1981). Teachers and students share, first
of all, each other. The teachers on the team an teach the same
students, and the students on tha team have the same teachers in
the basic academic program. "r Pachers and students also share, to
the degree possible, the same 6;,sic physical area of the school
and the same schedule. Vrahout this organized sharing, theta is
no team, and without the team, the opportunity for a sense of
community is lost.

An interdisciplinary team is, then, a group of teachers, usually from
two to five persons representing the basic academic subjects, who
share the same students, the same space, and the same sched-
ule. On some teams teachers mly share the responsibility for
teaching the basic subjects to the students, in some form of team
teaching, but frequently this is not the case. More often, teachers
on teams share an interest in the total academic program in which
their common students are involved.

The most absolutely essential thing is that teachers share the
same students and have the opportunity to work together with the
needs of those common students In mind. Being right next door,
across the hall, or in the same pod Is almost as essential. Teachers
who do not share the same students have little reason to work

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

closely together, and when teachers are in separaik. areas of the
school bulking, they have less opportunity to collaborate. Commu-
nity means conumnality beim togetherin the same place, at the
same ilme,wIth similar needs, It is difficult to conceive of any kind of
community, educational or otherwise, that fails to fit this defini-
tion....

It's in the area of group involvement, however, that teams have the
most unrealized potential, creating direct benefits for teachers as
well as for the parents, students, and administrators. Teachers on
teams find themselves involved In a professional community of
shared concerns, ratherthan being isolated in self-contained
classrooms or assigned to departments where their common
concerns may be limited to the scope and sequence of a single
subject area. Teamed teachers find that they come to know each
other, their students, and the schoolwide program far more deeply
than they otherwise might. Discipline improves, parent support
strengthens, program planning becomes more balanced and
coMprehensive;the entire school experience forteachers
becomes more unified and connected. As teaching becomes an
Increasingly difficult task, the power that comes from mutual
support and shared strengths is becoming far more essential than it
everwas.

Benefits for teachers lead directly to benefits for students; on
teams, life in schoolfor students improves in many ways. There is
Tittle doubt that the interdisciplinary team organization provides a
smooth and supportive transition for students moving from the
largely self-contained atmospho;e of the elementary school to the
more loosely organized but highly departmentalized situation of the
average high school. The team provides its students with a sense
of place and group, and whether one works for Toyota or works on
long division, feeing like an important member of an important
group is essential to productiviti.

Paul George, The Theolynclool Beyor.d Effectiveness. Columbus,
Ohio: The National Middle School Association, ©1983, pp. 75-77.

2 Paul S. George and Lynn L.
Oldalcer, "A National Survey of

Middle School Effectiveness,"
Educational Leadership, Vol. 42.
(December, 1985/January, 1986),
p. 79. Reprinted with permission

of the Association for
Supervision and Curriculum
Development. (101986 by the

Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development. All

rights reserved.

programs of exemplary schools
could be deemed to be effective for
the education of early adolescents.
The most striking findings to
emerge include:

Ninety percent (of the schools)
organiad teachers and students
into interdisciplinary teams, rath-
er than self-contained and de-
parimentalized instruction.

Ninety-four percent usedflexible
scheduling during the school

day, often with some kind of
block schedule.

Ninety-three percent (of the
schools) incluf" a home base
period and tet.cher-adviser for
each student.

All of th-t respondents said their
programs were designed with the
nature of middle school students
in mind.

Ninety-nine percent focused cur-
riculum on students' personal
development and skills for con-
tinued learning and a wide range
of exploratory activities.

All reported that administrators
and faculty members collabor-
ated on decisions that shaped
school policy.2

In separate research findings,
Lipsitz's analysis of successful
schools led her to the conclusion
that 'The individual decisions made
by each school reflect ... thoughtful
response to the developmental
needs of the age group and the
particular needs of the school's
clientele."

She continues:
Underlying their varied responses is

a commitment to the intellectual, social,
and personal growth of each child.
While such a statement is identical to
the stand -I rhetoric of schools, it is as
close o ict in these schools as is
possible in a less than perfect social
institution. Important factors contrib-
uting to the schools' climate appear to
be the physical setting, the means by
which order is achieved, teachers'
working conditions, their beliefs and
expectations, and the acknowledgment
of reciprocity in human relations.
Crucially important are the quality of
leadership and the clarity of purpose
already discussed]

There are multiple issues which
should be addressed in structuring
effective middle grade education:
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Large schools need to be di-
vided into smaller, more eas-
ily managed units. Whether
called "houses," "school-with-
in-a-school," or by some other
term, the primary purpose is
to allow a sense of closeness
to develop between students
and staff which enhances the
development of intellectual
growth, academic achieve-
ment, and emotional and so-
cial maturity.

Smaller administrative units
within a school can be orga-
nized by grade level or cross-
graded. Whatever combina-
tion is used, care must be tak-
en to ensure a balance among
the variables that characterize
the diversity of given student
body populations; ethnic, lin-
guistic, and socioeconomic
diversity as well as other in-
dividual qualities which lend
vitality and interest to human
relationships must be pro-
tected in the process of cre-
ating smaller administrative
units.

Instruction can be organized
in terms of time block-, that
facilitate multiple goals, in-
cluding extended units of time
for teaching selected core cur-
riculum subjects through in-
terdisciplinary approaches by
individual teachers or teams.

Classroom-based guidance ac-
ti vities should be an integral
part of the middle grade pro-
gram. Every teacher should be
guidance oriented and slnsi-

tive to adolescent develop-
mental characteristics; this
professional frame of ref-
erence can markedly diminish
individual and group stress
levels and maximize the use of
student energies for learning
purposes.

Curriculum organization and
course scheduling should fa-
cilitate schoolwide planning
among teachers, irrespective
of subject-area assignments.

Schoolwide reading and writ-
ing programs should be
planned and implemented
which cut through all core and
exploratory curriculums. Ev-
ery teacher and student should
become involved. The more
zble student readers and writ-
ers should be pushed toward
advanced levels of literacy
while those in need of basic
skills help should receive spe-
cialized assistance.

Teachers should be provided
with common planning time
when their instructional re-
sponsibilities require coordi-
nation.

"Advisory" programs should
be included in the organization
of the middle grades. This
concept is well documented as
a cost-efficient means of de-
veloping bridges between stu-
dents and staff. Small groups
of students in cross-age group-
ings engage in shared ex-
periences that build morale,
enhance school spirit, develop

i 1 1 3

3 Published by permission of
Transaction, Inc., from Successful
Schools for Young Adolescents, by
Joan Lipsitz, @1984 by Transaction,
Inc., pp. 178-79.
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positive educational values,
and improve achievement
levels.

District offices should be or-
ganized to provide direct sup-
port services related to middle
grade curriculum, instruction,
staffing, and other administra-
tive requirements. In larger
districts, middle grade admin-
istrative units should be estab-
lished for this purpose.

Adequate physical plant facil-
ities must be provided for
middle grade schools. An
"active learning" instructional
philosophy for the core and

exploratory curricula can be
achieved only when space
allocations allow for a wide
variety of specialized instruc-
tional experiences. The same
argument is advanced with
respect to the need for ade-
quate equipment and instruc-
tional materials, including
cutting edge educational tech-
nology.

Provision must be made within
the State Department of Education
for middle grade support services.
An administrative unit specifically
assigned to this mission must be
created.

TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

0 Superintendents and principals should ensure
that the concept of team organization charac-
terizes and permeates the structure of middle
grade schools. Specifically, teachers should:

a. Share the same students as extensively as
possible.

b. Work together with the needs of those
common students in mine.

The state Legislature, with the support of the
Governor and the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, should resolve state-level funding
disparities among elementary, high school, and
unified school districts which negatively impact
fiscal resources available for grades 6, 7, and 8.

The state Legislature, with the support of the
Governor and he Superintendent of Public
Instruction, st ild amend recently adopted
school facilities' legislation:

Continued on next page
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

a. To eliminate fiscal incentives for building
7-9 schools.

b. To eliminate disincentives for building 6-8
schools.

c. To alter the square foot allocation formula so
that the square footage for grade 6 is the
same as that for grades 7 and 8 in schools
which contain grades 6, 7, and 8.

0 The Legislature, with the support of the
Governor, and the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, should adopt legislation designed
to encourage improvements in middle grade
education. The School improvement Program
Law should be amended to:

a. Require participating schools which enroll
students in grades 6, 7, and/or 8 to consider
the recommendations of this report in their
respective school planning processes.

b. Encourage a planning focus for grades 6, 7,
and 8, regardless of the grade-level config-
uration of individual schools, in addition to
schoolwide planning which may involve
other grade levels.

c. Require unification of school planning
processes for all federal, state, and local
programs in each curriculum area in order to
ensure that all resources arcs directed to help-
ing students succeed in the core curriculum,
to the extent allowable under applicable
statutes.

d. Encourage allocation of state and local
Economic Impact Aid funds to services
designed to increase the number of under-
represented minorities preparing for high

Continued on next page
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0

0

RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

school courses required for admission to
four-year institutions of higher education.

e. Encourage budgeting of School Improve-
ment Program, categorical, and local district
funds in support of the implementation of
individual school plans in response to this
report.

f. Appropriate funds and revise existing formu-
las to allow expansion of the School Improve-
ment Program to all schools which enroll
students in grades 6, 7, and 8 over the next
three years.

Local school boards should adop -,olicies that
identify middle grade education with grades 6,
7, and 8; local boards should ensure that
middle grade schools are provided with appro-
priate space and specialized facilities essential
for achieving stated educational and organiza-
tional objectives, including:

a. Interdisciplinary team teaching in core
curriculum instructional time blocks

b. Flexible scheduling of class time according
to particulerized requirements of different
curriculums

c. Active learning environments which require
acces- to multiple types of facilities, includ-
ing laboratories, studios, performing arts fa-
cilities, media centers, large- and small-
group classrooms, convertible rooms, gyms,
and other comparable facilities

The State Department of Education should
establish a special instructional support unit for
middle grade education.

Local school boards should authorize separate,
specialized central office support services for

Continued on next page
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

schools which enroll students in the middle
grades.

0 Superintendents and building administrators
should provide leadership in developing
organizational principles for the middle.: grades
which Incorporate the following:

a. Large schools should be divided into
smaller, more easily managed administrative
units.

b. These smaller administrative units should
reflect the full range of student diversity
found within the total school population.

c. Instructional time should be allocated on the
basis of relative priorities among subject
areas; given classes may meet daily,
alternatively by day or week, and for varied
lengths of time.

d. All students should have one-to-one access
to a significant adult through advisor- advisee
programs, conventional counseling, and/or
other comparable programs.

e. Multiple types of teaching arrangements
should be made possible in response to indi-
vidual student needs, teacher preferences,
and the requirements of specific courses,
Including, but not limited to, core curriculum
teaching teams, collaborative teaching,
teacher-counselor teams, specialist teacher
assignments in selected subjects, remedial
Instruction in basic skills, accelerated
Instruction for gifted classes, self-contained
classes, and inlivendent study programs.

f. Schoolwido reading and writing programs
should be Incorporated within the core
curriculum for all students.

g. "Advisory" programs should become a
standard feature of middle grade education.
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17 Schedult: An-Expression of Middle Grade .
Philosophy

The school schedule for the middle grades should be a di-
rect reflection of a sound educational philosophy and should
facilitate equal access by all students to the full range of
::..vtructional programs and student support services.

The most basic expression of a
school's philosophy is found in its
master schedule. Profound and no-
ble expressions of educational goals
and commitments can be compro-
mised even abandoned when
the master schedule fails to respond
creatively to them.

The master schedule must facili-
tate every student's ability to realize
the full benefits of a school's pro-
gram. It should enable coherent,
rational planning. The loss of abil-
ity to exercise a given course option
by a student should never be di-
rectly attributable to ill-conceived
scheduling.

The subject of master sched-
uling has received far too little atten-
tion. Time is finite. The length of
the school day and school year have
changed little in the past one hun-
dred years. Yet, in that same peri-
od, the knowledge base has grown
exponen daily. In aidition, the mag-
nitude of exInctations which society
holds for the public schools relative
tu other than academic respo
sibilities has grown phenomenally.

Added to these variables are
those which relate to curricular and
instructional innovations which hold
out new hope to countless students
At the middle grade level these

Recommended Three-Year Curriculum for the Middle Grades (6-7-8)
Based on 7 periods/14 lime segments with weekly assigned instructional time of 1,800 minutes

Ps matrix can be wad bMa school schedule based on 6 periods/12 time segments
with weekly assigned instructional time of 1,600 minutes)

Grade Six

Humanities Core
Reacringiliteratureitanguhage Arts

History/Geogrep
Reacting and Wilting Proygrams

(all-school; aB students)

Science/Health'

Mathematics

Lunch

Advisory Guidance
101Y

Fcceign Lanpuage

Practical Arts or Other Electives
Visual/Performing Arts

Grade Seven

Humanities Core
Reactingititeraturerlanguage Arts

History/Geography
Reading and Writing Programs

(all-school; all students)

Science/Health'

Mathematics

Lunch

Advisory/Group Guidance
Exploratory

[Foreign Language

Practical Arbor Other Electives
Visual or Performing Arts

Grade Eight

Humanities Core
Readingititeraturekanguage

Geograph
Arts

toryHisf
Reacting and Writing Proygrams

(all-school; all students)

11_

lE
Science/Health'

Mathematics

Lunch

Adinsory /Group Guidance
Explorabiy

Visual/orming Arb
ForeiPerfgn Languap

Practical Ms or Other Electives

Physical Education/Health* L Physical Education/Health' _1 [ Physical Educe:W*1mM* I
*Portions of the Health curriculum are covered in both Science and Physical Education.
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include such considerations as
interdisciplinary teaching, cooper-
ative teaching, peer tutoring, team
planning, independent study, "ad-
visory" classes, individualizedcoun-
seling, active learning, mentoring
the list seems endless.

Can the multiplicity of goals
expected in effective middle grade
schooling be achieved? The answer
must be "yes"! Whatever is educa-
tionally correct must become ad-
ministratively possible. But con-
straints do exist. The dependent
and independent variables must be
realistically accounted for in the
design of scheduling algorithms. A
school staff must know what its
most basic commitments are. These
represent the heft_ of a philo-
sophical statement which the master
schedule must articulate.

Lipsitz has valuable insight to
offer at this point:

The lesson about structure is seen
in words like organic and evolving...
Organizational decisions resulted from
school philosophy. School philosophy
is deeply influenced by sensitivity to
the age group. It is also influenced by
the personalities of talented leaders and
a core group of highly dedicated
teachers responding to the clamorous
demands of a group of students whose
energies they enjoy and wish to
promote.1

The following principles are
essential in guiding scheduling de-
cisions in the middle grades:

The school schedule must re-
flect the school philosophy
and must be considered as the
most basic administrative in-
strument for translating phi-
losophy into action.

The school schedule must be
the product of professional
collaboration and reflect an
expression of consensus
among staff, students, and par-
ents regarding relative pro-
gram priorities.

The school schedule must be
thought of as dynamic, alter-
able, and always subordinate
to changing requirements of
students and faculty

Related to these principles are
multiple logistical considerations.
Schedules for the middle grades
must make provision for:

Extended blocks of uninterrup-
ted instructional time for se-
lected core curriculum courses
with the option for interdis-
ciplinary content design.

Exploratory courses which
allow students to experience
new categories of skills and
knowledge and to pursue spe-
cial interests.

Options for team, collabora-
tive, and independent self-
contained teaching modes.

Teacher planning time, in-
cluding common periods for
members of teaching teams.

Equal access to all instruc-
tional programs by all stu-
dents at any time dependent
on individual readiness levels.

Determination of course offer-
ings and their allocated times
during the school day on the
basis of a systematic analysis
of student program forecasts

119
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by Joan Lipsitz, 01984 by
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in contrast to random deter-
minations based solely on
assumptions related to prior
administrative experience and
practice.

Integration of course sched-
ules when schools are divided
into "unite or similar adminis-
trative arrangements in order
to facilitate maximum access
by students to exploratory
subjects wLich may be taught
only once or twice daily.

Student advisory programs, in-
cluding allowance for opti-
mum grouping of both stu-
dents and staff members.

Group guidance, student gov-
ernment, mentoring, peer and

cross-age tutoring, and ,ther
specialized programs which
are minimally disruptive of as-
signed instructional time.

Accomplishment of necessary
logistical tasks (attendance,
lunch counts, school an-
nouncements, etc.) in "home
rooms" or "reg rooms" prior
to the beginning of the regular
instructional day.

Implementation of an "active
learning" philosophy, includ-
ing easy access by students
and teachers to school-based
learning resources which in-
clude a library, media center,
labs, studios, small-group
work areas, independent

Periods
Time
Segments

Grade
Six

Grade
Seven

Grade
Eight

A Proposed Schedule Matrix for the Middle Grades (6-7-8)
Based on 7 periods/14 time segments with weekly assigned instructional time of 1,800 minutes

(This matrix can be modified to fit a school schedule based on 6 periods/12 time segments

with weekly assigned instructional time of 1,600 minutes)

1 2 3 % 5
a : b c : d f g h I J k : l m : n

HuminIties
.

bore
(dally)

.

Mathematics
(daily)

:

Lunch
Science
(Health)

(daily)

Advisory Physical
Education
(Health)

(dally)

Eledtive

Exploraiory

(alternating)
Advisory Physical

Education
(Hialth)

(dilly)
.

Mathematics
(daily)

Lunch

'Science
!Health)

(daily; extended'
on scienoe
lab days)/

,

1

Humanities Corp
(daily; extended

non-science lab dOys)
on

Elktive
Explqatory

(alternating)(alternating)
.

'
Humanities Cori
many; ex(encied On

n°rt'sdsncl!' lab days)
'

:_ ;

/ Science/ (Health)
l(dally; extinded/ on scienceI lab day0)

Lunch Mathematics

(diily)

Phyilcal
Education
(Health)

wiily)

AdvitorY
Eledtive

Exploratory

(alternating)

The use of mull* time segmeMs dremeicalY increases scheduling
flabby. N allows for a broader rings of instructions! strategies to be
employed him diffsvntiabon b occur in tars of instructional rims
doctiod b specific subjects. N 'nobles provision a a Wader, richer way

al aplomb/ subjects vinnout compromising the priority of the core
curriculum. It facilitates group gudence actrvides plus offering multiple
other benefit.

Fenwick Associates (1986)
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study facilities, and other com-
parable resources.

Varied lengths of instructional
time assigned to different
courses on the basis of pre-
defined learning goals; the
requirements of laboratory
courses vary significantly
from those where no set-up or
put-away time is involved; the
goal should be that of ad-
dressing the amount of time-
on-task as opposed to as-
signed class time.

Periodic review of all courses
to evaluate the adequacy of
both assigned instructional
time and physical facilities in
relation to stated curriculum
goals; disparities should be
addressed and resolved.

Innovation and experimenta-
tion with varied time con-
figurations; the school day
must be thought of as a finite
number of hours and minutes
divisible by any number cap-
able of creating viable blocks
of time of varied lengths and
allocated on the basis of
course priorities and instruc-
tional requirements.

Innovation and experimen-
tation with varied configura-
tions of weekly, monthly, or
semester-length blocks of
time. Courses must be eval-
uated in terms of whether or
not daily instruction is re-
quired or whether course
lengths can be altered without
compromising the curricular
goals.

Use of commercially available
software to schedule complex
program requirements.

The dominant theme is flexi-
bility. The school schedule should
be dynamic, alterable, and always
subordinate to the changing require-
ments of students and faculty.
Lipsitz captures the essence. of
flee ibility which the middle grade
schedule should allow:

Finally, the schools are willing,
indeed eager, to modify or overthrow
the schedule for part of a day, a full
day, a week, a session of the year, or
for an ad hoc special event, to
discourage the monotony of routine
endemic to all schools.2

The range of program expec-
tations in the middle grades is

2 published by permission of
Transaction, Inc., from Successful
Schools for Young Adolescents,
by Joan Lipsitz, 431984 by
Transaction, Inc., p. 194.

Innovative Scheduling

Willard Junior High School in Berkeley, California, has developed a
unique and effective procedure for providing extra instructional
support for compensatory education students A special period
has been inserted in the daily schedule between1025 and 11:00
a.m. during which students get advanced instructional help on
assignments they will receive the following week in their regular,
heterogeneously grouped English classes.

For example, if the assigned reading in the regular class is To Kiff a
Mockingbird, compensatory education students might receive
prior help in defining the plot, identifying the major characters, and
developing new vocabulary related to the assignment.

The Willard project demonstrates the way in which substantive
compensatory education can be creatively provided without
pulling students out of their core curriculum classes. Even more
significantly, this type of specialized assistance has enabled
compensatory education students to keep up with their peers in
heterogeneously grouped English classes. Three years of
experience document the success of the program.

During the same daily timeframe, the Underrepresented College
Opportunity (UCO) and Gifted and Talented EduCation (GATE)
programs provide specialized instructional support for eligible
students again without drawing them away from full participatiOn
in their regular core curriculum classes.
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extensive. In some instances, in
spite of the best efforts, serious lo-
gistical problems will remain to be
solved. Schools which are willing
to explore innoN alive scheduling
options should be encouraged to do
so. The extension of the length of
the instructional day for middle

grade students is specifically recom-
mended. State and local district
fiscal incentives should be provided
in instances where added resources
have the potential to impact sig-
nificantly the successful implemen-
tation of core curriculum offerings
and creative instractional practices.

TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

Principals, teachers, and counselors should
draw on a carefully defined school philosophy
in determining school scheduling priorities;
program requirements should drive all
scheduling decisions. Examples include:

a. Extended time blocks for selected core
curriculum classes

b. Differentiated assignments of instructional
time based on the nature of the subject
(e.g., laboratory versus expository
instruction)

c. Alternated time to allow a broader ral:je of
learning experiences within fixed time con-
straints (e.g., classes which meet every
day, alternate days, alternate weeks,
alternate semesters, or other variations, as
appropriate)

d. Elective/exploratory course options

e. Shared planning time for teachers who
team or collaborate

f. Schedule planning for all teachers

g. Allocated time for counseling and guidance
programs; options to be accommodated
within a common alternating time block
include possibilities such as:

Adviser-advisee programs
Group guidance activities
Tutorials and mentoring sessions for

Continued on next page
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1

0

RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

special groups of students (e.g.,
underrepresented minorities, gifted;
basic skills deficient; limited-English
proficient, and others).

h. Shortened or otherwise modified activity
schedules to enable assemblies or other
special events to omir without canceling
regularly scheduled classes.

Principals, teachers, and counselors should
view the school schedule as dynamic,
alterable, and always subordinate to changing
program requirements.

The State Department of Education, the
California League of Middle Schools (CLMS),
the Association of California School Adminis-
trators (ACSA), and the California Association
for Counseling and Development (CACD)
should provide assistance to principals,
teachers, and counselors on the theory and
design of middle grade schedules through
provision of models, simulations, software
applications, planning seminars, and related
types of resources.

0 The State Department of Education and local
school boards should encourage major innova-
tlor' in middle grade scheduling practices;
policies and administrative guidelines should
be provided 1-' :.1h allow maximum flexibility in
designing schedules in order to accommodate
successfully multiple program demands.

The state Legislature, with the support of the
Governor, should expand financial incentives
for schools (districts) which extend the length
of the middle grade instructional day or which
engage in special innovative scheduling
practices which require significant additional
expenditures.

et
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A

Assessment programs for the middle grades should bo
comprehensive; they should Include measurement of a
broad range of educational goals related to student
achievement and program effectiveness; the primary
purposes of middle grade assessment should be to compile
data which lead to improved curriculum and instructional
programs and more effective student support services.

The primary goal of strop; mid-
dle grade assessment practices is to
provide data which will lead to
improved curriculum and instruc-
tional programs and more effective
student support services. There are
multiple principles of middle grade
education presented in this report.
These principles are, in fact, goal
statements which can be reduced to
measurable objectives. These objec-
tives have the capacity to become
the basis for designing an assess-
ment program with direct meaning
for those involved at every level of
middle grade educational reform.

Valid assessment practices
should enable those responsible for
middle grade educational policies at
state, county, and local district lev-
els to examine their philosophical
commitments and administrative
actions. Measurement feedback
should be provided which allows
for a logical, systematic evaluation
of these critical variables.

This type of analysis has the
capacity to enable policymakers,
administrators, and teachers to re-
solve differences, achieve new lev-
els of unanimity of purpose, and to
commit together to new levels of
involvement in middle grade reform
efforts.

Some of the objectives implicit
in the principles contained in this

report will be more difficult to
measure than others. These include
those which relate directly to more
complex student learning outcomes.
For the most part, standardized test-
ing programs focus on a more
narrow, tightly defined range of
knowledge and skills than those
emphasized in our recommenda-
tions. The Carnegie Report captures
the essence of the issues involved in
shifting from old priorities to new
types of learning outcomes which
will require significant changes in
evaluation practices:

... Over the last few years, many
schools have demonstrated significant
gains in student performance on
standardized test scores and other
measures of basic competence. But, at
the same time, 1 many students lack
the ability to ..,anon and perform
complex, nonroutine intellectual tasks.
We are doing better on the old goals,
often at the expense of making progress
on the goals that count the most.
Because we have defined the problem
of the schools in terms of decline from
earlier standards, we have unwittingly
chosen to face backward when it is
essential that we face forward.

The skills needed now are not
routine. Our economy will be in-
creasingly dependent on people who
have a good intuitive grasp of the ways
in which all kinds of physical and
social systems work. They must pos-
sess a feeling for mathematical con-
cepts and the ways in which they can
be applied to difficult problems, an
ability to see patterns of meaning where
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others see only coryfusion; a cultivated
creativity that leads them to new
problems, new products, and new
services before their competitors get to
them; and, in many cases, the ability to
work with other people in complex
organizational environments where
work groups must decide for them-
selves how to get the Job done.1

Current assessment programs
are inadequate. New measurement
practices must be developed which
encompass an expanded range of
educational outcomes. Of particular
importance is the need for con-
sensus on a set of core curriculum
performance indicators for the mid-
dle grades. The State Department
of Education should provide direct
guidance to local districts relative to
the use of both traditional and non-
traditional assessment practices ap-
plicable to core curriculum learning
outcomes which are not measured
by current standardized tests. This
effort should be complemented by
the work of local district evaluation
Lepartments.

Reliance solely on quantitative
measurements of learning outcomes
is questionable. Standardized test
scores may distort assessment of
critical middle grade educational
reform goals. Some researchers
argue persuasively for inclusion of
artistic judgments as a complement
to traditional evaluation measures.
This logic is compelling, for ex-
ample, when considering assess-
ment of complex thinking skills. It
is also relevant in considering other
types of knowledge and skills
which students will require in order
to become productive, effective
citizens in the world of the 21st
century:

Such people will have the need and
the ability to learn all the time, as the
knowledge required to do their work
twists and turns with new challenges
and the progress of science and
technology. They will not come to the
workplace knowing all they have to
know, but knowing how to figure out
what they need to know, where to get
it, and how to make meaning out of it.
Even more important, e this country is
to remain true to itself, our children
should grow up to be humane and
caring people, imbued with a set of
values that enables them to use their
skills in the service of the highest goals
of the larger society.Z

This report includes specific
recommendations related to cultural
literacy, critical thinking skills,
character development, human rela-
tionships, emotional and social ma-
turity, personal commitment, and
other similarly complex learning
outcomes. These echo the Carnegie
scenario just cited. They demand
not only new instructional goals and
strategies but also new means of
assessment.

The previous discussion has
stressed student assessment. Pro-
gram assessment is equally critical.
By definition, individual student
achievement will falter or flourish
based on the relative strength of
curricular and instructional pro-
grams and the quality of student
support services. However, pro-
gram assessment must be un-
coupled from student assessment.
There cannot be a reliance on
student achievement (CTBS, CAP,
etc.) as the only basis for judging
program effectiveness. This dimin-
ishes the capacity of the entire
school community students, par-
ents, teachers, administrators, and

4111111k
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1 A Nation Prepared: Teachers for
the 21st Centwy. Washington,
D.C.: Carnegie Forum on
Education and the Economy,
01986, pp. 15, 20. This report
was prepared by the Carnegie
Forum on Education and the
Economy's Task Force on
Teaching as a Profession.
The Carnegie Forum is a program
of the Carnegie Corporation of
New York.

2 Ibid., p. 20.
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Index of Conditions for
Teaching and Learning

. .

.'s Parents onlysee repoytson their schools' outputs: test
score! algi etar)dirips In comparison with other schools; course
regiireMenti drOpOte rates They also need to see reports on
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Most COrtelknerip;c1sitoilaitrbittainists of ingredientson their
label% and truth-leildvertising Statutes require warnings to the

`pubic about ;natty products.. Thepubic is entitled to the same
InformationabotitingredliMtSaffectingits schools,

The State Department of Edkroation should initiate development of
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Meacham, admIristratoril and research spedalsts, that must be
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Class size and teachipg loads,

Teacher issigivnentsbutside area of competence.

.Time spent by teacher, on nonteaching tasks.

SufliCiency and etritency of textbooks and teaching materials.

Avallablity of qualified personnel to provid: counseling and
other spedal setylcesforstudents.
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. Atobetituteleadiers,

.404 jkanknof* indadequacy of School facilities.

4)1001OrleOlings and behavior problems.

leadierivaivation and opportunities for
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Of the quality of school leadership.
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Commission on the Teaching
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school boards to take a wider view
of the complex, multiple factors
which influence individual achieve-
ment, school wide academic perfor-
mance, and the efficacy of student
support services.

However, when these latter in-
fluences are independently eval-
uated and added to the results of
standardized tests, the basis exists
for a comprehensive analysis of a
school's overall performance. Data
are then available which allow for
rational decisions relative to pro-
gram planning and the allocation or
reallocation of critical resources.

The recommendation of the Cal-
ifornia Commission on the Teach-
ing Profession ("Commons Report" -
see box), which calls for public
reports on both the "outputs" and
"inputs" experienced by individual
schools, should be implemented in
the interests of more valid and
comprehensive educational assess-
ment practices.

The list of "input" favors
should be expanded to include the
following variables:

Group statistics which de-
scribe the character of a stu-
dent body in terms of influ-
ences which impact learning
in both positive and negative
ways

Financial resources

Paraprofessional support

Parent involvement

Community support

School organization

Instructional philosophy
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The State Board of Education
should adopt the principles which
are presented at the beginning of
each section in this report. These
should become the basis for
defining middle grade program
quality criteria for use by local

districts in assessing the scope,
strength, and efficacy of middle
grade educational reform efforts.
The evaluation of these efforts must
be accompanied by the use of both
conventional and newly defined
measurement practices.

TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

0 The ate Department of Education should
extend the range of instructional outcomes
measured by the CAP (California Assessment
Program) tests to include core curriculum
perfornwnce indicators for the middle grades;
CAP tenting should occur in the fifth and
eighth grades; this change allows conformity
with K-5 and 6-8 grade configurations.

Thfi State Department of Education should
provide guidance to local districts in the de-
velopment and use of nontraditional assess-
ment practices designed to evaluate middle
grade learning outcomes. Efforts of the State
Department of Education to develop non-
traditional assessment instruments should be
complemented by the work of local
district/county evaluation departments.

Local school boards should distinguish
between the evaluation of student achieve-
ment, as measured by standardized tests, and
assessment of instructional programs which
include a much broader range of variables;
program assessment should be uncoupled
from student achievement tests in favor of
newer, more comprehensive assessment
methodologies.

Continued on next page
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

0 Local school boards should provide
"input" "output" reports to their communities
based on the recommendations of the
California Commission on the Teaching
Profession; in addition, these reports should
contain information related to:

a. Statistics which describe the character of
student bodies in terms of influences which
affect learning in both positive and
negative ways

b. Financial resources

c. Paraprofessional support

d. Parent involvement

e. Community support

f. School organization

g. Instructional philosophy

Local school boards, administrators, and
teachers should compile and utilize assess-
ment data for the primary purpose of program
improvement in the areas of curriculum,
instruction, and student support services.

0
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1 John E. Roueche and George A.
Baker, III, Profiling Excellence in

America's Schools. Arlington,
Vir.: American Association of

School Administrators, 01986,
pp. 87-133.

19 Professional Preparation

Middle grade teachers and principals should be prepared to
teach/administer grades 6, 7, and 8; specialized
preparation should address the content areas of the core
curriculum, instructional strategies which emphasize active
learning, and the developmental characteristics of young
adolescents.

The professional preparation of
middle grade teachers should in-
clude specialized knowledge of the
core curriculum, the acquisition of a
broad repertoire of instructional

The Qualities of Exemplary Teachers

motivation: The teachers have a strong commitment to their
work and to theirstadents. 'These teachers not only demand
achievement, butihey provide opportunities for it.... They
select appropriate materials, teach the material thoroughly,
rnonitorfrequently,proVide much feedbad( to each student,
reteach if necessaty, and are roped* careful to ensure
Student success on new material or indvidual work." They
express expectations verbally and clearly.

The teachers ate committed to students outside of class. Not
Only do they get involved in students' activities, but they
"sacrifice theirpersonal time in order to be accessible to the.
students who need more guided instruction."

The teachers establish personal goals and determine a course
of action for attaining them. They hold role models to be very
important to them.

The teachers have what the researchers call an "integrated per-
ceptiorrof students they view them as "whole individuals oper-
ating in a broader context beyond the classroom."

Also, the teachers stay professionally enthusiastic through a
"reward orientation." They are rewarded when students exhibit
understanding and achieve their goals. "It appears," say the
researchers, "that great teaching is inspired by the simple, yet
beautiful act of one human being touching another through the
learning process."

Interpersonal Skills: The teachers' routines are carefully
pattemedto prevent disruptions; they have a variety of
"preventive maintenance" behaviors. The re'earchers noticed
"with-itness," or co Istant awareness of what was going on in the
classroom; and "overlappingness," the ability to do more than
one thing at a time. When disruptions do occur, "these teachers
approach the problem objectively and methodically."

Continued on next page
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strategies which relate to active
learning and a comprehensive
knowledge of the developmental
characteristics of young adoles-
cents.

It is urgent that middle grade
students experience exemplary
teaching. The American Association
of School Administrators (AASA),
in its recent publication, Profiling
Excellence in America's Schools,'
provides a comprehensive analysis
of the qualities which most fre-
quently accompany exemplary
teaching (see box). In essence, ex-
emplary teachers are highly moti-
vated, are skilled in interpersonal
relationships, know their subject
matter, and have a broad repertoire
of effective instructional strategies
which deeply involve them with
every student, irrespective of indi-
vidual differences.

The research just cited used the
best seller, In Search of Excellence,
as the basis for studying 154
schools previously identified by the
U.S. Department of Education as
"The best in America." The au-
thors, in commenting about the
findings of their research, empha-
size an underlying theme which is
pervasive wherever exemplary
teaching is present. They charac-
terize this factor as "human skills,"
which include the involvement of
teachers in effective management
practices and leadership roles.
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They stress that the human skills
which make good teachers are often
overlooked in the rush to reform
America's public schools and that
there is not enough preparation of
teachers in management skills and
leadership skills. The authors be-
lieve that these are the qualities that
almost all of the reform efforts are
ignoring: "If you can start with
good human skills you're light
years down the road,' they con-
clude.

These skills are particularly
important in the middle grades.
Young adolescents need teachers
who are well organized and who
know how to manage an active
!earning environment with its multi-
ple instructional demands. Students
want teachers who give leadership
and who enjoy their function as role
models, advisers, and mentors.
They want and need warm, caring
relationships with their teachers.
These bonds of understanding and
friendship have special significance
during the critical, formative middle
grade years.

The predominant emphasis in
current teacher and administrator
professional preparation for the
middle grades does not square with
either the research findings related
to the general qualities associated
with teacher and administrator e;:-
cellence or the particularized educa-
tional needs of young adolescents.
This imbalance must be redressed if
renewal and reform are to occur in
middle grade education.

Based on the growing body of
research related to teaching excel-
lence and the equally compelling

Continued from previous page

The teachers are "active listeners". The most common tech-
nique is paraphrasing, restating students' responses with
phrases like "Are you saying that ...?" The teachers also "listen"
on paper, sensitive to nuances in students'writing. And they are
sensitive to the mood of a class or individual.

Teachers build rapport with students by showing them respect,
treating them fairly, and trusting them. They show empathy by
being able to "perceive the thoughts and emotions of their
young, teenage students...." They are warm and caring and set
high expectations "by laying well-planned paths to success for
their students."

Cognitive Skills: The teachers have individualized per-
ceptions of their students. They try to find out about them as
individuals, "diagnose their needs and learning styles, and then
incorporate that knowledge into planned instructional activities"
The effective teaching strategies used by the teachers include
skillful and enthusiastic teaching; well-organized courses;
student-centered style; careful monitoring and evaluating; 8
structured, yet flexible, approach; and active involvement of
students. The teachers are deeply involved with their classes.
To win over students, good teachers use a combination of
techniques, and for them, "no two days are alke..

Having knowledge of a subject area and teaching techniques is
basic, but the exemplary teachers, "continually engage in
professional development, thus presenting and considering
themselves as lifelong learners who value the learning process
itself." They discuss their "perpetual renewal of knowledge" with
enthusiasm.

The teachers actively seek innovation. "Our teachers talk ani-
matedly about change to improve students' learning and about
taking risks in an attempt to find and adopt new approaches to
enhance teaching effectiveness," according to the researchers.
In addition, the teachers "take time to reflect on the changes
they propose and avoid change for the sake of change."
These findings convey a significant set of expectations for the
professional preparation of teachers expectations that are
poorly articulated in too many teacher preparation programs.

John E. Roueche and George A. Baker, III, Profiling Excellence in
America's Schools. Arlington, Vir.: American Association of School
Administrators, ©1 986, pp. 87-133.

findings which underlie the neces-
sary conditions for exemplary
middle grade education, it is essen-
tial that the preparation of middle
grade teachers include specialized
professional concentration.

13i
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Middle grade teachers should
receive:

Preparation which focuses
on the developmental char-
acteristics of early adoles-
cence and the professional
skills required to plan and
implement successful educa-
tional programs for middle
grade students.

Concepts which should receive
special attention in the preparation
of middle grade teachers include
those related to the intellectual, psy-
chological, social, and physical de-
velopment of young adolescents;
and "human skills," including those
which ream to group dynamics,
principles of motivation, the soci-
ology of change, systems of reward
and affirmation, group cohesion,
coilaborative planning, the dynam-
ics of innovation, multicultural and
linguistic influences, conflict reso-
lution, and peer group relation-
ships.

Teachers should develop a
broad repertoire of strategies related
to the management of complex hu-
man relationships appropriate to
their work with young adolescents.
Special emphases should be given
to the development of knowledge
and skills essential for teacher lead-
ership roles in adviser-advisee pro-
grams and group guidance activities
of various kinds.

Preparation in pedagogical
studies specifically related
to middle grade curriculum
and instructional issues.

Major emphasis should be given
to the mastery of a repertoire of

instructional strategies which in-
volve active learning on the part of
all students. The middle grade core
curriculum should receive special at-
tention, with particular focus given
to the study of issues and recom-
mendations found elsewhere in this
report.

Teachers should demonstrate
proficiency in the use of cooperative
learning techniques and be able to
recognize and respond to individual
learning difficulties.

The emerging capacity of
middle grade students to use higher-
order cognitive skills should be thor-
oughly understood. Implications for
instructional strategies in specific
subjects should be understood at a
practical level of implennntation.

Teachers must have the cap-
ability to teach reading and writing
skills as a logical extension of their
specialist or generalist teaching
assignments. The philosophy of a
schoolwide reading and writing pro-
gram throughout the middle grades
should becon,e a professonal com-
mitment that is translated into daily
instructional activities at the class-
room level.

The tension between intellectual
and academic priorities and the
emotional and social dimensions of
ado! scence should be thoroughly
tnlored. Teachers must emerge
from their pedagogical studies with
a clear sense of the middle grade
philosophy and a strong commit-
ment to its principles.

There are significant additional
recommendations which must ac-
company improved teacher prepa-
ration

132
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Principal endorsement.

A need exists to strengthen the
preparation of principals assigned
to the middle grades. Their academ-
ic emphiais should include the
same priorities as defined for teach-
m s but with additional stress on
planning, organizing, implementing
(including master sciieduling), and
evaluating middle grade educational
programs.

Reassignment of teachers
and principals from KS or
9-12 to middle grade in-
struction.

The reassignment of teachers
and principals to grades 6, 7, and 8
from either grades K-5 or 9-12
should occur on the basis of in-
terest, expertise, and commitment.
Middle grade professionals should
understand and enjoy young ado-
lescents. Their training should spe-
cifically prepare them for this level
of education. Those who are reas-
signed should either demonstrate or
acquire the specialized training de-
scribed above. Assistance in paying
for the tuition of reassigned per-
sonnel by local districts is strongly
encouraged.

Undergraduate field experi-
ence.

Early field experiences should
be provided for undergraduate stu-
dents considering middle grade
teaching as a career option. This
should be a focused, supervised ex-
perience which develops awareness
of middle grade educational philos-
ophy, knowledge of students' char-
acteristics, and a generalized sense

of school organization and curricu-
lum and instructional practices.

Participation in student advise-
ment programs and one-to-one tu-
toring are encouraged as methods
for giving undergraduate students
direct contact with young adoles-
cents. Similar field experiences
should be made available to those
who already hold the baccalaureate
degree and who are considering a
career reorientation or a major ca-
reer change from another profes-
sional field.

Underrepresented minority
teachers.

Deliberate attempts should be
made to recruit underrepresented
minorities to the teaching profes-
sion. New and innovative strategies

Effective Principals
Effective principals have a visbn of what a good school is and
systematically sulveto brIngthat vlsionto life in their schools,
School impwernent istheit cOnstant MOM. They SCrutinize existing
pisetloestO Wore that an %Mies and pmcedure$ contribute to the
qualltyof the time available for learning. They make she teachers
pafficipate activek in thleprocess. Effective principals, forexample,
make opportunitiesavallable forfaculty to improve teaching and
olasartoOmmaritOMONSIdllei.

Good school leaders protect the school day forteaching and teaming.
They do this by keeping leathers' administrative chores and classroom
intenuptione toe minimum.

Effective prinelpais viSibly ancl actively-support learning. Their
practices create attorderly erwiroment Good principals make sure
inches have the necessary materials and the kind of assistance they
need to leach welt

Effective pfincipals also build morale in their teachers. They help
leacnere create a climate of achievement by encouraging new ideas;
they also encourage teachersto het) formulate school teaching
policies and selecttextbooks. They try to develop community support
forth. school *Mac*, and its goats,

los wategReeeroch about Thechingertaitirrikv. Prepared underthe
directional Wilkens 1 Sennett. Washington, D.C.:United States Department
of Education,1086, p.50.
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must be developed for achieving
this goal. These should be imple-
mented as early as the middle
grades. (See section on Student
Diversity and Underrepresented
Minorities.)

Team and collaborative
teaching.

Instructional strategies appro-
priate for tho: middle grades, such
as team and collaborative teaching,
are presently difficult to implement
legally because of existing cre-
dentialing restrictions. The elemen-
tary (K-8) certificate is valid for
teachers assigned to self-contained
classrooms. The secondary (7-12)
certificate is valid only for the
subject(s) specified on the creden-
tial. In order to legally implement a
humanities core curriculum block
involving two or more discrete sub-
jects, substantive changes must be
made in existing regulations affec-
ting teaching assignments in grades
6, 7, and 8.

The Commission on Teacher
Credentialing must revise and clar-
ify its certification regulations in
order to permit greater flexibility
and innovation in the design of
middle grade instructional strat-
egies. This is a matter of the highest
priority.

Collaboration between insti-
tutions of higher education
and the State Department of
Education.

There should be immediate
initiatives designed to facilitate col-
laboration among institutions of

higher education, the Commission
on Teacher Credentialing, and the
State Department of Education for
the purpose of planning and im-
plementing the steps required to
strengthen the professional prep-
aration of educators assigned to the
middle grades.
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TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

0 The Commission on Teacher Credentialing
(CTC) and institutions of higher education
(IHE) which provide teacher/administrator
preparation programs should ensure that
candidates for K-8 and 7-12 teaching and
administrative credentials are more effectively
prepared for assignments to grades 6, 7, and
8. The CTC and IHE's should incorporate the
following emphases in teacher and
administration credentialing programs:

a. Developmental characteristics of early
adolescence; "human skills" essential for
planning effective teacher/counselor/ prin-
cipal interaction with young adolescents;
teaching strategies appropriate to "active
learning"; and comprehensive under-
standing of the philosophy of the middle
grade core curriculum.

b. In addition to the emphases defined above,
principals should receive special prepa-
ration related to planning, organizing,
implementing (including the theory and
development of scheduling strategies), and
evaluating middle grade educational
programs.

Local school boards should amend personnel
policies in order to give preference in the
assignment of teachers and principals to
grades 6, 7, and 8 based on those who have
received special emphasis in their
professional preparation relative to middle
grade education.

Superintendents should initiate local district
cooperation with institutions of higher
education in order to provide teachers,
counselors, and principals presently assigned

Continued on next page
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

to grades 6, 7, and 8 with staff development
opportunities that enable them to acquire spe-
cialized knowledge and skills in the areas de-
fined in recommendations la and 1 b, above.

0 Institutions of higher education should
provide early field experience options for
undergraduate students who have potential
interest in middle grade education.

Institutions of higher education should more
intensively recruit underrepresented minority
students to the teaching profession. New and
innovative efforts should occi r, Including
attractive financial aid options for those who
pursue professional training to the level of
certification. The identification of potential
minority teachers should begin as early as the
middle grades. (See chapter on Student
Diversity and Underrepresented Minorities.)

The Commission on Teacher Credentialing
should revise requirements related to K-8
and 7-12 credentials in order to allow local
districts to assign either elementary or second-
ary teachers to humanities core blocks (or
similar interdisciplinary configurations) in the
middle grades.

0

0

0 Local boards of education should ensure bal-
ance and reasonableness in the assignments
of middle grade teachers. The numbers of
assigned students and subject-matter prepara-
tions should be weighed in relation to the
responsibilities of teachers for direct involve-
ment in guidance activities, extracurricular
and intramural programs, and other special-
ized support services inherent in middle
grade reform efforts. Teaching loads should
be limited in terms of the numbers of assigned
students and subject-matter preparations.
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20 Staff Development

Middle grade teachers and principals should
participate in comprehensive, well-planned, long-
range staff development programs which emphasize
professional collegiality.

Staff development priorities
should have their antecedents in the
philosophy of the core curriculum,
the qualities of teaching excellence,
and the characteristics of young
adolescents. These categories of
educational concern related to the
middle grades have equal signifi-
cance for those enrolled in pro-
fessional preparation programs and
those who are already expert .aced
teachers, counselors, and princi-
pals. There is an important differ-
ence, however. Pre-sei vice profes-
sional preparation must be more
generic in its orientation, even
when partially field-based. Long-
range planning in relation to a giver
school, its students, and one's
colleagues is impossible.

This is not the case when one
receives a permanent professional
appointment. The potential then
exists for a collegial relationship
which enables a professional staff
to focus inn a particular school, its
program, its students, and families.
Patterns of cooperative, collabora-
tive staff relationships can be de-
veloped which enable productive
long-range educational planning to
occur.

Teachers must have the major
role in defining the content, design,
and implementation of school -based
staff development activities. These
may take many forms limited only
by the creativity of those who
provide leadership to others or who

take responsibility for their own
developmental needs.

Formal and informal settings
can contribute equally to the
achievement of staff development
goals. As an example, Lipsitz notes:

'The common planning period (for
multidisciplinary teams) also promotes
collegiality and professionalism in
curriculum development and review."'

The same theme is picked up in
the Carnegie Report:

Fundamental to our conception of a
workable professional environment
that fosters learning is more time for
all professional teachers to reflect,
plan, and discuss teaching innovations
and problems with their colleagues.2

In essence, staff development
programs represent the substance of
a long-range professional commit-
ment to continue to grow intel-
lectually, to gain new skills, and to
refine the quality of one's per-
formance and to do so in a rational

1 Published by permission of
Transaction, Inc., Successful
Schools for Young Adolescents,
by Joan Lipsitz. 01984 by
Transaction. Inc., p. 194.

2 A Nation Prepared: Teachers for
the 21st Century. Washington,
D.C.: Carnegie Forum on
Education and the "mammy,
01986, p. 60. This report was
prepared by the Carnegie Forum
on Education and the Economy's
Task Force on Teaching as a
Profession. The Carnegie Forum
is a program of the Carnegie
Corporation of New York.

Refraining

... the students we need to develop can be ref ramed to describe
the kinds of teachers needed to support the learning of those
students. Teachers should have a good grasp of the ways in
which all kinds of physical and social systems work; a feeling for
what data are and the uses to which they can be put; an ability to
help students see patterns of meaning where others see Only
confusion; an ability to foster genuine creativity in students; and
the ability to work with other people in work groups that decide for
themselves how to got the job done.

A It tion Prepared: Teachers for the 21st Century. Washington, D.C.:
Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy, @1986, p. 25. This
report was prepared by the Carnegie Forum on Education and the
Economy's Task Force on Teaching as a Profession. The Carnegie Forum
is a program of the Carnegie Corporation of New York.
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way. Certain staff development
goals are intrinsic to the needs of
individual teachers. Others are in-
trinsic to the needs of their school,
their department, their team, or their
grade level. Still other goals may
be defined in terms of district-level
priorities. Accountability for plan-
ning and implementing staff de-
velopment activities shifts in
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relation to the source of the priority.
A portion of staff development

time should address priorities set by
individuals; a portion should ad-
dress school, grade-level, or de-
partmental priorities set by groups
of teachers and school adminis-
trators; and a portion should ad-
dress district priorities set by the
school boards acrd the superin-
tendents.

The alignment of staff devel-
opment objectives with curriculum
and instructional goals should be
formally supported by changes in
school and district personnel, lead-
ership, and fiscal practices. Dis-
tricts should be responsible for the
basic instructional materials which
teachers require to implement what
they have been trained to do, es-
pecially in relation to district and
school priorities.

Teachers, counselors, princi-
pals, and central office personnel
are mutually accountable for
achieving the alignment of ctaff
development objectives. Priorities
should be clearly defined at each
level of decision making. If logical
interrelationships are absent, then
they should be addressed and re-
solved.

Middle grade professionals face
an especially challenging set of re-
sponsibilities. The level of complex-
ity found in the developmental char-
acteristics of young adolescents
represents one of the most intense
periods of change in the lives of
human beings, rivaled only by the
experiences of infancy. Teachers
must factor this transition into the
instructional equation. They are



expected to do so, without compro-
mising the integrity of the curric-
ulum and without any diminishing
of student achievement as measured
by standardized tests.

Because teachers carry an enor-
mous responsibility when their jobs
are done well, it is easy for them to
become disenchanted in the midst
of multiple educational reform ef-
forts and for staff development
efforts to become blurred even
fragmented. The Carnegie Report
captures the essence of this con-
cern:

... Many of the best people now
staffing our schools, people who meet
the requirements we have just laid out,
are immensely frustrated to the point
of cynicism.

They see Tittle change in the things
that matter most to them, few policy
developments that would enable them
to meet the needs that have been
described. They cee the bureaucratic
structure withi. which they work
becoming even ,.tore rigid, and the
opportunities for exercising profes-
sional judgment becoming even more
limited. Increasingly, they believe that
teachers are being made to pay the price
for reform, and many do not believe
that the current conception of reform
will lead to real gains for students.

Reasonable people can differ as to
the merits of these charges, but it is
ceriinly true that real reform cannot be
accomplished despite teachers. It will
only come with their active partici-
pation. There is a real danger now of
political gridlock, a situation in which
those who would improve the schools
from the outside are met by teachers on
the inside who, because they distrust
policy makers' motives and disci! prove
of their methods, will prevent further
progrms.3

The anxiety reflected in these
comments need not occur in relation
to middle grade renewal in Cali-

fomia. Effective, professionally
oriented staff development pro-
grams represent a central step in
making certain that reform efforts
which directly involve teachers,
counselors, and principals are
planned and implemented in an
orderly manner.

Much can be achieved through
staff development activities at the
levels of individual, group, school,
and district program planning.
There are three fundamental themes
around which the majority of mid-
dle grade staff development activity
should be organized:

Academic content (growth in
knowledge and skills related
to the disciplines which one is
assigned to teach particular-
ly in the core curriculum)

Human skills (growth in
knowledge and skills related
to human interaction among
young adolescents and be-
tween members of the profes-
sional staff and students)

Pedagogical theory and prac-
tice (growth in knowledge and
skills related to instructional
practices appropriate to the de-
velopmental characteristics of
young adolescents and consis-
tent with the thrust of the core
curriculum frameworks)

Staff development activities
which are planned by individuals,
faculty committees, teaching teams,
principals, counseling and guidance
specialists, central office admini-
strators and other significant profes-
sional and paraprofessional person-
nel must complement each other.
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3 A Nation Prepared: Teachers for
the 21st Century. Washington,
D.C.: Carnegie Forum on
Education and the Economy,
©1986, p. 26. This report was
prepared by the Carnegie Forum
on F.Alization and the Economy's
Task Force on Teaching as a
Profession. The Carnegie Forum
is a program of the Carnegie
Corporation of New York.
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Allocations of time, materials, bud-
gets, and other resources must be
tested at every level of decision
making for their contribution to the
realization of goals related to the
themes of middle grade educational
reform. School-based and district-
level planning committees can help
to ensure that this occurs.

Among specific staff devel-
opment possibilities which these
themes suggest are: defining school
philosophy; planning the curricu-
lum; learning about adolescent char-
acteristics; studying the dynamics
of interdisciplinary teaming; setting
up adviser-advisee programs; re-
viewing advances in the core curric-
ulum subjects; developing deeper
understanding of learning styles;
mastering the varied forms of coop-
erative teaching; learning group dy-
namics skills; studying motivational
strategi-,s; planning and implement-
ing individual or group innovations
in varied areas of professional
practice; developing collaborative
tcaching styles; maintaining dis-
cipline; designing active learning
environments; and evaluating the
outcomes of programs and projects.

Boards must allocate resources
to facilitate multiple forms of staff
develormeni. Superintendents and
principals should identify creative
alternatives for sc:ieduling alloca-
tions of time required to implement
varied types of staff development
programs. Teachers, principals, and
superintendents should collabora-
tively plan to ensure balance among
individual, school, and district-level
staff development priorities.
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Systematic, long-range staff de-
velopment goals should be set by
each professional. Groups of pro-
fessionals should be bound together
by common roles and shared as-
signments characterized by an inte-
grated and focused response to the
broad themes of middle grade re-
form and renewal.

Highlights from Research on Staff
Development for Effective Teaching

Studies comparing various models or processes of staff develop-
ment are rare. While it is not possible to state conclusively that one
in-service design is superior to another, we can put togetherthe
many pieces of research reviewed here to make some general
recommendations about staff development programs for more
effec'ive teaching.

1. Select content that has been verified by research to improve
student achievement.

2. Create a context of acceptance by involving teachers in
decision making and provdng both logistical and
psychological administrative support.

3, Conduct training sessions (more than one) two or three weeks
apart.

4. Include presentation, demonstration, practice, and feedback
as workshop activities.

5. Provide opportunities for small-croup discussions of the
applcation of new practices and sharing of ideas and concerns
about effective instructirzi during training sessions.

6. Encourage teachers bet ,lien workshops to visit each other(
classrooms, preferably with a simple, objective, student-
centered observation instrument. Provide opportunities for
discussions of the observation.

7. Develop in teachers a philosophical acceptance of the new
practices by presenting research and a rationale for the
effectiveness of the techniques. Allow teachers to express
doubts abcu it or objections to the recommended methods In
the small group. Let the other teachers convince the testing
teacher of the usefulness of the practices through
"testimonies" of their use and effectiveness.

8. Lower teachers' perception of the cost of adopting a new
practice through detailed discussions of the "nuts and bolts"
of using the technique and teacher sharing of experiences
with the technique.

9. Help teachers grow in their self-confidence and competence
through encouraging them to try only one or two new practices
after each workshop. Diagnosis of teacher strengths and weak.
nesses can help the trainer suggest changes that are ikely to
be successful and, thus, reinforce future efforts to change.

10. Plan to take more time for teaching practices that require very
complex thinking skills, provide more practice, and consider
activities that develop conceptual flexibility.

Georgsefk Spwks, 'Synthesis of Research an Staff Dwelt/mot for
Effectly*Tesching," Eduadonst Widen* Vet, 41 (November, 1983), pp.
65-72, Reprinted With ponnissbn of** Assockdionfor Suparviskm and
Curriculum Development 01986hytheAssocistkm for Supervlobn and
Curriculum Development Al right* reserved.
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TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

0 The state Legislature should provide financial
Incentives to local districts to be used for
middle grade staff development programs
which focus on:

a. Increased mastery of academic content

b. Increased knowledge of the characteristics
of young adolescents and the critical
repertoire of human skills required for
effective teaching, counseling, and
mentoring of students at this age level

c. Increased levels of knowledge and skill
derived from pedagogical studies
particularly those which lead t., a broad
base of instructional stratecles which
emphasize active learning and which are
responsive to the multiple individual
differences of young adolescents

Superintendents should facilitate the planning
of comprehensive, long-range staff develop-
ment programs for the middle grades to
inciude:

a. Collaborative planning among teachers,
counselors, principals, and central office
personnel

b. Guarantees of balance among individual,
school-level, and district-level staff
development priorities

c. Provision for multiple types of staff
development programs, including those
which have the potential for long-term
professional growth

d. Assurances of systematically planned, goal-
oriented programs which allow substantive
middle grade reform efforts to be achieved

Continued on next page
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0

RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

Superintendents should support efforts of
teaching principals and faculties to implement
middle grade curriculum and instructional
improvements.

This support should include:

a. Understanding of what is being attempted
by principals and faculties in sufficient
detail to:

Recognize and encourage progress,
even when Imperfect.

Enlist the support of parents and the
community for program improvements.

Overcome obstacles and solve problems
that inevitably accompany change.

b. Creating a districtwide culture, through
example and encouragement, which
provides a joyful response to progress in
implementing school-based improvements
and a good-humored attitude toward
mistakes and frustrations which occur in
the process.

c. Marshaling resources to support individual
school Improvements.

d. Revising district-level policies and
administrative practices, where required, in
order to support the implementation of
innovative practices at the local school
level.

0 Superintendents, central office administrators,
and principals should provide collaborative
leadership in solving logistical problems.
Such leadership is essential to the successful

Continued on next page
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RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

implementation of comprehensive staff
development programs, including:

a. Provision of adequate blocks of time for
professional learning activities

b. Allocation of convenient sites and
appropriate facilities

c. Provision of materials, equipment, and
other resources, as needed, to allow
mastery of staff development goals

d. Provision of quality controls and general
program evaluation which guide long-
range efforts to attain major reform goals



PART FIVE

LEADERSHIP AND PARTNERSHIP:

Defining the Catalysts for
Middle Grade Educational Reform
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21 Parent, Cornmunities, and Scho 61 Boards

Parents, communities, and school boards should share
accountability for middle grade educational reform.

Parents, community members,
and their elected representatives
who make up the membership of
local school boards constitute the
keystone of any educational reform
effort. Their respective roles are
critical to any consideration of sub-
stantive change. Without their col-
lective support any discussion of
innovation and renewal is trivial-

Guidelines for Collaborative Work:
School and Community Leaders

Worldrig Together

These guidelines suggest how we can take collective responsibil-
ity for improving schools. The climate for reform gives us a rare
opportunity to change the ways we workthat may be both deep
and lasting.

SOH* type of organizational structure is needed to collaborate.
A small core of people actually work on the collaboration.
lime for collaboration needs to be allotted.
Skillful people working together enhance collaborative work.
initially, activities propel the collaboration, not goals.
Large superordinate goals for collaboration become clearer after
people have worked together.
People often underestimate the amount of energy it takes to
work with otherpeople.
Collaboration with schools demands an understanding of
schools as complex social organizations shaped by the realities
of specific contexts.
Ambiguity and flexibility more aptly describe collaborations than
certainty and rigidity.
Conflict in collaborative work is inevitable; it has the potential for
productive learning.
People can participate in collaborative work for different reasons,
but they should include wanting to do things together.
Productscreated by collaborating create an important sense of
pride in collaborative work.
Shared experiences overtime build mutual trust, respect, risk-
taking, and commitment.

Arm Lisbetnem, VollebortahoWorit" fklucationsiLeadershO, vet. 43
brew 1988). p 1. Reprinted with omission al the ASSOCISt100 for

,Supshileien and Oteticulum theveboment. 01986 bytho Asoodat? m for
Sqr.tvii100 andOurticolomthwelOpment. All rights reserved.
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ized. The roles of parents, commu-
nity members, and local school
boards in middle grade school re-
form efforts must be viewed along
a continuum of leadership rather
than as separate efforts which inter-
sect in an unplanned and random
fashion.

Parents represent the singe
most important citizen group in
terms of school support. If parents
sustain the importance of a particu-
lar innovation or practice, the result
is catalytic in terms of generating
community and board support. The
opposite is also true. Parental per-
ceptions of school reform efforts
can differ markedly from those of
the professional staff with respect to
relative priorities.

Goodlad offers valuable in-
sights about d'fferences between
parent and teacher perceptions:

At both junior and senior high
school levels, there is an interesting
slant to the data once we look beyond
student misbehavior and drugsialcohoi
as problems on which there is rather
close agreement among teachers, par-
ents, and students. ... This slant is ac-
centuated when we look at [teachers')
responses to the question, 'What is this
school's one biggest problem?" The
most frequent choice was "lack of
student interest." Our parents' top
problems [were) student misbehavior
and drugs and alcohol. ... But other
data point to parents' concern also
about whether their children were
nurtured as individuals in the school
setting. ... slightly more than half of
junior and senior high parents
disagreed with the statement, "My child
receives a lot of individual attention

from his /her teacher." Approximately
the same number of parents agreedwith



the statement, "Average students don't
get enough attention at this school."

Our data further suggest mounting
concern on the part of parents over the
attention given their children as these
students advanced upward du 'nigh the
grades. Students, much like parents,
reflected a greater concern than teach-
ers over non academic problems. ... In
seeking to improve our schools, we
may discover that some gains in
standardized achievement test scores
will not satisfy the full array of
Interests that parents and students have
In their schools, Interests that reach to
the whole of life and extend well
beyond academics)

Lipsitz echoes the same theme
but suggests that exemplary school
practices can reverse parental anx-
iety and build community support

Parents are generally very ap-
prehensive about the middle years of
schooling. Junior high schools have
been seen for many years as the least
productive and most worrisome of pub-
lic educational Institutions. ... classes
for parents on early adolescent de-
velopment, aspects of peer relation-
ships, and school life...bind them with
loyalty to the school while helping them
to understand family interactions and
school practices. ...The rc.norts ofpar-
ents who participate in these school
activities neip set a tone that fosters
school support in the community.2

Both Goodlad and Lipsitz signal
the importance of a middle grade
philosophy that embraces intellec-
tual, emotional, and social prior-
ities. Parents want this balance in
the education of their young ado-
lescent children, and they appar-
ently want to be close to the pro-
cess. The middle grade philosophy
reflected in this report has the
potential to reverse the trends which
Goodlad, Lipsitz, and Epstein iden-
tify. A school environment which
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Home-School Cooperation
Joyce Epstein and other researchers at the Johns 1-lopidns

University Center for Social Organization of Schools Involved
thousands of teachers in 600 schools and more than 1,200
parents in their study of home and school cooperation. Major
findings include:

Students' reading scores and study habits, in particular,
improve when parental help is given at home.

Relatively few teachers make frequent or systematic use of
parent involvement activities.

Teachers are often laughr to keep parents out of the
learning process.

There is a dramatic decline of parental It volveMent as students
grow older.

Many parents lose touch with the school, their children's
efforts, and the sequences of their children's decisions about
school programs and courses.

James J. Fenwick. The Middle School Year& San Diego, Calif.: FettwiCit
Associates, 01986, p. 54.

honors academic excellence while
stressing a pervasive sense of pro-
fessional concern for each student's
physical, emotional, and social
needs represents a highly attractive
setting which parents not only
understand and respect but also one
in which they feel both welcome
and able to participate.

The ASCD study of 130 exem-
plary middle schools, cited earlier in
this report, found that parental
involvement and support were
strengthened markedly following
reorganization of the middle grades:

Survey respondents proudly de-
scribed the positive parental involve-
ment and support they experienced after
reorganization to middle schools. They
cited better attendance at open houses,
conferences, and PTA meetings, as
well as a greater propensity to volunteer
as chaperones for field trips, dances, or
other school socials; to help in librar-
ies, cafeterias, and classrooms; to
coach intramural athletics; and to teach
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1 John L Goodlad, A Place Called
School. New York McGraw Hill
Book Company, 01984, pp. 74-75.
Reprinted by permission of the
publisher.

2 Published by permission of
Transaction, Inc., from Successful
Schools for Yount, Adolescents.
by Joan Lipsitz. 01984 by
Transaction, Inc., pp. 196-97.
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3 Paid S. George and Lynn L
Oldsker, "A National Survey of

Middle School Effectiveness,"
Ethacational Leadership, VoL 42.
(Decanber, 1985/January, 1986),

pp. 83-84. Reprinted with
permission of die Association for

Supervision and Curriculum
Development. 01986 by the

Association for Supervision and
Currindum Development. All

rights reserved.

minicourses in many of the exemplary
middle schools. Administrators culti-
vated parental involvement during all
stages of the transition, anticipating
the potential value of their con-
tributions and support. They took pains
to explain why and how reorganization
would improve schooling for their chil-
dren and established communication
channels that encouraged parents to
ask questions and to make suggestions
at any point in the reorganization
process.

Administrators sought to capitalize
on parental willingness to share re-
sponsibility for their children's ed-
ucation and were well rewarded for
their eons. One respondent boasted

.arfairlatating ideals into Reality
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'10$1:1.0n4 and patents mustbecome visible: it is the point at which
ideals aretranslated into realty.
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that parents told him, 'You cannot
change your program until my last child
has gone through it!" and "My child
likes school for the first time." Parents

voiced support for the middle
school at board meetings and fre-
quently voted to provide the money
needed to maintain the level of educa-
tional services characteristic of ex-
emplary middle schools.3

Community support and, ulti-
mately, board support of educa-
tional reform efforts are direct
functions of parent support for their
schools. Parents shape educational
policy either through their in-
volvement or noninvolvement in
school affairs. An educational phi-
losophy that embraces parental con-
cerns about their young adolescent
children will do much to diminish
the present distance between class-
room and home and ultimately
enable educators to achieve sig-
nificant professional goals.

Herbert Walberg, research pro-
fessor at the University of Illinois
(Chicago), claims that there is a
definite "curriculum of the home"
which educators can promote.
Stanford professors Patrick Shields
and Milbrey McLaughlin assert that
active parents can help schools
politically. This happens if schools
value parent involvement and
communities encourage it. These
researchers insist that parent in-
volvement is essential but unlikely
to occur through mandated policies:

. parents want to help their
child's education and the increasing
number of non-mainstream children
makes it even more imperative for
schools to reach out and engage
parents. Mandated parent involvement
has not been implemented as reformers
intended. ... (Another tack should be
tried.) This would be to provide incen-



tives ...for teachers and administrators
to change their attitude about parent
involvement. Educate teachers about
the merits of helping parents help their
children and educate administrators
about the bens its of parent par-
ticipation. Change of the nature and
level required depends on motivating
teachers and administrators to try .4

Parents and educators who wish
to see reforms in middle grade edu-
cation must start at the level of the
local school. There must be cooper-
ation and collaboration in develop-
ing a model of education based on
both parental and professional pri-
orities. The perceptions of parents
that they are unwanted and the per-
ceptions of teachers and principals
that parents are uninterested need to
be faced and resolved.

When even a small cadre of
parents begins to sense a new spirit
of openness and deep concern for
all dimensions of the eves of their
young adolescent children by
school personnel, the resorts can be
electric. Other less involved even
uninvolved parents are quick to
pick up the cues. Instead of school-
home tensions reeardine changes of
policy, a strong political base for
implementing reform efforts begins
to emerge.

Parent .dership can extend
this expression of s. pport beyond
the school and into the community.
Businesses, civic groups, profes-
sional organizations, and the polit-
ical structure of a community are
eager to support educational change
when they sense strong parental
backing.

Boards of education are elected
to give leadership in matters of
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educational policy, finance, and
governance. Their willingness to
endorse major policy changes re-
lated to middle grade organization
and educational practices is highly
dependent on their ability to mea-
sure the levels of parent and com-
munity support for their actions.
The roles which school board mem-
bers exercise is critical to middle
grade reform efforts. Without this
ultimate level of support, there will
be no renewal.

Educational change may come
from the top down or eventually
surface through the creative efforts
of individuals who occupy more
obscure roles. There will always be
tension between those who initiate
action and those who must react to
it. Superintendents and local school
boards should seek in every way
possible to help parents, the general
public, and the professional staff to
interact creatively and constructive-
ly regarding proposals for middle
grade educational reform, regard-
less of the direction from which
leadership emerges.

At some point, local school
boards will respond to the recor,
mendations for middle grade refomi
and renewal which are presented in
this report. Many recommendations
call for actions which only they
have the power to authorize. They
must be willing to confront the fact
that education for young adoles-
cents requires specialized curricu-
lar, instructional, and organizational
support systems without which
substantive reform efforts will be
impossible to achieve.
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(June 23, 1986), p. 326, 01986.
Reprinted by peordseion from
Education USA, National School
Public Re' adorn Association.
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TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

0 The state Superintendent of Public Instruction
should recommend adoption of the report of
the Middle Grade Task Force to the State
Eoard of Education as the basis of public
educational policy for the middle grades.

The Superintendent and the State Board of
Education should make specific recommen-
dations to the California Legislature to enable
the implementation of the Task Force's
recommendations requiring legislative action.

The Superintendent of Public Instruction
should initiate appropriate administrative
steps within the State Department of
Education designed to strengthen and support
middle grade education based on specific
Task Force recommendations.

0 Schoo district governing boards and county
boards of education should adopt the report
of the Middle Grade Task Force as the basis
for public and professions! forums which
address the education of young adolescents.
These forums should involve multiple
categories of interested citizens, including:

a. Parents and students

b. Community leaders

c. Teachers and administrators

d. Leaders of business and industry

e. Representatives of institutions of higher
education

The primary purpose of public and profes-
sional forums should be to review and
recommend specific action on Task Force

Continued on next page
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0

RECOMMENDATIONS Continued

recommendations, with particular emphasis
on those which have direct meaning for local
districts and/or individual schools.

Superintendents should propose policy
-tangos to their school boar.% related to the
Task Force's recommendations based on their
117" Jssmont of responses from public and
re ofessional forums and their own convictions
regarding middle grade 3ducational reform
and renewal.

0 School district govern!ng boards and county
boards of education should delete, amend,
and/or adopt policies designed to strengthen
middle grade education based on thwr own
assessment of tha Task Force's recommen-
dations, their review of recommendations
growing out of public and professional
forums, and their analysis of specific policies
recommended by their respective
superintendents.

0 The State Department of Education should
develop models of parent involvement which
provide varied, explicit strategies for develop-
ing cooperative relationships between home
and school.

I 1 51
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a a I . '
A partnership Involving local school districts,
institutions of higher education, and the State
Department of Education should be created to
facilitate the development of 100 state-of-the-art
middle grade schools; the mission of these schools
should be to serve as a catalyst for middle grade
educational reform throughout California.

The concept of a network of
100 state-of-the-art middle grade
schools represents an exciting and
adventurous response to the find-
ings and recommendations of the
Middle Grade Task Force. These
schools would provide the basis for
collaborative and collegial efforts
designed to give a cutting edge to
middle grade educational reform.
They would become centers of
program development, drawing
teachers, counselors, and principals
from throughout California to ob-
serve, study, and design programs
for implementation in their own
districts.

In effect, these state-of-the-art
middle schools would subscribe to
the following commitments:

Indicate their willingness to
plan and implement new, in-
novative strategies, programs,
practices, and policies which
have the potential to facilitate
the achievement of middle
grade educational reform
goals.

Demonstrate their willingness
to engage in research-oriented
activities related to instruc-
tional issues and to system-
atically evaluate and report
findings through varied for-
ums.

Make a multiple-year commit-
ment in order to Ole w the criti-
cal steps of planning, imple-
menting, ana evaluating (both
formative and summative) to
occur in relation to program
development.

Demonstrate their willingness
to communicate to create
linkages between people and
institutions that allow a steady
flow of formal and informal
ideas and concepts, designed
to convey information, to
share resources, and to
change and improve middle
grade education in substantive
ways.

Share their desire to be a cata-
lyEt for middle grade educa-
tional renewal and reform
throughout California; to use
the networking capabilities of
the partnership to disseminate
widely the results of their
efforts to all levels of public
education.

Agree to become a "clinical"
school and to accept respon-
sibility for training teachers,
counselors, principals and
others in the areas of cu. icu-
lum, instruction, rganization,
counseling, guidance, adoles-
cent development, community
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involvement, and other areas
related to middle grade educa-
tional reform.

The Carnegie Report, A Nation
Prepared: Teachers for the 21st
Century, provides an example of a
contemporary definition of a clinical
school:

... These institutions, having an
analogous role to teaching hospitals,
should be outstanding public schools
working closely with schools of educa-
tion. ... teachers in these schools
should hold adjunct appointments In
schools of education. ... The clinical
schools should exempley the collegial,
performance-oriented environment that
newly certified teachers should be
prepared to establish. By connecting
elementary and secondary education
and higher education in a much more
direct way than is typically the case
now, these new institutions will create
a valuable linkage between the
elementary and secondary schools, the
schools of education, and the arts and
sciences departments.'

Apart from the inclusion of staff
and students in a California-wide
network of state-of-the-art middle
grade schools, the time is right to
invite representatives of institutions
of higher education with teacher
preparation programs to also share
in this venture. Readiness for this
type of participation is implied in
recent public statements by major
committees of The California State
University (CSU). For example, in
its report, Excellence in Profes-
sional Education (1983), the Advi-
sory Committee to Study Programs
in Education in the CSU System
urges the Chancellor to establish an
advisory committee whose mem-
bers shall be drawn from key
sources, including "... public school

teachers and administrators ... [and]
the State Department of Education
.... The Advisory Committee shall
provide liaison for communication
and influence?

There is every reason to believe
that private institutions of higher
education are equally ready even
enthusiastic about participating in
a consortium of middle grade
schools, colleges, and universities
dedicated to middle grade educa-
tional reform.

Procedurally, the Superinten-
dent of Public Instruction should
identify _lid invite 100 schools
throughout California, from among
nominations and applications from
local districts, to serve as the nu-
cleus of the network of state-of-the-
art middle grade schools. Institu-
tions of higher education, through
their schools of education, should
be invited and encouraged to apply
for participation in this partnership.
The final selection of middle grade
schools and schools of education
should become the respective
responsibilities of the Superinten-
dent of Public Instruction and the
presidents of participating colleges
and universities.

The Superintendent of Public
Instruction, the State Board of Edu-
cation, and the presidents of partici-
pating institutions of higher educa-
tion and their respective boards
should request the Legislature,
Governor, and private foundations
to collaborate in planning, funding,
and implementing this partnership.
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1 A Nation Prepared: Teachers for
the 21st Century. Washington,
D.C.: Carnegie Forum on
Education and the Economy,
C1986, p. 76. This report was
prepared by the Carnegie Fonnr
on Education and the Economy's
Task Force on Teaching as a
Profession. The Carnegie Forum
is a program of the Carnegie
Corporation of New York.

2 Excellence in Professional
Education. Long Beach, Calif.:
Office of the Chancellor, The
Caliibmia State University,
(1983), p. 111.
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TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS

0 The Superintendent of Public Instruction,
the State Board of Education, and the
presidents of participating Institutions of
higher education and their respective
boards should request the Legislature,
Governor, and private foundations to
collaborate in planning, funding, and
implementing a partnership of 100 state-ot-
the-art middle grade schools and selected
schools of education. The mission of this
partnership should be to serve as a
catalyst for the renewal and reform of
middle grade education throughout
California.

@ Superintendents and local school boards
should participate in the identification of
participating middle grade schools through
the processes of application and nomina-
tion; middle grade schools and schools of
education ultimately selected for the part-
nership should be provided with appro-
priate administrative, logistical, and fiscal
support.
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- . ' '

A. Intellectual Development

Middle Grade Students:

1 Display a wide range of individual intellectual development as their
minds experience transition from the concrete-manipulatory stage to
the capacity for abstract thought. This transition ultima!ely makes
possble:

Propositional thought
Consideration of ideas contrary to fact
Reasoning with hypotheses involving two or more variables
Appreciation for the elegance of mathematical logic expressed in
symbols
Insight into the nuances of poetic metaphor and musical notation
Analysis of the power of a political ideology
Ability to project thought into the future, to anticipate, and to
formulate goals
Insight into the sources of previously unquestioned attitudes,
behaviors, and values
Interpretation of larger concepts and generalizations of traditional
wisdom expressed through sayings, axioms, and aphorisms

2 Are intensely curious;

3 Prefer active over passive learning experiences; favor interaction
with peers during learning activities;

4 Exhibit a strong willingness to learn things they consider to be useful;
enjoy using skills to solve real life problems;

5 Are egocentric; argue to convince others; exhibit independent, critical
thought;

6 Consider academic goals as a secondary level of priority; persoral-
sodal concerns dominate thoughts and activities;

7 Experience the phenomenon of metacognitionthe ability to know
what one knows and does not know;

8 Are intellectually at-risk; face decisions that have the potential to
E ffect major academic values with lifelong consequences.

1 Distilled from ths writings of Bondi, Fenwick, Lipsitz, Mergendoller, Tye.

Mee Bbio9raPtlY.)
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B. Physical Development

Middle Grade Students:

1 Experience accelerated physical development marked by increases
in weight, height, heart size, lung capacity, and muscular strength;

2 Mature at varying rates of speed. Girls tend to be taller than boys for
the first two years of early adolescence and are ordinarily more
physically developed than boys;

3 Experience bone growth faster than muscle development; uneven
muscletone raevelopment results in lack of coordination and
awkwardness; bones may lack protection of covering muscles and
supporting tendons;

4 Reflect a wide range of individual differences which begin to appear
in prepubertal and pubertal stages of development. Boys tend to lag
behind girls. There are marked individual differences in physical
development for boys and girls. The greatest variability in
physiological development and size occurs at about age thirteen;

5 Experience biological development five years sooner than
adolescents of the last century; the average age of menarche has
dropped from seventeen to twelve years of age;

6 Face responsibility for sexual behavior before full emotional and
social maturity has occurred;

7 Show changes in body contour induding temoorarily large noses,
protruding ears, long arms; have posture problems;

8 Are often disturbed by body changes:

Girls are anxious about physical changes that accompany sexual
maturation;
Boys are anxious about receding chins, cowlicks, dimples, and
changes in their voices;

9 Experience fluctuations in basal metabolism which can cause
extreme feSUOSStIOSS at limes and equally extreme listlessness at
other moments;

10 Have ravenous appetites and peculiar tastes; may overtax digestive
system with large quantities of improper foods;

11 Lack physical health; have poor levels of erv4urance, s:rength, and
flexibility; as a group are fatter and unhealthier;
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12 Are physically at-risk; major causes of death are homicide, suicide,
accident, and leukemia

C. Psychological Development

Middle Grade Students:

1 Are often erratic and inconsistent in their behavior; anxiety and fear
are contrasted with periods of bravado; feelings shift between
superiority and inferiority;

2 Have chemical and hormonal imbalances which often trigger
emotions that are frightening and poorly understood; may regress to
more childish behavior patterns at this point;

3 Are easily offended and are sensitive to criticism of personal
shortcomings;

4 Tend to exaggerate simple occurrences and believe that personal
problems, experiences, and feelings are unique to themselves;

5 Are moody, restless; often feel self-conscious and alienated; lack self-
esteem; are introspective;

6 Are searching for adult identity and acceptance even in the midst of
intense peer group relationships;

7 Are vulnerable to naive opinions, one-sided arguments;

8 Are searching to form a conscious sense of individual uniqueness
"Who am I ? ";

9 Have emerging sense of humor based on increased intellectual
ability to see abstract relationships; appreciate the "double
entendre";

10 Are basically optimistic, hopeful;

11 Are psychologically at-risk; at no other point in human development
is an individual likely to encounter so much diversity in relation to
oneself and others.
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D. Social Development

Middle Grade Students:

1 Experience often traumatic conflicts due to conflicting loyalties to
peer groups and family;

2 Refer to peers as sources for stand& is and models of behavior;
media heroes and heroines are also singularly important in shaping
both behavior and fashion;

3 May be rebellious towards parents but still strongly dependent on
parental values; want to make own choices, but the authority of the
family is a critical factor in ultimate decisions;

4 Are impacted by high level of mobility in society; may become
anxious and disoriented when peer group ties are broken because of
family relocation to other communities;

5 Are often confused and frightened by new school settings which are
large and impersonal;

6 Act out unusual or drastic behavior at times; may be aggressive,
daring, boisterous, argumentative;

7 Are fiercely loyal to peer group values; sometimes crrel or
insensitive to those outside the peer group;

8 Want to know and feel that significant adults, including parents and
teachers, love and accept them; need frequent affirmation;

9 Sense negative impact of adolescent behaviors on parents and
teachers; realize thin edge between tolerance and rejection; feelings
of adult rejection drive the adolescent into the relatively secure social
environment of the peer group;

10 Strive to define sex role characteristics; search to establish positive
social relationships with members of the same and opposite sex;

11 Experience low risk-trust relationships with adults who show lack of
sensitivity to adolescent characteristics and needs;

12 Challenge authority figures; test 1 im:13 of acceptable behavior;

i
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13 Are socially at-risk; adult values are largely shaped conceptually
during adolescence; negative interactions with peers, parents, and
teachers may compromise ideals and commitments.

E. Morel and Ethical Development

Middle Grade Students:

1 Are essentially idealistic; have a strong sense of fairness in human
relationships;

2 Experience thoughts and feelings of awe and wonder related to their
expanding intellectual and emotional awareness;

3 Ask large, unanswerable questions about the meaning of life; do not
expect absolute answers but are turned off by trivial adult responses;

4 Are reflective, analytical, and introspective about their thoughts and
feelings;

5 Confront hard moral and ethical questions for which they are
unprepared to cope;

6 Are at-risk in the development of moral and ethical choices and
behaviors; primary dependency on the influences of home and
church for moral and ethical development seriously compromises
adolescents for whom these resources are absent; adolescents want
to explore the moral and ethical issues which are confronted in the
curriculum, in the media, and in the daily interactions they
experience in their families and peer groups.

IGO
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The following pages provide an accountability matrix for the recommenda-
tions found in the Report of the Middle Grade Task Force. The horizontal
axes indicate the levels of responsibility (Legislature, superintendents, etc.).
The vertical axes indicate the categories of recommendations, including the
page numbers where the complete text of each recommendation m ty be
found. The squares in the matrix show the numerical reference f ... each
recommendation and a coded reference to the projected magnitude of the
effort required for its implementation. The larger the number of Oa signs, the
greater the magnitude in terms of projected effort.
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